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Abstract 

This thesis explores everyday emergencies and looks at the challenges and 

opportunities that surround in designing and implementing Next Generation 9-1-1 

systems. The thesis looks at two stakeholders of a 911 emergency call, call 

takers/supervisors and callers. It explores how callers and call takers will be affected 

with the potential introduction of video calls in emergency calling and how introduction of 

multimedia affects privacy of both callers and call takers. The thesis also looks at 

potential work from home scenarios for call takers, opportunities around designing user 

interfaces that enable such collaboration and challenges to privacy under such 

conditions. 

The thesis is divided in three stages which also reflect the order in which I carried out my 

research. The first stage involves designing and evaluating call taking user interfaces for 

Next Generation 9-1-1. The second stage involves building an innovative user interface 

that allows work from home call taking for callers and promotes remote collaboration 

over software between various stakeholders of emergency call centre. The final stage of 

my research involves building a next generation mobile application that allows 911 

callers to use multimedia capabilities like photo sharing and video calls within a 911 call. 

The three stages of my research contribute valuable insights into the challenges around 

incorporating video in 911 calls and present various design considerations for future 

designers in this space. My research also highlights the potential threat to privacy for call 

takers who may be monitored by a supervisor with always on video cameras in future 

remote collaboration setups that promote work from home scenarios for 911 employees. 

The thesis highlights some limitations that constrains current design work and can act as 

a guide for future researchers in improving their designs, should they consider this area 

of research. 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

When an emergency arises, people call 911 in North America to report the 

situation. This emergency can be medical, police or fire related. Emergency services 

have focused on the use of audio calls (traditional phone calls) since 1960s where 

information is exchanged between the caller and call taker (CRTC, 2016; Denton, 2013). 

The call taker while engaging verbally with the caller, inputs textual information into a 

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system (Valecha et al., 2013; Whalen & Zimmerman, 

2005). Then this information is forwarded to a dispatcher who in turn relays the 

information to the appropriate first responders (police, firefighters, medical emergency 

units). The call taker has to rely on the information provided by the caller who is often 

stressed at the time of the call. This potentially leads to situations where acquiring 

accurate information is difficult (De Vasconcelos Filho et al., 2009; Whalen & 

Zimmerman, 1998). Agencies across North America are looking at evolving and using 

Next Generation 9-1-1 technologies to procure more accurate information (NG 9-1-1). 

NG 9-1-1 considers implementing multimedia capabilities, like video calls and 

photography in emergency calls. This move towards including multimedia in 911 calls is 

currently being undertaken by various public safety answering points (PSAPs) in North 

America (CRTC, 2016). This integration will help solve some day-to-day problems faced 

by call-takers and first responders through the help of visuals shared by callers like 

pictures and potential video calls (Neustaedter et al., 2018). Often first responders like 

firefighters and police would like to know more about a case like the size of fire or the 

possible involvement of weapons, or license plate numbers. This can come from actually 

seeing portions of the emergency and what is happening live (Neustaedter et al., 2019). 

With the emergence of Next Generation 9-1-1, newer avenues of collaboration between 

call takers, dispatchers and first responders for better situation awareness and 

information management also become possible. Situation awareness involves a 

moment-to-moment understanding of what is happening during an incident and how 

this information should be acted upon (M. J. Adams et al., 1995; Endsley & Jones, 

2011). 
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While there is numerous literature that explores how social media can play a role 

in leveraging the power of common citizens in information dissemination and 

organisations during large scale crisis (Liu et al., 2008; Ludwig, Reuter, Siebigteroth, et 

al., 2015; Sarcevic et al., 2012a; Wu et al., 2011) and other research work that look at 

how situation awareness can be improved at the site of a crisis (Bergstrand & Landgren, 

2009a, 2011; Betz & Wulf, 2014), not much literature exists that explores small scale 

911 emergency situations that occur on a daily basis or look at how multimedia can be 

integrated into 911. 

 This thesis attempts to fill the existing research gap by exploring the challenges 

that call takers and 911 callers may face when dealing with multimedia. It looks at 

potential ways of improving situation awareness among PSAP workers and proposes 

designs that look at ways of promoting remote collaboration in 911 workers. My thesis 

discusses design implications that arise from the benefits and challenges revealed from 

three conducted studies as well as system design work. 

I will begin with a brief context around my research area and then follow it with 

my research questions. I will then present my methodological approach and will include 

an organizational overview of the chapters to come. 

1.1. Research Context 

This dissertation is focused on understanding the challenges and benefits faced 

by 911 callers and call takers when they deal with multimedia in a 911 call. It also looks 

at ways of improving situation awareness and information flow among 911 stakeholders, 

leveraging the inclusion of such multimedia. This work falls broadly within the field of 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI). This field requires understanding the interaction 

between humans (psychological aspects, cognitive aspects, sociological aspects) and 

computers/systems (computer science and engineering). 
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My work belongs to the category of computer mediated communication which 

falls in the field of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (Figure 1). CSCW involves 

collaborative work and encompasses personal communication with the help of 

technology in social contexts. CMC tools look at synchronous (Video and Audio calls) 

and asynchronous communication (Email, Text). My work focuses on the synchronous 

aspect of communication where I look at video calls being used as a tool for information 

exchange between a caller and a call taker. 

I also look at the human aspect of communication which encompasses matters of 

privacy and situation awareness within the context of a 911 scenario. My work is focused 

on understanding how the inclusion of multimedia in a 911 call affects the caller and 

PSAP agents, primarily call takers, as well as dispatchers regarding privacy, control over 

call and information flow between the caller and the PSAP. 

My work does not focus on emergency response performed in large scale 

disasters like earthquakes, floods, or landslides and how PSAPs coordinate resources 

during such stressful times. I also do not look at how surveillance cameras can be 

leveraged by PSAPs for better information extraction during a 911 emergency. I feel 

these are interesting areas that can be considered in future research work as they are 

outside of the scope of my dissertation research. 

 

Figure 1: Research Context in 
HCI 
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1.2. Research Questions 

My work focuses on understanding the challenges that call takers and 911 callers 

face when dealing with multimedia in a 911 call and look at how media rich information 

can be used to improve situation awareness among 911 agents. The overarching 

research question for my research is What are important design factors to consider 
when designing user interfaces of systems that enable multimedia calling 
between 911 callers and call takers? I have broken down this question into five sub 

questions that span across three research stages. The five sub research questions were 

structured in a manner where four of the questions involved exploring experiences of 

PSAP employees, their call taking practices, impacts on their workflow with the 

introdcution of NG 911 and potential threats to their privacy. In order to explore these 

questions in detail, I separated the four questions into two stages. In stage 1, I wanted to 

see how newer user interfaces would enable call takers at a PSAP to interact with 

multimedia. In stage 2, I wanted to understand how call taking could move into a space 

that enabled remote software based collaboration.  

This left me with my fifth research question where I wanted to learn how callers 

would use NG 911 features during a 911 call and how they would carry out camerawork 

with inputs from the call taker. I carried out this work after finishing my first two stages of 

research. 

Figure 2 illustrates the stages of my research. The first stage focuses on my 

collaboration with E-Comm 9-1-1, the second stage focuses on my collaboration with 

Motorola Solutions and, finally, in the third stage, I discuss the research conducted to 

build and test a user interface for a 911 calling application focused on people who may 

call into 911 PSAPs.  

Stage 1: Collaboration with E-Comm 9-1-1 

E-Comm 9-1-1 is a PSAP located in Vancouver, B.C., and is the largest call-

taking centre in BC. My supervisor and I collaborated with E-Comm to conduct the first 

stage of my research work. 
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I began with two research questions for this stage. 

 

Research Question 1  

How should multimedia capabilities like video calling and photo capture be 
designed within a 9-1-1 PSAP call taking system?    

Studies have looked at 9-1-1 video calling between callers and call-centres to 

understand the potential benefits and pitfalls of the technology (Neustaedter et al., 2018; 

Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). There is not much significant research work that 

highlights how a 9-1-1 call-centre should receive such media and how it should process 

such information. Existing software for PSAPs are geared towards dealing with audio-

based calls. Therefore, it is important to explore what design layouts and components 

are best suited to incorporate video calling, photo viewing and texting into existing 9-1-1 

practices without majorly affecting other call-taking procedures. 

With the above literature gap in mind, I focused on designing a multimedia 

enabled user interface that would enable features like video calls, pictures, and texts to 

be received by 9-1-1 employees: call-takers and dispatchers. I chose a two-step design 

process which involved building a low-fidelity and a medium-fidelity prototype. 

I used the research findings from the related literature (Neustaedter et al., 2018; 

Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018) to come up with the initial design ideas for a next 

generation call-taking UI. My design drew inspiration from past field observations and 

interviews at call centres in Alberta, Canada which were carried out by my supervisor. In 

total, three PSAPs were observed, one covered a rural/suburban area, while the other 2 

Figure 2: Ph.D. Timeline 
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PSAPs were located in urban areas. Each of the PSAPs had at least two operators 

working at any point in time. A typical PSAP worker’s setup included at least five 

monitors with one having the CAD system and two showing maps. There were overhead 

large displays that showed information about different cases for information awareness. 

With the above information, I designed a low fidelity paper prototype (including 

printed paper components for Wizard of Oz instructions), Figure 3, which added 

functionality for viewing incoming photos from a caller, viewing a video stream from the 

caller and enabling a two-way text communication between the caller and a call taker.  

To evaluate research question 1, I chose semi-structured interviews and a 

scenario-based design method to gain an in depth understanding of how call-takers and 

dispatchers interacted with the prototype. Participants went through six mock scenarios 

that imitated real life 911 emergencies and used my paper prototype to interact with the 

scenarios. I conducted the first study with 5 male and 4 female call takers from the call 

centre. With this study, our results showed that participants wanted to control the 

camerawork of a caller and wanted to use an instruction list that they could use to guide 

the caller through the camerawork or any other activity during the call. 

These findings lead to my second research question. 

Figure 3: Low Fidelity Prototype 
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Research Question 2 

How would call-takers/dispatchers use a 9-1-1 call-taking interface to view 
video and media from callers and provide camera instructions? 

I created a medium fidelity digital prototype using JavaScript, HTML and CSS 

that implemented my paper prototype designs and added modifications based on the 

feedback from the first study (Figure 4). I used the same six mock scenarios for 

evaluating my digital prototype and conducted a semi structured interview with eight 

different participants.  

The results indicated that mechanisms were needed to prevent call-takers from 

seeing lewd or gory images. We learnt that our participants wanted to be able to view 

labels or generic icons of photos associated with a case, instead of actual images. We 

learnt that first responders were better able to deal with distressing visuals, so call takers 

and dispatchers wanted to forward actual gory imagery to first responders. We learnt 

that call takers needed to be able to control the call through a combination of verbal and 

visual instructions. They wanted to be able to send camerawork instructions that would 

Figure 4: Digital Prototype - Media Screen 
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appear on the mobile phone screen of the callers to remove any doubts about the 

camerawork.  

            Stage 2: Collaboration with Motorola Solutions Inc. 

I had an opportunity to work with Motorola Solutions Inc. in the summer of 2020 

through a project collaboration between them and my supervisor at SFU. They are a 

mission critical equipment manufacturing company based in the United States that 

designs CAD systems for 911 PSAPs across USA and Canada. The project looked at 

ways to enable a work-from home scenario for 911 PSAP workers like call-takers, 

dispatchers and supervisors. For work-from-home scenarios, we wanted to understand 

factors that would be crucial for remote collaboration. There was also a need to 

understand how a supervisor could look at cases assigned to each team member and 

stay aware of their work activities, remotely using a webcam. 

I focused on two more research questions in this stage. 

Research Question 3 

What are the key collaborative acts that need to be supported to enable 
collaboration among 911 employees (call-takers, dispatchers, and supervisors), if 
they were to work remotely? 

I tried to understand what factors are important to 911 PSAP floor employees 

(call-takers, dispatchers, and supervisors) for collaboration. Ideally some or all of these 

factors would have to be replicated for employees to work from home. The existing 

literature suggests that situation awareness and situated co-ordination are key to 

supporting collaboration in a work-environment. This would mean that situation 

awareness among employees, which is organic to a call-taking floor, now has be created 

remotely and the associated information has to be transferred over software. For 

example, a task for a supervisor is different from that of a call-taker/dispatcher. The 

software must be designed with this in mind so that it can adapt to different roles.  

To further explore the research question and design a user interface that would 

enable distributed collaboration, I interviewed seven participants (call-takers, 

dispatchers, supervisors, age: 28-51). The interviews were meant to understand what 
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types of collaboration and awareness were important to 911 call-takers/dispatchers and 

supervisors.  

I conducted semi structured interviews with the participants and used five 

scenarios that involved using collaborative tasks. Factors essential to collaboration like 

situated co-ordination, situational awareness (Mancero et al., 2009) and distributed-

cognition were present in the tasks. 

I found that in a remote setting like a house, it was essential to propagate 

situation awareness through the software to the supervisor. The supervisor has to 

remain aware of the callers’ and dispatchers’ ability to handle a call and their workload. 

The supervisor must have the ability to assign newer people to a team but also needs to 

manage the level of access each team member may have over a case. Through the 

study I learnt that there is sensitive information about a call like records and audio/video 

data. The access to such information needs to be provided in a granular fashion to call 

takers and dispatchers. The results pointed to various privacy issues that a remote 

employee can face during such a collaboration. 

With the findings from the above study, I then proceeded to build a user interface that 

would enable remote collaboration among 911 employees and the supervisor to 

maintain situation awareness. This answers my fourth research question. 

Research Question 4 

How should we design a user interface that supports remote collaboration among 
911 call taking employees considering their key collaborative acts? 
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I designed a user interface with the supervisor as a central person who needs to 

overlook various tasks and collaboration among remote 9-1-1 employees. The design 

took factors like distributed cognition and situation coordination into account.  

The end deliverable to Motorola Solutions Inc was a proof-of-concept user 

interface mock up as shown in Figure 5, that enabled live video views of employees, 

chat sections, and live screen sharing of call takers and dispatchers with the supervisor. 

The supervisor could add themselves to a 911 call and gain access to all resources 

required for call taking. They could also easily remove themselves from a call. The user 

interface also explored remote collaboration of employees from different PSAPs on 

cases that may require large number of employees.  

Throughout my research stage, Motorola Solutions Inc. actively participated in 

the UI design process. They provided me feedback on the designs and brainstormed 

ideas on UI components or features that would prove to be helpful for first responders 

and supervisors. A research assistant in our lab, Carolyn Yip, performed additional 

design work on the user interface mockups. 

Figure 5: Mock UI for Supervisor coordination and Situation Awareness 
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Stage 3: Designing ‘Multimedia Enabled 911’: A Next Generation Mobile 
Application for Emergency Calling 

In the first two stages of my research work I focussed on the call taking and 

remote collaboration aspect of 911. This involved 911 employees such as call takers, 

dispatchers, and supervisors. In Stage 3 of my research, I focus on common citizens 

who will call 911 during an emergency. I explore how 911 callers can leverage 

multimedia like video calls during a 911 call, exchange multimedia with call takers and 

receive instructions from call takers to perform camerawork, required to capture the 

details of an ongoing scenario. 

I focus on one more research question in the final stage of my research: 

Research Question 5 

What are the key factors to consider when designing a user interface that 
provides 9-1-1 callers with a mechanism to share video with call-takers, and 
receive camera instructions from call-takers? 

Prior literature has looked at the potential benefits and challenges of including 

video calls in 911 and has touched on potential privacy issues (Neustaedter et al., 2018; 

Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018) that may arise. There is not much literature that explores 

Figure 6: Snapshots of the 911 calling application 
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how a calling user interface should be designed for 911 that will enable accurate 

information exchange between callers and call takers. There is a lack of knowledge on 

how a caller should receive instructions from a call taker to conduct camerawork.  

I use this research gap as an opportunity to build and test the efficacy of a user 

interface that supports multimedia functionalities in 911 and allows callers to receive 

instructions for carrying out camerawork in an emergency. 

I created a medium fidelity prototype application using React Native and installed 

it on an iPhone XS. This app allows users to stream videos to 911, record videos, 

capture photos, send media to 911 and also receive videos from 911 call takers. The 

app also has provisions for presenting short instructions for camerawork on the user 

interface for a caller to follow. The user interface is shown in Figure 6. 

I conducted a study visualizing 911 emergencies on a large display and carried 

out semi-structured interviews to explore how a Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG911) mobile 

prototype application would be used by 911 callers of various ages. I assessed how 911 

callers interacted with the application when a call-taker sends visual instructions to them 

on their mobile phone, to guide them through camerawork (Jones et al., 2015), or how 

they navigate the UI.  

I recruited 20 participants via university mailing lists and use a snowball sampling 

technique of recruitment. The results from the study show that 911 calling typically poses 

challenges around the amount of control a caller should have over the user interface. 

While a call taker might prefer having complete control over the user interface 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018), the results indicate that such control may only have value in a 

few scenarios and with some callers. The results show that most callers may not prefer 

losing control over the application and were nervous or anxious to use such an 

application where the call taker was remotely in control over the phone application. 

Our results show that callers are wary of sharing media with call takers that have 

photos or videos of their near and dear ones. They also seem to have legal concerns 

around performing medical manoeuvres like CPR after watching a video within a 911 

calling system.  
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1.3. Methodological Approach 

The motivation behind my research is to understand how callers, call takers and 

supervisors can leverage multimedia capabilities in a 911 call. With regard to callers and 

call takers, it is understanding how both parties can use multimedia to generate accurate 

information, identify locations, and carry out appropriate camerawork or other tasks that 

may fit a given scenario. My other motivation is to understand how multimedia can help 

promote newer work environments and better situation awareness by exploring the 

benefits and challenges around remote collaboration in 911 call taking.  

I use qualitative research as a tool to understand complex experiences that 

humans gain, when they interact with each other in stressful scenarios using 

synchronous technologies. Qualitative research is characterized by various traits and I 

will use a few to highlight how they guide my work. 

One of the traits of qualitative research is to collect data through interviews and 

observations. My research work allows me to conduct various interviews with 

participants across different studies and helps me probe them about their experiences, 

when using my prototypes. Qualitative research provides me the opportunity to keep the 

interviews semi-structured. This is highly valuable to me as a researcher as my data can 

generate newer questions which may be important to draw out newer themes. 

Conducting qualitative research helps me deal with multiple sources of data like 

audio/video recordings, field notes, observations, and interviews. Finding corroborating 

results from multiple resources can act as a good source of validity which is important for 

the authenticity and credibility of my research work (Creswell, J.W. and Creswell, 2017). 

Another trait of qualitative research is that it values the human or participant 

perspective. As a researcher I must accept that different individuals will have different 

perspectives and each of these perspectives can help reveal key insights to the various 

experiences’ participants gain during a study. In my research work across three studies, 

I found such unique perspectives to present a holistic understanding of the prototypes I 

developed. It helped me understand the benefits and challenges associated with my 

designs. 
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Qualitative research supports emerging designs. This helped me improve my 

prototype designs by taking participant feedback into consideration, during the first two 

stages of my research. I added newer functionalities as the need arose and re-evaluated 

the improved design with a different set of participants. 

I did not choose any quantitative methods for evaluating my designs. My work 

was exploratory in nature and there are no existing designs for NG-911 that can enable 

call taking at PSAPs or calling for 911 callers. As there is a lack of a system or prototype 

for NG-911 that can be worked or improved upon, I focused on creating designs to 

understand how these may affect various stakeholders of 911. 

 A possible approach along with my qualitative methods to evaluate my designs 

could have been using a System Usability Scale (SUS) where I could have asked 

participants to rate my design on various parameters on a five-point scale which would 

range within strongly disagree to strongly agree like a Likert scale. However, the SUS is 

only a measure of perceived usability of the system and does not provide an objective 

measure of how well the system performs. This means that the ratings with SUS would 

only reflect what a participant perceived while using the system and could be highly 

biased. 

 I would suggest future researchers to consider using SUS for their designs or 

even implemented systems along with other quantitative parameters like time of 

completion of tasks, error rates etc.  

Qualitative research provided me a rich source of data collection materials like 

interviews, notes and observations. I can portray the various benefits, challenges and 

perspectives associated with my design through these materials.  

1.4. Organisational Overview 

The first chapter is an introduction to the topic of my thesis and the motivation of 

my research work. 

The second chapter will describe the previous works section around my research 

area. This chapter explores various issues around video communication, challenges 
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around privacy in video calls, challenges with 911 and will highlight important literature 

on situation awareness. 

The third chapter will highlight the designs I created for a 911 call taking interface 

and present a detailed user study associated with building such interfaces. 

The fourth chapter will discuss a user study that explores remote collaboration in 

911 and will present the user interface as a tangible outcome from the study. 

The fifth chapter will highlight the design created for the Multimedia in 911 

application and present another detailed user study associated with building next 

generation calling user interfaces for 911. 

The sixth chapter will present the design considerations from all the studies 

conducted for the thesis. 

The seventh chapter will conclude the thesis and will establish the contributions 

of this body of work. 
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Chapter 2. 

Previous Works 

In this chapter, I present related work to give the reader an understanding about 

call taking at Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs), the role of situation awareness at 

call centres, people’s interactions with camerawork on a day-to-day basis and the use of 

computer mediated technologies during various emergencies to extract useful 

information. I discuss important aspects of control and privacy in computer mediated 

communication like solitude, availability, and confidentiality. I highlight how these factors 

play an important role in the call taking process for call takers. 

2.1   9-1-1 Practices and Challenges 

During an emergency, people in Canada or in the US call 9-1-1. A call taker 

receives the phone call and asks the caller a series of questions (Forslund et al., 2004; 

Mancero et al., 2009) and records the information in a Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

system. This information is then dispatched to a dispatcher. Dispatchers review call 

information and send an appropriate response team, either police, fire, or ambulance to 

the ground (Feufel et al., 2009; Mancero et al., 2009).  

The call taker relies on the information provided by the caller. Information like 

location data can become hard to identify during such 911 calls as identifying location of 

a mobile phone with existing triangulation services is hard, and a panicked caller often 

provides ambiguous data to the call taker (Feufel et al., 2009; Pettersson et al., 2004). 

Moreover, call centres can easily get chaotic if the call volume gets high (Feufel et al., 

2009) which adds stress to call takers.  

Call takers ask specific questions in a specific order to take control and structure 

calls as clearly as possible (Neustaedter et al., 2018). Within Canada, they follow a 

standardized process based on a set of ‘emergency cards’ which have been designed 

and refined by medical experts since 1978 (Link, 1979). The questions from the card set 

appear within a CAD system on a display in front of the call takers. Information is 

entered and stored textually in the CAD system and can been seen by call dispatchers 

and emergency responders or police services (Neustaedter et al., 2018). 
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Despite the use of a systematic process to acquire details, the information 

received is not always clear or complete. Call takers face challenges to extract valuable 

information when the caller is a child who may find it hard to explain situations 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

My work solves some of these issues faced by the call taker. Information retrieval 

from the caller or being spatially aware of the caller’s immediate environment is a 

challenge that my work attempts to address with the introduction of video and photos in 

a 9-1-1 call.  

2.1.1 Situation Awareness 

Situation awareness on the part of a call taker is a moment-to-moment 

understanding of what is happening during an incident and how this information should 

be acted upon (K. Adams et al., 2015; Bowers & Martin, 1999; Endsley & Jones, 2011). 

It can be thought of involving three stages, the first stage looks at gathering important 

pieces of information about a situation, the second stage includes understanding the 

current situation and the final stage involves taking appropriate actions by projecting 

what the immediate future would look like (Endsley, 1995).  

In a PSAP the first stage of situation awareness begins with the call taker asking 

relevant questions to the caller and typing in that information into the CAD system. This 

plays an important role towards the second stage as dispatchers and eventually first 

responders become aware of the situation at ground even before visiting the site of 

situation. Call takers often look at scanning lists within the CAD system to identify if it is 

a recurring call and can decide to interact with the caller (Mancero et al., 2009). 

Call takers/Supervisors also gain situation awareness by listening to others in an 

open call centre environment, by purposefully looking around to see if people are in calls 

or not, or by noticing information in one’s visual or aural periphery  (Bentley et al., 1992; 

Bowers & Martin, 1999; Toups & Kerne, 2007).  

 As an example, Heath’s study of underground railroad line control centres in 

London (Heath, 1992) reveals the tacit work practices individual employees follow to 

remain aware of the complex situations that arise in a rail network. A rail line controller 

while taking note of a delayed train can switch to the CCTV view of a platform to read 
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the number of another train and forward that number to a colleague, after overhearing 

their colleague’s request for a specific train.  

Situation awareness for supervisors within a PSAP can help them understand if a 

call taker is stressed out and needs assistance with a call or is relatively light on 

workload and can be assigned to a call (Neustaedter et al., 2018). In their study, 

Neustaedter et al. observed call taking practices across multiple PSAPs of varying sizes 

in Western Canada. They found a supervisor plays a key role in understanding stress 

factors and workloads of callers and dispatchers.  

Neustaedter et al. (2018) also found that call centres may use large displays to 

show information about the latest calls and may use physical lights as a way of signifying 

if a call taker is actively busy in a call. In other studies conducted by Mancero, Artman 

and Patterson, we find that call takers and supervisors use situation awareness to 

maintain an understanding of incoming calls to ensure that multiple calls about the same 

incident are known (Artman & Wærn, 1999; Mancero et al., 2009; Pettersson et al., 

2004). 

For example, Artman & Wærn, try to understand the concept of distributed 

cognition in a call centre that took calls for emergency scenarios. They observed two or 

more operators and wanted to see how operators maintained situation awareness, how 

they co-operated to gain a mutual understanding of the situation and how they 

collaborated to solve newer problems that arose from a situation. They realized that a 

rigid structure of asking questions to extract valuable information from a caller was key 

to sharing a mental model of the scenario (Artman & Wærn, 1999). 

Similarly, Mancero et al. (2009) conducted a study with the British Public 

Transport authorities to understand the work patterns of an operator in a control room 

and studied their decision-making process during emergencies. The authors learned that 

constant updates about physical locations over radio from ground operators helped in 

maintaining situation awareness of the dispatchers. Such updates also allowed other 

operators at the centre to overhear live radio dispatches and provide crucial information 

to the designated operator. These interactions were observed to speed up decision 

making and bolster overall situation awareness within the organisation. 
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 We also know from other research that dispatchers are assigned the task of 

relaying the crux of the information gained from a call to on ground first responders who 

may be medical staff, police, or firefighters (Neustaedter et al., 2018). Khan & 

Neustaedter conducted an exploratory study of the use of drones in assisting firefighters 

during emergency situations. They studied how dispatchers could leverage drone video 

feeds to provide enough information to first responders, who then can come up with a 

final action plan to deal with the situation on ground (Khan & Neustaedter, 2019; 

Neustaedter et al., 2018). Their study revealed how drones can play a crucial role in 

forwarding important information like building exits, locations of hydrants on streets and 

even nature of the fire (electrical or gas) to dispatchers at the PSAP.  

The role of first responders like firefighters has evolved over the years from 

responding to just fire emergencies to now include a broader set of first response work 

such as attending to vehicular accidents or injuries like heart attacks or falls (Khan & 

Neustaedter, 2019; Toups & Kerne, 2007). In a study conducted by Toups and Kerne, 

they found that firefighters communicate on ground with radio communication that 

involves a shared vocabulary. They actively listen to learn what information is important 

for them to know (Toups & Kerne, 2007) and maintain a situation awareness among 

team members on ground. Radio communication also comes with its challenges. 

Background chatter on radios can also be distracting, firefighters sometimes draw 

conclusions too quickly based on what they hear, and there can be temporal 

misunderstandings about what is being done (Gabor, 2015). 

My work tries to address some of the challenges of maintaining situation 

awareness by allowing common citizens to use multimedia in a 9-1-1 call and provide a 

more visual understanding of the situation on ground. 

2.1.2 Information Overload 

Information overload is a challenge in mission critical tasks and in this section, I 

will explain how literature has identified issues of information overload in workers around 

emergency scenarios. 

Neustaedter et al. (2018), conducted a study across PSAPs in Western Canada. 

They observed three differently sized PSAPs and noted the environment setup for a 
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typical call taker. Call takers often have three or more computer displays placed in front 

of them in a single row and all are heavy with information and UI components. The 

visible software includes the computer aided dispatch (CAD) system, one or two full-

screen maps, radio dispatch software, email, and a web browser (Neustaedter et al., 

2018). On top of this call-takers are often plugged in to the audio system using a 

microphone. It’s a dual channel microphone that allows listening to callers and helps in 

dropping in on calls that may be received by other call-takers. In a study conducted by 

Artman and Wærn  they found issues of fatigue that most call-takers face as they get 

simply overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information they see, listen and process 

(Artman & Wærn, 1999). This leads to a challenge for future next generation softwares 

that may include higher fidelity media like photos and video calls, to minimize information 

overload in 9-1-1 call takers and dispatchers.  

Call takers at PSAPs view anywhere between three to five screens. From a 

design perspective I wanted to integrate their existing interface components along with 

my proposed multimedia handling components. The idea was to keep the attention of 

911 call takers or dispatchers to the same number of screens as they were used to. This 

would ensure that they did not suffer from further divided attention that would arise with 

the introduction of newer screens (Artman & Wærn, 1999; Mancero et al., 2009).  

2.1.3 Mental Trauma 

Literature has looked at the components of emotional and mental wellbeing in 

9-1-1 operators and amongst those people who are typically involved in the service 

sector. Mann conducted a detailed survey of workers working in ‘people-work’ and found 

that people working in guidance and counselling often suffer from burnout themselves. 

Mann cited that counselling work often demanded emotional management on the part of 

workers who had to regulate negative emotions and only display neutral to positive 

emotions (Mann, 2004). 

A study assessed the impact of self-efficacy, giving and receiving social support 

on psychological well-being, posttraumatic growth (PTG), and symptoms of 

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in sixty EMDs. The study found receiving any kind 

of social support by the EMD’s acted as a significant positive predictor of well-being and 
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PTG, and also found stress work as well as shift work to be a high indicator of PTSD 

(Shakespeare-Finch et al., 2015).  

Various factors contribute to stress in a PSAP, some of them can be 

attributed to the complex nature of incoming calls, multifaceted medical needs, 

ambiguous information from the caller, and communication difficulties like poor 

language skills (M. J. Adams et al., 1995). 

A study conducted in Sweden with 16 emergency operators from one 

dispatch centre (Forslund et al., 2004) found that the operators suffered severe stress 

when calls involved children. They found that descriptions were often uncertain and 

could lead to misunderstanding of the situation. This hampered their information 

gathering process significantly. The operators felt emotionally invested in calls that 

involved children around the same age as their own children. This also led to feelings of 

helplessness and despair amongst some of the operators. Another study conducted in 

France with emergency call takers revealed high levels of cortisol, induced by stress, 

when calls involved situation that could lead to death if timely action were not taken 

(Bedini et al., 2017).  

Designing a next generation 9-1-1 system that enables multimedia poses the risk 

of exacerbating mental trauma in call takers and dispatchers. Neustaedter et al, 

interviewed a few PSAP operators and speculated on the introduction of multimedia in 

9-1-1. They learnt that there is a risk of call takers being exposed to nudity with the 

inclusion of video calls (Neustaedter et al., 2018). They learnt that there may be 

situations where callers may purposefully try to sexually harass call takers. All these 

issues call for careful design considerations that need to be made to show/hide 

unpleasant details for a case at the PSAP centres and even argue for designs where the 

video is considered secondary to audio calls.  

2.1.4 Challenges Faced by First Responders and Call Takers 

In this section I highlight some of the challenges that call takers and first 

responders like firefighters’ face during emergency operations. First responders along 

with call takers have to deal with information inaccuracies (Khan & Neustaedter, 2019; 

Neustaedter et al., 2018). Firefighters deal with lack of detailed location information. 
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Focusing on the problems faced by firefighters is important as it helps reveal some of the 

fundamental deficiencies in clarity or richness of information received by them through a 

dispatcher (Khan & Neustaedter, 2019).  

A) Information Inaccuracies 

Call takers and dispatchers work in tandem and share information coming from a 

caller with fire-fighters, police or ambulance workers as quickly as possible. However, 

many a times the information provided is incomplete. Details about the state of panic in 

the caller’s voice or background noise/activity are not provided. Dispatchers often 

contact fire officers over radio and update information, when any important information is 

provided by the caller (Neustaedter et al., 2019).  

In cases of every day emergencies, it is found that a person calling in often has 

problem accurately describing a situation because of emotional distress, or injury 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018). It has been found that call taker and even dispatcher may find 

it valuable to see the situation for themselves on a video call rather than cross question 

the caller to gain accurate information (Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

Gaining contextual information about a situation is considered vital by call takers 

and dispatchers, to decide the severity of an issue and to act in a timely manner 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018). For example, if a person is injured from a gunshot and 

requires ambulance services, it is important for first responders to know if the assailant is 

still present in the vicinity and could potentially harm the responder when they arrive. A 

video call or a call with the ability to take photographs might capture the assailant in the 

background (Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

In some other situations, a call may be about a single person being injured, but 

there may be others injured close-by, like in a car accident involving multiple vehicle 

collisions (Neustaedter et al., 2018). Literature indicates that call takers and dispatcher 

might notice things in a video feed that the caller would not notice or think to comment 

on. As an example, if a caller used a first person view to show an injured person, small 

changes to a person’s facial expression could indicate signs of a stroke, yet callers may 

focus on other symptoms when describing the person (Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

B) Controlling a Video Stream in a 9-1-1 Call 
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Call takers use a series of questions to gather information from a caller. 

Neustaedter et al., interviewed 20 participants across three PSAPs to understand the 

benefits and challenges a video call would introduce to existing 9-1-1 call practices. 

They learnt that one of the biggest challenges to call taking sequences would be the 

introduction of a video stream to a 9-1-1 call (Neustaedter et al., 2018). This would entail 

dealing with more information and could possible slow down taking actions. Video calls 

for a 9-1-1 call would require specific camera work by the caller in order to show what is 

being asked. If a caller were already in distress, the act of trying to show the right 

camera angle or viewpoint could be additionally challenging.  

This leads to another challenge, which is undergoing newer training to 

incorporate videos in calls and adapting the questioning sequence to now include a 

series of instruction for ‘camerawork control’ (Neustaedter et al., 2018). This also leads 

to the question if there should be a dedicated media team that handles incoming media 

from callers or call takers should be trained to handle this additional stream of 

information. There is literature that look at decentralized media collection from citizens 

during crisis (Ludwig et al., 2015).  

Another challenge is coming up with a set of camerawork instructions that can fit 

different scenarios. Different scenarios involve different levels of risk, and the call taker 

has to ensure the safety of the caller and then ask them to carry out camerawork that fits 

that particular scenario. For example, in the case of a caller calling in to report a house 

on fire across the street, the call taker needs to ensure that the caller is at a safe 

distance from the fire and confirm that the caller can talk and use the camera on their 

phone to capture this fire. In the case where a caller may have called to report a 

burglary, the call taker has to check the level of threat involved and ask the caller if they 

can use their camera without drawing attention to themselves. 

Some of the main challenges that stand out for any innovative next generation 

9-1-1 software are that call takers will have to overcome information inaccuracies 

through the inclusion of videos in calls. They will have to deal with extra sources of 

information, like photos and videos. They will need to control the call as well as 

camerawork that may be needed to capture valuable information from a scene.  
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I now present some existing research work around camerawork, emergencies 

and media sharing during these emergencies. This literature looks at various 

technologies, human collaboration and means of gathering media during large scale 

emergencies like floods, hurricanes, or earthquakes and the use of cameras in day-to-

day activities by people. They do not look at everyday emergencies and means of 

incorporating media exchange or video calls between a caller and a call taker during 

such emergencies; however, this work still provides a complementary lens to understand 

the research space in which I conducted my work. 

2.2 Camerawork, Media Sharing and Emergencies 

A) Camerawork 

In this section I will present the contexts in which prior literature has explored 

camerawork. I will highlight the settings and challenges around camerawork in public 

settings. 

 Jones et al (2015) conducted an observational study with nine pairs of 

participants, where both participants were distance separated and communicated via a 

video call. They kept one participant within a building whereas the other paired 

participant explored the outdoors. They wanted to see how the outdoor participant 

showed remote objects in the environment to the inside participant. They learned that 

one of the main challenges around video calls and particularly those that involve 

showing objects or surrounding is ‘camerawork’ (Jones et al., 2015) 

In another study conducted by Massimi and Neustaedter (2014), the authors 

conducted an online survey with 87 participants to understand how video chat was used 

to portray major life events like marriages or family gatherings. They learned that several 

dynamics developed around video call scenarios such as varying sizes of local and 

remote participants, the participants were family and friends who took some time to get 

accustomed to the ambiance of the remote person’s environment and the need for better 

cameras that provided a richer view along with wider angles to understand the context 

better (Massimi & Neustaedter, 2014). 

A study conducted by Inkpen et al. (2013) tried to understand how mobile video 

enabled people to share personal experiences with remote family members. They 
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developed a prototype called ‘Experiences2Go’ that showed the remote participants as 

well as their activity as two separate views on one device. Nine pairs of participants were 

recruited and the remote participant could stream kids playing at park, or fishing. The 

authors found that there were instances where people were not comfortable in front of 

camera, while others found orienting the camera to capture the right shot difficult (Inkpen 

et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2015).  

The literature includes studies of home and office settings for carrying out video 

calls (Jones et al., 2015; Massimi & Neustaedter, 2014). The situations here are often 

less stressful than an emergency and calls are held within family members or co-

workers. It has been found that the camera work needed to orient a mobile phone to 

show a scene or another person can be difficult to master (Inkpen et al., 2013; Jones et 

al., 2015; Massimi & Neustaedter, 2014). As an example, the remote person may wish to 

see an object in the surrounding or a person in the background. It is hard for the remote 

person to see what they wish to see, as they do not have control over the camera (Jones 

et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2014). Researchers have investigated ways of improving 

collaboration amongst caller and callee by linking together video views from multiple 

cameras (Engström et al., 2012; Neustaedter et al., 2017) or using 360-degree video 

cameras to provide greater control over one’s viewpoint for the remote user  (Tang et al., 

2017). Some of the contexts of such collaboration are outdoor videography where one 

person needed to show the view of an environment to the remote caller. Multiple 

viewpoints, such as a first person and third person views of the environment, can be 

valuable for the remote person to see simultaneously or to choose from selectively 

(Neustaedter et al., 2017). Such viewpoints come in handy for carrying out remote 

collaborative tasks. 

Camerawork is crucial with respect to 9-1-1 as improper views (like sky shots or 

unnecessary zooming) can make it hard for the call-taker to see what they want to see 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018). This may necessitate ways of controlling the caller’s camera 

or providing feedback to callers for ‘correct’ camerawork. 

B) Use of Multimedia in Emergencies 

Prior work suggests that during crisis management, first responders find strong 

benefits in seeing live video (Liu et al., 2008; Ludwig et al., 2013). Literature has looked 
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at how people collaborate over social media like Flickr to share images and video clips 

during a large scale emergency (Liu et al., 2008). It was found that ‘tags’ were used to 

look up and sort photos or video clips in Flickr and common citizens would act as admins 

to develop well-defined ‘tags’ and help other organisations to search through photos of 

an area. Ludwig et al., 2013, found that videos uploaded by common citizens during a 

large-scale emergency, though useful, had to be checked for up-to-date-ness and quality 

of location information. They found that many videos needed to be combed, trimmed, or 

deleted at a central media managing location, like for example a PSAP, to produce 

essential and meaningful data from a given emergency. 

 

Figure 7: Blum et al., 2014 - Real Time Emergency Response 

Figure 8: Liu et al., 2008 - Images posted on social 
media after a bridge collapse 
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Some researchers have looked at providing a software-based solution for the 

collection and management of media data curated by third party volunteers, refer Figure 

7 (Blum et al., 2014). Literature has looked at other ways of leveraging on-line photo 

sharing on social media can help in disaster management by first responders, example 

Figure 8  (Liu et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2011). Social Haystack (Ludwig et al., 2015), Figure 

9 is one such platform where researchers used social media like Twitter and Facebook 

to collect photos and video clips uploaded by common citizen during a disaster to assess 

severity of the disaster. 

 A study conducted by Sarcevic et al. (2012) after the earthquake in Haiti, tried to 

understand the challenges involved in preparedness of medical teams to deploy action 

plans on ground. The authors analyzed over 16500 tweets related to medical emergency 

services on Twitter. They found that teams in crisis worked in a de-centralized manner 

which led to inappropriate allocation of medical resources on the ground. They also 

learned that, over a period of time, Twitter acted as a medium to balance out the 

allocation of resources, as first responders and other organization workers would post 

Figure 9: Ludwig et al., 2015 - Collecting photos from social media 
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tweets asking for more people or resources. The authors also found that such tweets for 

help mostly helped smaller organizations unlike Red-Cross or UNESCO in managing 

and allocating people and medical supplies (Sarcevic et al., 2012b). 

Another study conducted by Bica et al. (2017) after the Nepal earthquakes 

analyzed how people, local and foreign to the areas of earthquakes, interacted on 

Twitter and posted photos of the disaster. They studied how trends and tags developed 

over time and how storylines emerged on Twitter (Bica et al., 2017).  

Prior literature has looked at social media, particularly Twitter as a text message 

archive and has focuses on the nature of interaction that takes place over this media 

space. Denef et al. (2013) studied how police departments across London and 

Manchester used Twitter to interact with citizens during the riots of 2011. They studied 

patterns of usage and discovered that communication could be formal or more personal. 

They learned that some departments did not reply to re-tweets or only reply on a query 

that was deemed to be serious, whereas other departments tried to engage more with 

citizens by answering re-tweets and posting more photos. The authors also found that a 

lot of “name and shame” tactics were used by the police, where the police would post a 

photo of a criminal and would also post a reward associated with it (Denef et al., 2013). 

Another study conducted by Hughes et al. (2014) analyzed the social media 

interaction between fire departments and police in the US. The authors analyzed 

Facebook post, tweets and Nixle accounts over a 14-day period and found that most 

organizations refrained from participating actively with people. They wanted to keep 

information flow unidirectional and only countered posts that tried to spread 

misinformation or panic (Hughes et al., 2014).  

Prior literature has also looked at ways of improving efficiency of consuming 

video content by personnel. For improving efficiency in watching a large number of 

videos, various software solutions change playback speed based on the content of 

videos (Higuch et al., 2017; Kurihara, 2012). Kurihara et al. (2012) developed a system 

called cinemaGazer that allowed participants to watch movies at very high playback 

speeds. The authors tested speeds varying from 0.5X to 10X on ten participants. They 

decided to speed up videos when no speech was involved and, when speech occurred 

in videos, slowed down to custom speeds set by the participant. They also added 
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subtitles and made it fade as transition for smoother visual effects. They found that there 

was a direct correlation between subtitle reading speeds and video playback speeds set 

by their participants. 

Prior literature has envisioned a full-featured next-generation emergency system 

that moves beyond just audio-based calling. Some have explored the challenges and 

benefits associated with a video based call for 9-1-1 callers where they found promise 

for such technology (Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). Some focus on the technicality of 

implementing such a system or testing basic functionality (Markakis et al., 2017; Yang et 

al., 2009). For example, prior literature has explored the feasibility of implementing IP-

based network hubs, so that they can be used for enabling audio and video calls to call 

takers (Markakis et al., 2017). Others have tried utilizing better location-based services 

to track callers’ mobile phone positions and develop better tracing software for call 

takers (Yang et al., 2009).  

There have been suggestions for usage of drones in emergency scenarios that 

can assist fire fighters in assessing a situation and in providing video feedback for 

entrances near an incident (Khan & Neustaedter, 2019). Some literature has also looked 

at providing special on ground staff with cameras to stream live scenes at an emergency 

and archive them at a central location (Bergstrand & Landgren, 2011, 2009a). 

Bergstrand and Landgren deployed a prototype software in Sweden where first 

responders and incident commanders could stream a video from their phones to a PSAP 

(Bergstrand & Landgren, 2009a). Incident commanders were employees who worked for 

a PSAP and went to a scene to capture videos once the situation was reported. They 

used a third-party streaming site, Bambuser, to stream the video of the incident and sent 

it to a PSAP. In another work the authors conducted a 10-month long study where they 

interviewed fire fighters and paramedics who used the streaming application, Bambuser, 

to stream and send media to the PSAP. The authors studied the quality and nature of 

videos collected and gathered data around the workflow of employees at the PSAP 

(Bergstrand & Landgren, 2011).  

Some of these works discuss the software infrastructure that is needed to carry 

out a transition from existing 9-1-1 systems to futuristic ones (Markakis et al., 2017; 

Yang et al., 2009). The previous related works, however, do not focus on getting video 

from the common citizen, that is a caller during an emergency, and focus on leveraging 
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media uploaded to social media websites by citizens. These works also do not focus on 

the challenges of incorporating video calls in a small-scale emergency, or curation of 

such media at a PSAP.  

More importantly there are various challenges associated with video mediated 

communication. Challenges of vanity, privacy, availability, control over information are 

aspects that need to be looked at when designing next generation system that may allow 

video calls between a caller and a call taker (Boyle et al., 2009). In the upcoming section 

I discuss some of the main concepts around video mediated communication and the 

challenges that surround video mediated communication. Factors such as privacy, 

vanity, control over information and availability are particularly important in the context of 

Next Generation 9-1-1 as it involves multiple parties, who would be exposed to 

vulnerable situations with the introduction of videos. Callers of 9-1-1 will be revealing 

their face to a call taker over video, which could be challenging to them with regard to 

factors like vanity and privacy, whereas call takers and dispatchers can also have their 

privacy and availability compromised, if they were to work remotely from their homes as 

a work requirement. 

2.3 Video Mediated Communication 

Video calling amongst friends and family has become prevalent over the past 

decade within homes (Ames et al., 2010; Brubaker et al., 2012; Judge & Neustaedter, 

2010) and is used in mobile conditions or in the outdoors (Jones et al., 2015; O’Hara et 

al., 2006). Using video calls (e.g., Skype, FaceTime, Facebook Messenger etc), people 

converse and show views of activities that are occurring around them (Judge & 

Neustaedter, 2010; Kirk et al., 2010). This allows people to share what an environment 

or object looks like as well as activities that people are able to perform (Brubaker et al., 

2012; Buhler et al., 2013; Judge & Neustaedter, 2010) 

 These findings suggest the potential for video calls where a person might 

similarly be able to share views of an emergency scene with 9-1-1 call takers. However, 

video calling in domestic settings comes with its own set of challenges. Prior literature 

has looked at studying the benefits of video chat for families and the amount of work that 

goes into making a video call run smoothly (Ames et al., 2010). The authors studied 22 

different families across the San Francisco Bay Area where they observed a typical 
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evening or afternoon at their households. They observed how parents, grandparents and 

children went about setting up a video call and how they interacted with the software and 

camerawork. The authors learnt that how family members negotiated connection 

between them and how connectivity issues led to frustrations.  

Similar research work is also carried out by (Kirk et al., 2010) where they study 

how video mediated communication is adopted large scale by domestic users. The 

authors interviewed 17 participants and ran an interview, diary-based study to capture 

the use cases and attitudes of people towards video mediated communication. They 

provided motivations around use of video chats in home settings and provide 

implications on how households could find new ways to reconcile geographical 

remoteness. 

The literature also shows that not everyone is comfortable being on camera due 

to self-consciousness issues (Boyle et al., 2009; De Vasconcelos Filho et al., 2009) , 

which sometimes raises the question whether both parties need to share their video view 

(Boyle et al., 2000). Video communication systems expose our faces and our 

immediate surroundings, which raise many questions regarding privacy. A study 

conducted by Procyk et al. in 2014 explored people geocaching in public areas using 

a wearable camera (Procyk et al., 2014). They learned that most participants in the 

study were okay streaming a video in public settings and were typically not bothered 

about the privacy of the common stranger who could appear in a stream.  

Similarly, Singhal et. al. (2016) conducted an exploratory study where they 

studied the reactions of bystanders being recorded vs. streamed by a smartphone or 

a wearable device like a Google Glass. They conducted this study on a university 

campus and interviewed nine participants. They concluded that participants had 

more reservations and fear of being recorded as opposed to being streamed and 

typically did not trust a device like a wearable glass to maintain their privacy 

(Singhal, 2016). 

 While video mediated systems are a promising way to connect one or more 

people together, research has indicated that they are often perceived by users to be 

privacy invasive and insensitive, e.g. (Bellotti & Sellen, 1993; Gaver, 1992; Lee et al., 

1997). A major shortcoming with most video mediated communication systems are that 
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they allow privacy violations that are anywhere between inconsequential to intolerable 

offences. As an example, a person’s video camera not keeping them focused all the time 

during a video session is a slight inconvenience but if the video camera is on and 

streams their feed to a remote person without the knowledge of the first person is a 

gross violation of privacy (Boyle et al., 2009). 

2.3.1 Control in Video Mediated Systems 

One of the major challenges to privacy can occur from technological flaws in a 

video mediated system. Any video mediated system that allows un-authorized access of 

camera or microphone leads to deliberate or inadvertent abuse of privacy (Boyle et al., 

2009). Access control is an important area of privacy concern in video mediated systems 

(Smith & Hudson, 1995). While providing access control is built into video systems, it is 

still vulnerable to failures as there are people who wish to crack such systems. 

To limit the risk of data piracy, researchers have looked at providing content 

control measures. Typically, this means to limit sharing of sensitive information to reduce 

the impact of privacy abuse in cases of un-authorized access. To some extent content 

control works but it itself poses a challenge to the richness/utility of meetings and data 

sharing in a video conference. Video mediated systems that reveal more on awareness 

about environments or context allow for richer meaning generation (Gaver, 1992). 

Content control plays an important role in limiting the visual information 

transmitted in a video call. Most literature around content control involve some sort 

of filtering that allows collaborators in a video system to blur, pixelize or distort the 

video data transmitted (Boyle et al., 2009). This is necessary when a collaborator 

might not want to show their backgrounds or hide some activity that may be 

happening at their end.  

Some of the common filters used are based on distortion and publication. 
Distortion filters work purely on the video channel and blur out the video image. 

However, enough details of the face are retained, so that the face can be identified 

by a collaborator (Zhao & Stasko, 1998). Typically, such blurring techniques use 

pixelation of the video image, so that the collaborator at the other end is aware of the 

person’s presence but no other finer details. Publication filters are used to 
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manipulate background of videos in conferences. Usually, the entire background is 

replaced with an artificial image. Publication filters do not affect awareness as 

distortion filters do (Junestrand et al., 2001). 

Dissociation, where one’s actions become logically separated from one’s 

identity, makes it very difficult for video mediated system participants to determine 

who is accessing information about them even though they may be able to tell that it 

is being accessed (Bellotti, 1998). Prior literature (Neustaedter et al., 2018) indicates 

that PSAP employees prefer dissociation as the main means of control in video 

mediated spaces, where there is only a one way video channel of the caller visible to 

the call taker. Personal security and privacy are the main reasons cited by call takers 

and dispatchers for preferring dissociation over other methods of data abstraction 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018). 

2.3.2 Solitude 

Solitude controls to what extent an individual can remain ‘apart’ from others. 

There are multiple factors related to the idea of solitude that need to be addressed while 

building a video mediated communication system. Solitude plays an important role for 

work from home scenarios. In most workplaces, there are cameras in many areas of 

buildings used for monitoring. People often visit areas within the building where they are 

not actively monitored to feel stress free (Boyle et al., 2009). Maintaining solitude in work 

from home scenarios may be challenging in cases of a modern PSAP collaboration as a 

supervisor may need to constantly monitor the mental health and performance abilities 

of an employee.  

Availability: Individuals in a co-located space are aware of physical/non-verbal 

cues where they can identify whether the person in question is ‘available’ for an 

interaction. However, if people are distance separated, there is a loss of this cue, as 

reading subtle expressions of frustration, agitation, fear, or a general lack of interest may 

not be captured by the quality of video or audio stream. It is a lack of awareness/control 

over recipient context regarding the caller’s perspective (O’Hara et al., 2006). From the 

perspective of a recipient, if someone reaches out, then it is a loss of solitude. 

Maintaining information about availability in distance separated work from home 
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scenarios in the context of Next Generation 9-1-1 is important as remote supervisors can 

tag in a remote employee to take up a task. Care must be taken to ensure that systems 

allow employees to set markers that indicate their availability to a supervisor and prevent 

violation of their privacy. 

Physical distance and camera angles: Another important factor that regulates 

perception of space is the physical distance we maintain from an individual in real life 

while engaging in a conversation. These factors are easily manipulated in real world 

where we may move the chair about, step closer or further away and include more 

people in a conversation quite seamlessly. In video mediated systems, such perceptions 

are created by the angle of the camera and how far we may be seated/standing in front 

of the camera. These factors are hard to manipulate as they might be physically 

constrained (limited movement area, fixed camera heights (Boyle et al., 2009). In the 

context of a Next Generation 9-1-1 work from home scenario, the camera angle and the 

distance a remote call taker is from the camera can reveal their background and, in 

some cases, people walking in the background. While the call taker may be fine showing 

themselves to the supervisor of a PSAP, but they may not wish to show any of their 

family members. This is a case where the employee’s confidentiality is under threat. 

2.3.3 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is the control of access to information about oneself. It directly 

regulates the outward flow of information and controls indirectly others’ attention on 

us (Boyle et al., 2009). Video mediated systems pose a risk to confidentiality as they 

open up the possibility of over sharing of information and other non-verbal cues from 

us (Boyle et al., 2009). They also pose a risk of sharing of sensitive content. Breach 

of confidentiality can have harmful effect on us as it could lead to a loss of image, 

esteem, embarrassment and sometimes livelihood (Boyle et al., 2009).  

Next generation 9-1-1 systems must ensure a balancing act with regard to 

confidentiality. On one hand it can be beneficial for a supervisor to look at non-verbal 

cues of a 9-1-1 call taker, in cases where they may be stressed or fatigued and may 

need additional help. But on the other hand, care must be taken to ensure that there 

is no breach of trust with a remotely working employee. Systems should ideally 
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make communicating parties very clear about the nature of interaction taking place 

over the software and who has access to data or camera views at any given time. 

2.3.4 Challenges to Availability in Modern Video Mediated Systems 

It is important to learn about the challenges to availability in a video mediated 

system as we have transitioned into a work from home setting. It becomes even more 

pertinent to understand the challenges from the perspective of Next Generation 9-1-1 

software as such software including facilities for remote collaboration amongst PSAP 

employees to work from their homes. Next Generation 9-1-1 considers the possibility of 

making 9-1-1 call taking possible entirely over internet using software solutions. This 

entails employees like supervisors, call takers and dispatchers to collaborating remotely 

via software while working from their homes. Facilities like task assignment, resource 

sharing and maintaining situation awareness over software is what Next Generation 

9-1-1 looks at bringing in the future. I explain some of the key challenges to availability in 

video mediated communication. 

One social norm of human interactions is that people would not intend to disturb 

others when they are unavailable. There are different ways to know an individual’s 

availability in the physical space, for example, seeing a ‘do not disturb’ sign on the door, 

or observing the individual’s facial expressions, behaviours, or activities (Boyle et al., 

2009). They could know that it may not be a good time to interrupt. Yet, such hints are 

generally lost when people wish to initiate video calls with others. It is termed as ‘lack of 

control over recipient context’ in (O’Hara et al., 2006) from the caller’s perspective. It 

leads to a violation of solitude from a recipient’s perspective if they do not wish to 

interact at that point in time. This also relates to autonomy—one’s ability to participate in 

a video call at their discretion and according to their own terms (Boyle et al., 2009). This 

problem of availability gets compounded even more, particularly in recent times, 

where people work from home.  

People could tend to make the mistake of believing that others are always 

‘available’ as they are in their homes. They could try to reach out at any time of the 

day since the typical work hour boundaries of 9 to 5 begin to blur. As an example, a 

colleague or a supervisor in a PSAP can send in a text message or directly start a 

video call to engage in work activity at a time that may completely lie outside the 
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usual norms of working hours. There is a chance of over-work and fatigue (O’Hara et 

al., 2006). This could lead to problems of autonomy for the individual working from 

home as they might be forced to align their personal life around their old work 

schedule.  

Literature around always-on video systems (Judge & Neustaedter, 2010) 

reveals how confidentiality of individuals can come under threat when a video 

monitors and streams such video to remote or work places. A major challenge to 

solitude in a home environment (Oulasvirta et al., 2012) is the presence of camera in 

specific locations of a home. Oulasvirta et al. (2012) studied 10 volunteering households 

and fitted each house with a surveillance system. They observed that with long term 

usage, over six months, the participants felt anxious and annoyed with the surveillance 

system. They felt that the camera was a constant eye and an ear and invaded their right 

to intimacy. 

In another study, Heshmat et al. (2017) conducted an autobiographical design of 

an always-on video recording system that was deployed at certain locations within a 

home. This setup was used to collect memories of familial interaction over a two-year 

period. The researchers learned that family members could not access certain zones 

within their house and were aware of coming into the camera’s zone of recording. They 

also had a fear that there could be moments captured by the camera that were personal 

and could lead to embarrassment or awkwardness if shown later as memories (Heshmat 

et al., 2017). There is also a possibility where the novelty of the presence of such 

systems wears off and family members might begin to ignore the presence of such 

systems. This often leads to breach of privacy where people may often say or do 

something inappropriate Infront of the camera (Neustaedter et al., 2016). 

As discussed previously, in cases of public streaming, many people do not like 

being recorded in a public setting where they are caught in a video recording scenario by 

a random stranger. This is perceived as undesirable, as discussed earlier in the 

introduction section of video mediated communication, (Neustaedter et al., 2017; Procyk 

et al., 2014; Singhal, 2016) as there is fear that the collected video could be used 

maliciously. 
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Software design for next generation 9-1-1 must enable features for a PSAP 

collaborator to safely negotiate their availability with their supervisors when they work 

from home. It should ensure that there are mechanisms built to prevent unintentional 

breach of privacy for PSAP employees when working from home. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter goes over the related literature that looks at the call taking practices 

at a 9-1-1 PSAP and highlights the various challenges that a first responder and a call 

taker face during a typical 911 call. With 9-1-1 calls, we see issues of mental trauma, 

information overload, maintenance of situation awareness and gathering of important 

information from the caller as the typical areas of challenge in the overall call taking 

process. There are also issues with the introduction of Next Generation 9-1-1 features 

into the call taking process. We see issues with introduction of videos in 9-1-1 calls, and 

the quality of camerawork appear as a challenge for a call taker. The call taker will be 

inundated with the task of managing an extra source of information which would not only 

add information overload but could also easily add to mental trauma. 

I show how prior literature has looked at leveraging videos and photos generated 

by citizens during large scale emergencies that are typically uploaded to social media. 

Prior literature focuses on pulling such data and organizing it at a central location to 

boost understanding about the current situation and assist ground workers like 

paramedics or first responders in providing them a better understanding of the situation. 

These works do not look at implementing ways for citizens to directly upload multimedia 

to a PSAP in any form of emergency, large or regular every day 911 type emergencies. 

Finally, I show that with the advent of Next Generation 9-1-1, there is a strong 

possibility where 911 call taking can easily move into a remote setting where all 

employees of a PSAP can work from home and collaborate over a software. I introduce 

what challenges would occur if such a future were to take place through the introduction 

of challenges around video mediated communication. There are challenges to control, 

dissociation, solitude, availability, and confidentiality of a worker when they work from a 

remote setting and have some form of camera to stream or record them while they work. 

I go over challenges of threat to privacy and availability in such settings and how family 

members can be affected in such scenarios. 
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Chapter 3. 

Design and Evaluation of Emergency Call Taking User 
Interfaces for Next Generation 9-1-1 

In this chapter, I focus on the call taker side of 9-1-1 emergency calling. I 

primarily look at how call taking practices may change with the introduction of media in 

911 calls. I propose potential user interface designs that can enable 911 call takers to 

receive multimedia from callers during a 911 call. I describe the design process of my 

emergency call taking user interfaces for 9-1-1 call taking centres, the inspiration and 

rationale behind those designs, the study conducted with those designs and finally 

present the results from the study. 

I start the chapter with a brief introduction to the findings from a prior study that 

observed 911 call taking centres and act as the main inspiration behind my design 

decisions. Then I will present my low fidelity paper prototype along with the study 

conducted with this prototype. This will answer my first research question, how should 
multimedia capabilities like video calling and photo capture be designed within a 
911 PSAP call taking system?   

 I will then present the design of my medium fidelity prototype along with another 

study conducted with this prototype. This will answer my second research question, how 
would call-takers/dispatchers use a 911 call-taking interface to view video and 
media from callers and provide camera instructions? 

3.1 911 Call Centre Observation and Interviews 

Previous literature dives deep into 911 call centre observations (Neustaedter et 

al., 2018) across Canada. There were three main findings from this work: A) call takers 

needed mechanisms for controlling camerawork of callers in future 911 systems. B) 

Designers needed to ensure that call takers and dispatchers had control over video calls 

and could prevent information overload and trauma. C) Systems needed to provide 

asymmetric video views to 911 employees, where they would hide their face from a 

caller but could see the caller’s face over video.  
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I use these initial findings as the basis of my research exploration, and present 

the design of my prototypes, subsequent studies, results, and design implications for 

future work. 

3.2 Low Fidelity Prototyping and Design 

I began my design explorations by brainstorming and iteratively creating paper 

prototypes of possible call-taking interfaces for 911 call centres. I set out with the 

objective to understand how to design a 9-1-1 call-taking software interface that allows 

call takers to conduct an audio and/or video-based call, receive photos or video clips, 

and exchange text messages. I also wanted to use the design work and evaluate it to 

validate the findings from the initial studies of 9-1-1 call centres conducted prior to this 

stage of my Ph.D. 

My design ideas were based on an analysis of the related literature along with 

the study described in the previous section (Neustaedter et al., 2018). During my 

prototyping efforts, I explored different ways of laying out video call components, 

presenting photos shared by callers. I also explored methods of forwarding this 

information to dispatchers and, subsequently, first responders. I chose to create paper 

Figure 10: Initial Paper prototype of the UI Interface 
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prototypes (Figure 10) so that I could engage with 9-1-1 call takers in an early state of 

design and get their feedback. 

Figure 11: Paper Prototype Media Screen - I 
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Based on the findings from (Neustaedter et al., 2018) as described in the 

previous works chapter, I knew that call takers use multiple monitors for viewing 

information, CAD, and maps. I used two A3 sheets to emulate the pair of 27-inch 

monitors that are typically used in PSAPs. I quickly iterated through my design and then 

came up with two designs for my paper prototype. One focused on the media screen 

(Figure 11) that potential call takers and dispatchers would look at, and the second 

focused on a newer map (Figure 12) that explored various data filtering functionalities. 

The media screen included the essential CAD system components used by 

present day 911 call centres to enter and store data. This included name, address, age, 

cause of distress, phone number, approximate coordinates, service emergency 

category, etc. (Figure 11, left). Call takers and dispatchers use a keyboard and mouse to 

interact with the system. In addition to this information, I included components to support 

future call-taking scenarios. I discuss these features in detail. 

Figure 12: Map Screen 
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3.2.1 Video and Picture Viewing 

The middle column of the Media Screen shows an audio/video component on the 

top of the screen (Figure 13, middle). When a call comes in to 9-1-1, the call taker clicks 

a ‘phone’ icon to answer it (not shown in Figure 13 since a call already in progress). All 

calls begin as an audio-only call by default, based on the findings from the prior study. I 

do this as there are concerns that callers may not be comfortable immediately showing a 

video and call takers ideally need to assess the situation first before seeing any video. 

The call taker can push the green camera button in the top right corner of the component 

to ask the caller to switch to video mode. The caller receives a request and can choose 

to turn on video from their phone if their phone supports video calling. Once video mode 

is on, the UI looks like the one shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13, the call taker has 

decided not to show their face and a face icon is shown in the top left of the Image/Video 

component, refer to Figure 11, for larger image. If the call taker does not wish to see 

traumatic or disturbing footage, they can switch off the caller’s video feed by clicking on 

the cancel-camera icon in the top right corner of the window. In a real version of this 

Figure 13: Paper Prototype Media Screen - II 
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system, video could continue to stream in (for record-keeping purposes) but would not 

be shown to the call taker. 

In addition to simply talking to callers and telling them what to capture over video, 

my initial design envisioned call takers guiding callers to carry out camerawork by using 

the magnifying glass icons in the top right corner of the Image/Video component. 

Clicking on the icons would send a suggestion to the caller to zoom in on their video 

feed. While not shown on this paper prototype, I envisioned such an action would show 

up on the caller’s phone as a visual annotation.  

I provided arrow icons at the bottom right corner of the Image/Video to allow the 

call taker to suggest the caller to move their camera up, down, left, or right. For example, 

a mouse-click on the left arrow would send visual feedback to the caller’s mobile phone. 

This visual feedback would then be overlaid on the caller’s screen with an arrow 

suggesting that they move their phone camera in the direction indicated. The add marker 

button (Figure 13, middle, refer to Figure 11 for larger image) can be clicked by the call 

taker, when they want to create timestamps in the video to mark important events. If 

timestamps are created, a photo timeline is shown under the video as shown in (Figure 

14). If a caller sends in photos from the scene, these appear in the same photo timeline. 

3.2.2 Information Sharing with First Responders 

The Dispatch component located at the bottom of the Audio/Video component 

(Figure 13, bottom middle) can be used to send useful information to the appropriate first 

responder, e.g., police, ambulance, or fire department. This component is very similar to 

what already exists in 9-1-1 CAD software. After entering data into boxes on the left of 

the screen, the call taker can select the appropriate data and copy/paste it into the 

dispatch window. Photos or timestamped video clips are saved into a database for an 

Figure 14: Photo Timeline 
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ongoing case and are automatically available in the dispatch window. The call taker can 

choose to remove any photos they feel are not necessary for the case. The call taker 

can type in the dispatch window and add any information that they feel may be required 

by the first responders; this is presently standard practice. When the call taker clicks the 

red send icon (bottom right corner of Dispatch component), all the photos and text 

comments are sent to the first responders. The ability to attach and send media to first 

responders is important, as identified in this literature (Neustaedter et al., 2018). First 

responders like police officers and firefighters can make more informed decisions based 

on photographic evidence rather than just relying on textual description from the call 

taker or dispatcher. 

3.2.3 Instant Messaging 

The right most column shown in Figure 13, supports the ability for call takers to 

exchange text messages with 9-1-1 callers. I envisioned situations where texting may be 

preferable, especially if a person is trying to connect with 911 in a covert manner. A call 

taker will see incoming messages assigned to them inside the messaging window and 

will then be able to talk to the caller through text messages. This interface is like 

commercially available instant messaging systems, e.g., Facebook Messenger and 

iMessage. 

3.2.4 History and Mapping 

My primary design focus was on the main call taking window, I also explored the 

presentation of call history information as part of a map interface. Figure 12. shows the 

Map Screen. There are two main components: a map and a slider. The map supports 

zooming, which can be done using a mouse scroll-wheel or through keyboard 

interaction. The slider is interactive and can be moved left or right (e.g., “scrubbed”) like 

a timeline in a video player. The timeline goes from oldest to newest. Based on the scrub 

position, the map updates to show 911 call events that have occurred within a 24-hour 

time window of the selected time in the timeline. Events appear as pins located across 

the map based on their respective locations. The call taker can click on a marker to view 

information on the call. 
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3.3 Paper Prototype Sessions with Call Takers 

In this section I describe my findings from the first study conducted with E-Comm 

9-1-1 employees. This call centre handled more than 8,000 calls a day for the 

metropolitan area in and around Vancouver and various other regions within the 

province. I focused on understanding how the paper prototype could be used by 911 call 

takers to carry out their tasks, how call takers could use video/photo data, and how they 

could help callers capture media by guiding them to perform appropriate camera work. 

Across all these topics, I was interested in learning how my user interface could be 

redesigned to improve workflows, what design elements were important to include, and 

how they should be included.  

3.3.1 Participants 

I conducted my first study with nine participants from E-Comm 9-1-1. There were 

five men and four women in my study; Table 1 provides a summary. Participants’ ages 

ranged between 22 and 37 (µ: 28.1, σ: 4.17). Three of the nine participants had job 

experience of less than a year. The remaining had more than five years of experience. 

Each participant, on average, dealt with around 120 calls in an eight-hour work shift. All 

participants had some experience in video calling in their personal lives using software 

like Skype, FaceTime, or Facebook Messenger. 

 

Table 1. Summary of Participants 
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3.3.2 Method of Conducting Study (Paper Prototype) 

I began by asking participants basic background questions like age, experience 

as a 9-1-1 operator, the number of calls they received in a day, and the categories these 

calls fell into. Next, I asked my participants to go through six mock scenarios where they 

interacted with the paper prototype for each scenario. The scenarios were designed to 

cover a relatively broad set of circumstances. These scenarios were based on situations 

presented in the guidebook used by call takers during a call (Neustaedter et al., 2018). 

The guide presents the series of questions that call takers ask for different types of calls 

and covers a wide range of police, fire, and medical emergencies. I also based the 

scenarios on the types of situations that were observed at the call centres prior to the 

beginning of this study that were conducted in Canada. These scenarios are 

representative of typical 911 calls that occur in Canada. 

For each scenario, I asked my participants to use the prototype and its features. 

First, I made the call takers read through a printed script for each scenario. This script 

described the conversation between the caller and a call taker. Next, I asked my 

participants to enact the scenario using the paper prototype where a researcher (myself) 

would manually change pieces of paper to update the screens, depending on what the 

participant did (e.g., touch for mouse clicks). The scenarios were: 

Scenario 1 – Break and Enter: A person sees an assailant attempting to break 

into a house across the street. The person engages in a 911 audio call and is asked by 

the call taker to capture and share photos of the scene. 

Scenario 2 - Parking Lot Brawl: A person sees two people quarrel in a parking 

lot and witnesses it escalate to a physical altercation. The person notifies 911 over text 

and is asked by the call taker to stream a video of the ongoing altercation. The call taker 

saves the video and bookmarks certain moments for future referencing. 

Scenario 3 – Medical Assistance at Home: A person calls 911 about an 

unconscious grandparent. The person is asked by the call taker to check if the victim is 

still breathing and, upon negative affirmation, is asked to perform cardiopulmonary 
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resuscitation (CPR). The call taker sends a short video clip of CPR to guide the caller. 

Medical assistance is then sent out. 

Scenario 4 – Roadside Accident: A driver is in a car accident while taking a 

turn. He calls 911 for assistance. The operator asks him to check the health condition of 

his passenger and decides whether immediate assistance (such as CPR) is required. A 

backup ambulance is sent. In the meantime, the caller is asked to send photos of the 

situation and later is asked to stream a video. The call taker saves the photos and marks 

important scenes from the video.  

Scenario 5 - Roadside Accident with Map: A caller calls in to report a car 

accident that she had witnessed a few blocks before. The caller is asked for a 

description of the vehicles. The operator uses the map’s time slider to check if this is a 

redundant case and finds out that it is. They then notify the caller. 

Scenario 6 – Fire: A caller calls in to report a fire coming from a transmission 

line. The caller is asked to immediately stream a video so that the size of the fire can be 

gauged. Some camera work like zooming and titling is suggested by the call taker. 

Dispatch is sent to fire units and the call is ended. 

I asked my participants about the prototype’s design in relation to each scenario 

along with the scenario’s workflow. I asked questions such as: 

• Do you think a video or photo of the scenario would be useful? Why or why not? 

• What would you like to see in the streamed video? 

• How would this type of media affect your work? 

• What features in the prototype do you think would be helpful for you? Why? 

• What other functionalities would you want added? 

I also asked participants for layout suggestions of the components, if they had 

any. Each session lasted about 50-60 minutes. Sessions were done individually in a 

separate room away from the call-taking floor and in private so that each participant 

could openly express their opinions. 
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3.3.3 Data Collection and Analysis 

I audio recorded all sessions and kept handwritten notes. I transcribed the audio 

recordings and conducted open and axial coding of my notes and the transcripts. I used 

Nvivo (software) for organizing the transcribed data and for coding purposes. I went 

through all the participants’ data to identify insightful views and problem points across all 

the transcripts. Then I performed inductive coding by using portions of text in the 

transcripts that had insightful views as starting points.  

The main open codes revealed issues with texting, work-flow impact, camera-

control, likes and dislikes in viewing videos, and more general UI suggestions. I also 

maintained a list of code definitions and cited rules to generate codes from the text. I 

grouped the open codes into categories, such as information gain and video data, which 

became my axial codes. The coding was done by me and was then reviewed with a 

second researcher. The second researcher used the same cited rules stated by me for 

the generation of codes and created codes independently. We then compared codes 

and made minor modifications to the codes to come up with the axial codes.  

 Lastly, both researchers performed a selective coding pass which focused on 

drawing core themes out from our axial groups. This involved two researchers exploring 

and talking about the themes. I report the high-level themes in the results sections next. I 

show quotes from participants with P#. 

3.3.4 Results: Video and Picture Viewing 

The participants (call takers and dispatchers) firmly believed that having visuals 

in the form of videos or images would improve the comprehensibility of an emergency 

situation and improve call-taking efficiency. 

I introduced participants to the idea of being able to guide the remote caller in 

capturing good footage of the emergency situation. This involved conducting the 

appropriate camera work, which includes holding the phone properly so that videos and 

photos were captured at valuable angles. I wanted to ensure that, apart from getting the 

basic angles correct, the call taker could ask the caller to move their phone or 

themselves in any direction. I let call takers imagine a innovative software feature which 

would allow them to relay instructions to the caller’s screen as a visual overlay, like in 
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augmented reality, where call takers could input what to show on callers’ phones. 

Participants really valued this idea. They felt that in noisy or crowded places, a visual 

overlay would be useful.  

“Being able to show them arrows on the screen to say like, go this way 
I think is a good idea. Cause when they're panicked, they may not be 
listening to you very well”. P16 

Participants felt that such a feature would be beneficial for older adults who may 

have limited experience using a mobile phone camera, and for those who face language 

barriers. These people could look at on-screen visuals as opposed to trying to 

understand verbal instructions. 

Yet, despite such a feature, it became clear that participants did not always know 

how to direct the camera work. That is, they did not always know what to ask the caller 

to do with their camera and what types of actions would produce the best shots. The 

interface lacked features that might help them out with suggestions based on different 

types of emergencies. This is somewhat akin to the standard manual that call takers 

have on hand that lists what questions to ask and in what order for a certain emergency.  

No such suggestions or manuals are currently available for camera work. 

Participants were also concerned that, even if there was guidance or they knew what to 

tell the caller to do with their phone, the caller might not be able to perform the actions 

due to reasons such as stress. Moreover, participants did not know if the incoming 

videos were needed to be shown on a large screen to provide situational awareness to 

others at the call centre or if others should be viewing incoming video. Participants felt 

that in cases pertaining to large events like games or festivals, a video or photo of a 

situation replayed at the call centre may help other call takers/dispatchers handle 

situations or manage resources better. 

These results build on the previous study of 9-1-1 call taking centres 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018) to show implications for how support for camera work needs 

to be designed. We found that that designs need to provide call takers with guidance for 

suggesting appropriate camera work to callers. Existing video conferencing systems 

(e.g., Skype, FaceTime) do not provide camera work suggestions, nor ways to share this 

information to people on the other end of a call. Thus, it is clear that the standard design 
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paradigms for video conferencing systems need to be modified or extended for future 

9-1-1 video calling systems. 

3.3.5 Results: History and Mapping 

Currently the existing CAD system in the call centre only allowed ‘open’ cases to 

be seen. Participants liked the fact that they could go back in time with the paper 

prototype and check for incidents that were closed using the Map screen. This could 

provide them with situation awareness of the broader set of emergencies being handled 

by the 9-1-1 call centre as well as the ability to refresh their memory about cases they 

handled themselves.  

To aid situation awareness, participants talked about wanting to see additional 

details about each scene in the map view without having to open each individual case. 

The paper prototype design just showed balloons for each incident. Participants felt that 

seeing media from the cases directly on the map could make it easy to spot repeat calls. 

Yet they were cautious that showing video or images of an emergency directly on the 

map could easily present traumatic situations that they may not want to necessarily see 

when searching. 

“I mean the pictures are handy as thumbnails. it's just a matter of if 
there's a lot of files in a small area, besides I wouldn’t want to see 
pictures that are graphic” – P12 

Some participants were concerned that when they adjusted the slider in the 

timeline, they might miss out on knowing what was inside or outside the selected time 

range. Participants also wanted additional filters, such as incident type and date.  

“It’s very interesting. This would be pretty beneficial to have the slider 
bar and be able to go back on the timeline. Yeah. It maybe would also 
be nice to have an option where you can type in exactly how many 
minutes you want to go or filter files through different category types.” 
- P9 

These results build on prior research work to show that 9-1-1 call takers would 

value historical multimedia information about video calls, which could aid situation 

awareness. Yet this type of feature should be designed for cautiously to not create 

additional trauma for call takers who may view the information. Such information could 

be stress-inducing if gory or traumatic scenes are depicted in the video or photo history. 
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3.3.6 Results: Instant Messaging 

Texting between call takers and callers was mostly seen to be efficient in cases 

where the texter had to be surreptitious, like in the case of an abusive relationship. 

Based on the knowledge they had gained from a trial implementation of texting services 

at another 9-1-1 facility, participants felt that texting came with many problems. They 

said that people often used it to abuse 9-1-1 operator or send inappropriate content.  

Moreover, people with emergencies often texted abruptly and did not respond 

fast enough, which left 9-1-1 call takers anticipating the worst, when in most cases the 

reality was not necessarily as serious. For these reasons, participants were cautious 

about the benefits of text messaging and preferred communication over audio or video, 

unless the caller was forced to communicate via text. In terms of our user interface, 

participants liked the basic layout and the fact that they could easily transfer text from 

the messaging window to the dispatch window. 

“Text messaging wise, having the option to directly link it into the file 
would be helpful because right now we have to retype everything that 
comes.” - P4 

Many existing video conferencing systems are designed to have text messaging 

capabilities alongside video (e.g., Skype, Zoom). Based on our results, I see that this 

common design paradigm has challenges when it comes to 9-1-1 emergency calling. 

While text messaging may be valuable in some situations, call takers prefer interfaces 

that focus on video and audio calling. 
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Figure 15: Digital Prototype Media Screen. 
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3.4 Medium Fidelity Digital Prototype 

In this section I will highlight my medium fidelity prototype and discuss the 

second study I conducted with E-Comm employees. This study will act as a follow up of 

my previous study with them. 

Based on the findings from the study I conducted with the paper prototype, I 

iterated my design and created a medium fidelity prototype to test my design ideas as an 

interactive user interface. I used HTML, CSS and JavaScript to create a front-end web 

application that showcased my design ideas. The prototype was created as a responsive 

web design that could scale to any layout. 

  

The system was medium fidelity in the sense that it did not integrate with the 

9-1-1 call-taking network and infrastructure. This was purposeful because I was focused 

on understanding user experience needs, rather than infrastructure needs. I did not 

create a user interface for the caller side as I was focused on the call taker’s interactions 

Figure 16: Video stream (top) and selected 
clips (bottom). 
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and experiences. My goal for the digital prototype was to probe call takers on some of 

the refined design ideas and gain feedback on the interface through interactive use of it 

on a computer. I also wanted to provide further triangulation to the results of my previous 

study, if possible. 

I kept the same main features in the user interface. Figure 15 shows the digital 

prototype’s Media Screen, which contains the same basic components as the paper 

prototype. Currently the figure shows images shared by a 911 caller as part of an Image 

Gallery. If the “Video” button is pushed, this view changes to show live video, as shown 

in Figure 16 (top). I made a custom video player that plays the live video (I used ‘fake’ 

live video for the purpose of illustration in the prototype) and provides the call taker with 

the ability to take snapshots of the video stream. These snapshots are time-stamped. 

Figure 16 shows two such snapshots taken at different timepoints. Based on the findings 

from the previous study, I made the following main changes to the design:  

 

 

a. Instructions: Like the paper prototype, the call taker could suggest directions 

for moving or zooming the phone and these would appear on the caller’s phone as visual 

overlays. I also added an ‘instructions’ window (Figure 17). Clicking the “Police”, “Med-

Figure 17: Video Instructions window 
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Assist Instructions” or “Fire” button in the middle of the screen (Figure 15) opens the 

‘instructions’ window, which lists a series of questions to ask callers for specific types of 

emergencies. To better support camera work, I added a “Video Instructions” tab. Clicking 

it shows steps to suggest to the caller to best capture scene footage for the specific type 

of emergency.  

b. Fast Interactions: To improve interaction speeds, I added keyboard 

shortcuts. For example, users can press ‘tab’ on their keyboard to easily move between 

data entry fields, press ‘spacebar’ to pause the video feed, ‘M’ to save a snapshot from 

the live video feed, and so on. When a live video feed is open, call takers can press 

arrow keys on the keyboard to suggest directions for the caller to move their camera as 

a part of their camera work. These appear as visual overlays on the caller’s phone. 

Ctrl/Cmd + arrows can be pressed to suggest tilting the camera. Alternatively, users click 

areas of the video with their mouse to trigger visual overlays of arrows on the caller’s 

phone. 

c. Media and Filters for the Map: Figure 18 shows the Map Screen that ideally 

is opened on a separate computer display. The features in the map interface are 

enhanced by letting call takers filter cases shown on the map based on the type of 

emergency (fire, police, ambulance) and select date ranges. While participants in the 

Figure 18: Digital Prototype Map Screen 
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first study were cautious about seeing visuals from each emergency on the map, I added 

this functionality to further probe call takers about the idea. 

3.5 Medium Fidelity Prototype Evaluation 

I conducted a study at the same call centre to evaluate the digital medium-fidelity 

prototype. I focused on understanding how the digital prototype would be used by 9-1-1 

call takers to carry out emergency calls. This included further exploring the design 

features and the changes I had made since the previous prototype study. I also wanted 

to understand if call takers had different views of the user interface now that they could 

interact with a higher-fidelity version of it.  

        

3.5.1 Participants 

I worked with eight participants: three men and five women (Table 2. provides a 

summary). Only one participant, P3, overlapped with the previous study due to 

availability issues. Participants’ ages ranged from 21 to 33 (µ: 26.1, σ: 3.78). Two 

participants had job experience of less than a year, while the remaining had more than 

two years of experience. Each participant, on average dealt, with around 140 calls 

during their eight-hour work shifts.  

Table 2: Summary of Participants for Medium Fidelity Prototype 
Evaluation 
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3.5.2 Method of Conducting Study (Digital Prototype) 

I asked my participants background questions regarding their age and work 

experience as a call taker. I then asked participants to work through the same mock 

scenarios that I had used in the previous study. Participants were now shown the digital 

version of the system and asked to interact with the medium-fidelity prototype. For the 

scenarios, I showed them videos of each incident using example video clips that I had 

gathered from YouTube. These videos were played in the digital prototype as if they 

were incoming live video streams, and participants had to perform tasks based on the 

scenes they saw. After going through the scenarios, I interviewed them to find out their 

reactions to the prototype and interactions with it. I probed them with questions like: 

• How do instruction menus help you in guiding camera work of a caller? 

• How helpful do you find the mechanism for suggesting better camera work? 

• What do you think about the photo sharing with callers and how will it impact your 

work? 

I also asked for suggested improvements to the interface. Each session lasted 

about 40-45 minutes. 

3.5.3 Data Collection and Analysis 

I audio recorded the study sessions and kept handwritten notes. I transcribed the 

audio for analysis and then conducted open and axial coding. I performed the same 

procedure for data collection and coding as discussed in the previous study. Open codes 

revealed issues around camera control, saving snapshots, uploading files, and slider 

control. Axial codes grouped open codes into categories such as workflow impact and 

media interaction. I then performed a selective coding pass that created high level 

themes, which we report in our result sections next. Like the last study, the analysis was 

initially done by me and then reviewed and adjusted based on conversations with a 

second researcher. In the results, quotes are listed with P#. 
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3.5.4 Results: Video and Picture Viewing 

Participants said that videos, both live and recorded, were important, as they 

could reveal more about an emergency than was possible with just a verbal description. 

They highly valued the ability to turn video on/off. Most participants felt that, beyond a 

certain point, visual information could be unnecessary, and they would choose to ignore 

it to lessen traumatic experiences or cognitive overload. The visual arrow markings that 

would suggest camera work directions were seen as an important add-on. Participants 

valued the keyboard shortcuts for interacting with media and suggesting camera work to 

the caller. 

Like in the last study, participants found value in being able to send photos to 

dispatchers. They also liked the added ability to capture and share snapshots of live 

videos as a means of personally curating content for dispatchers. They felt that this 

additional feature would reduce their reliance on photos sent in by callers alone. Some 

participants thought that callers might simply not notice important information in the 

scene, and these features would help the call taker add to the information available to 

dispatchers and responders. 

“You may be able to get those specific snapshots of what's going on and 
then later help the police with our investigation or court and stuff like 
that. So I think the ability to be able to take an actual picture of 
somebody's face or tattoo would be incredibly useful from a video.” - 
P15. 

Participants felt that snapshots could potentially save a lot of time for police 

officers and dispatchers in gaining information like suspect descriptions or license plates. 

This could lead to better on-field situation awareness among first responders. Images of 

tattoos, specific car mods or other known symbols could help police identify the nature 

and affiliation of criminals and would help them prepare better for emergencies. 

3.5.5 Results: Call Taking and Camera Work Instructions 

I asked participants to use the Instructions window (Figure 17) in my mock tasks. 

Most participants found use in the ‘Video Instructions’ for suggesting appropriate camera 

work. They felt such a list would be helpful for both experienced and new employees in 

dealing with future 9-1-1 technologies. Participants explained that the instruction set for 
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videography should be customized for different scenarios, as the camera work required 

for a ‘break and enter’ would be different from, for example, that required for a car 

accident. Participants suggested that the software could possibly detect scenes in the 

background and start suggesting some correctional camera work. For example, if a lot of 

sky came in the camera stream of a caller, the software could start suggesting the call 

taker or caller to start pointing the phone on a target. 

“If the person starts moving and whatnot, you have the ability to tell 
your caller to turn their camera in whichever direction it is that we need 
to see. Maybe there's something in the background that the caller 
doesn't necessarily see and you can see on your end and you're telling 
the person to focus more in on, on that thing.” P10 

3.5.6 Results: Situation Awareness 

I wanted to learn how situation awareness can be affected with the introduction 

of multimedia at a call centre. There was a feeling among many call takers that they 

would have to undergo training just to be able to look at an incoming video and take 

notes without getting distracted. Some of the call takers felt that a dedicated ‘media’ 

team of trained personnel could be assigned to look at videos and photos. In that case 

the call-taking procedure and workflow of the call taker would not change vastly.  

The call taker could just engage with the caller and ask them to shoot video and 

photos and send the media to 9-1-1. The media would simply get forwarded to the media 

team who could look at the media, extract important clips, write information in the CAD 

system and forward necessary details to a dispatcher. This also meant that whenever a 

call taker decided it was necessary to see multimedia data, they would have to ‘tag’ the 

multimedia team present at the call centre into the call. The call taker would engage with 

the caller over audio, while any instructions for camera work would now have to be 

provided by the media team via visual/textual inputs.  

“Sometimes with call takers and dispatchers, when the call taker 
conveys to the dispatcher, it doesn’t make sense, because to us, it 
makes sense in our heads, but when we type it it's nonsense. So, if the 
dispatcher sees what we're seeing, then they can connect the dots a bit 
better. It's more of a better understanding if you have the whole 
situation described with photographs or video clips from the caller” - P2 

Currently at most call centres there is a division of tasks and responsibilities 

between various personnel (call taker, dispatcher, first-responders). Call takers and 
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dispatchers remain aware of each other’s activity, due to physical proximity or through 

communication via software like CAD systems, radios, and overhead displays. A 

potential introduction of a media team would mean that designs have to add features to 

allow the easy sharing of curated media from the media team to provide situation 

awareness to call takers while they are taking a call.  

3.5.7 Results: History and Mapping 

When it came to the Map screen, some participants liked the idea of being able 

to visually search faster with thumbnails of events shown on the screen, while some, 

expressed concerns over the possibility of gory images being shown. Again, there was a 

trade-off between situation awareness and privacy concerns. Participants also felt that 

maps with stored data could help supervisors and legal departments gather information 

from past incidents quickly, thus, broadening out the concept of situation awareness to 

other team members and employees.  

In some instances, break-ins or burglaries are linked to a particular geography 

and time of the year. Stored visual data like markers and heat maps could help create 

awareness about the nature and probability of crimes to occur in a region at any given 

time of the year. This could help law enforcing agencies plan better patrolling in a given 

area of a city. 

Some participants raised concerns that thumbnails could clutter the map if they 

had to see too many clustered together. A potential solution suggested by a participant 

is to display icons while the map is zoomed out, and display photos while the map is 

zoomed in. Participants also wanted additional filters to more deeply sort cases based 

on incident types, such as motor vehicle accidents, burglaries, etc. Thus, the 

categorization of police, fire, or ambulance that I provided was still not fine-grained 

enough.  

“I think the slider is a good idea, but I figured you would need a little 
bit more than that as well. Like you know, you could put in a call type, 
so MVI or something like that and just get the ones that are associated 
to that call type. It would fit more into what we're used to having and 
then when you actually click on it or use zoom and then the thumbnails 
popped up. That's purely because you'd be too cluttered if you had 
thumbnails from a zoomed out level?” P16 
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Figure 19: Updated UI, Digital Media Main Screen 
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Figure 20: Updated UI, Digital Map Screen 
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3.6 Final Design 

Based on the findings from our second study, I refined the design further (Figures 

19 and 20). I built on participants’ suggestions and adjusted the layout to better utilize 

the available screen space and improve the flow of interactions (Figure 19). In Figure 19 

at the top middle section and to the right, there are four arrows (chevron signs) that allow 

the call taker to input desired directions of camera movement to the caller. These 

symbols would appear as overlays on the caller’s phone screen. I enlarged the dispatch 

window and added a media tab for dispatchers (Figure 19, bottom middle) to reflect 

participant comments. I changed the media gallery and messaging windows to stack on 

top of each other (Figure 19, right) but both the windows could be collapsed to only show 

one. This would allow the visible item to display in the full height of the window. Events 

on the map (Figure 20) could be clicked on to reveal media and show details of the call. 

More filters were added for various types of emergencies. 

3.7 Discussions and Conclusions 

My studies point to a range of user interface design ideas and highlight some 

challenges that designers should keep in mind when building NG911 call-taking 

systems. I triangulate the results from the studies and show where findings from one 

study validate the findings from another. I have used the design explorations to draw out 

an understanding of what is important to consider when designing emergency call-taking 

interfaces. I also provide thoughts on generalizing my work beyond NG911 settings and 

compare my findings on video calling to the related literature on video calling in other 

settings.  

Overall, my work shows that, in the future, 9-1-1 call-taking will need a next 

generation interface that supports video calling and picture sharing. Yet designs will 

need to be different from commercial applications like Zoom or FaceTime where design 

features must focus on supporting camera work, providing situational awareness, and 

allowing call takers to regulate the flow of media. I break these down further into the 

following design recommendations. 
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Table 3 summarizes the design recommendations. Green checkmarks illustrate 

the first time a recommendation was seen in our studies, while blue checkmarks 

illustrate where additional studies validated and extended the recommendation. 

1. Designs should support emergency calling camera work, including 
providing call takers with guidance around camera work, and the ability 
to suggest camera work to callers. 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018) showed that 9-1-1 call taking is largely about control: 

control over what information is received and when. My design studies validated this 

finding. As systems transition to support NG911, it is important that control stays with the 

call taker, so they can direct the call and the information-acquisition process. NG911 

systems must inherently provide an asymmetric experience in which the call taker 

remains in control while assessing the caller’s situation. Similar to how managing 

Table 3: Design Recommendations 
 

Table 17: Design Recommendations 
 

Table 18: Design Recommendations 
 

Table 19: Design Recommendations 
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asymmetries in workplace, video conferencing helps maintain and promote people’s 

roles and the workplace culture (Saatçi et al., 2019), asymmetries in NG911 systems 

must be designed and managed to reflect and maintain the desired roles and 

relationship structure in a 9-1-1 call: one in which the call taker is the leader, the 

controller, and the consoler; while the caller is the information provider and the follower.  

This creates a very different situation for video conferencing systems than is 

found in family/friend connections where a person, for example, may be streaming a 

family event such as a birthday party. In that case, the local person with the camera 

likely had a good idea of what is relevant to show the remote person (Massimi & 

Neustaedter, 2014).  

In contrast, with an emergency video call, the remote call taker may have specific 

things they want to see that may be unknown to the caller. This presents a very different 

design situation for video conferencing systems. As such, my design studies revealed 

opportunities for providing mechanisms to allow call takers to provide instructions to 

callers about what footage they should capture with their phones. This extends prior 

work looking at the caller side of 9-1-1 video calls (Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). In my 

designs, call takers provided camera-work instructions by interacting with the interface to 

provide visual markers on callers’ phones (Table 3, Recommendation #1a). 

Yet providing suggestions for camera work was not always seen as being easy 

for call takers. My design studies showed that call takers needed support and would 

value guidance when it came to suggesting footage, often specific to the type of 

emergency being reported. My proposed solution used instruction windows listing steps 

for how call takers could direct camera work (Table 3, Recommendation #1b). This was 

valued by participants and is potentially a good first step. Moving forward, it would be 

pertinent to explore additional instruction sets that can support a range of non-

emergency or emergency situations. Of course, there is a chance that not all emergency 

situations will easily fit a particular pattern and it could be challenging to use a set of 

generic instructions. Alternative solutions may involve additional computational 

processing that looks for elements within a photo or video and suggests context-specific 

instructions on the fly. For example, systems could check for large amounts of sky or 

ground in a camera feed, which may not be useful, and make suggestions for camera 

adjustments to the call taker.  
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Commercially available systems do not provide such features and we also do not 

see related research that has explored how designs could provide such functionality. 

Related work shows us that information received from callers can sometimes be 

ambiguous and difficult to discern (M. J. Adams et al., 1995; Forslund et al., 2004). My 

results extend this work to illustrate that multimedia may add to this ambiguity unless 

callers are able to be directed in ways to capture useful and relevant footage.  

2. Designs should allow call takers and other team members to maintain 
situation awareness of incoming and historical multimedia for calls. 

At a call centre, different kinds of information, including multimedia, could come 

from a variety of people such as citizens and first responders. As such, software can 

play an important role in connecting the relevant personnel involved with a case. This 

could, for example, be done through pop-up notifications, text data, and radio 

communication and, at the same time, exclude call takers from receiving data that does 

not pertain to them. Software could keep supervisors stay up to date with respect to 

ongoing situations within a call centre and allow them to step in, communicate with 

personnel handling a call, and guide employees if necessary. 

At present, call takers remain aware of their immediate surroundings using 

physical proximity and hearing other or through the help of radios, CAD software, or 

overhead displays showing case information (Bentley et al., 1992; Bowers & Martin, 

1999; Heath, 1992; J. A. Hughes et al., 1992; Toups & Kerne, 2007). This encompasses 

situation awareness. My results extend these ideas to illustrate the ways that situation 

awareness can be created and shared when calls include multimedia like video and 

photos. Here I show the value of having call takers gain access to historical multimedia 

information about calls where we provided this information on a map view (Table 3, 

Recommendation #2a). Yet this information is not always easy for call takers to view 

because it could be considered traumatic; we touch on this idea in our third 

recommendation below. 

My work also shows that designers need to think more broadly about how 

streamed video can be reviewed, curated, and segmented as images or clips for further 

sharing with other individuals (e.g., dispatchers, first responders) (Table 3, 

Recommendation #2b). In the future, 911 call centres may use a dedicated ‘media’ team 
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of trained personnel who can be assigned to look at videos and photos streamed or sent 

by callers.  

Media could be viewed and then sent to the appropriate call taker during a call to 

aid situation awareness. This, in turn, could cause large changes in the way that 

situation awareness is maintained, as workers may need to work in a much more tightly 

coupled fashion to exchange information especially since calls happen in real time and 

information must be received and viewed very quickly. This is perhaps similar to the way 

that call takers and dispatchers must work closely together if the roles are separated 

between two people: the former receives information from 911 callers and the latter 

dispatches emergency first responders based on the information from the call taker 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

My current findings extend these workflows to show the increased reliance on 

information exchange if multimedia viewing is separated across roles in call centres. The 

resulting implication is that designs would need to provide the easy exchange of 

multimedia call information between people in a call centre. 

3. Designs should allow call takers to regulate the incoming flow and 
review of multimedia, including the ability to easily transition between 
audio and video within calls. 

Across my studies, participants had many concerns when it came to their own 

autonomy—being able to choose what they saw on video, when they saw it, and 

whether their own video would appear. Some calls may be challenging or undesirable to 

see despite the potential value for assessing scenes and gaining additional contextual 

information. This is different from video calling situations that have been reported in 

family-and-friend situations where people tend to be okay seeing the video being shared 

with them (Brubaker et al., 2012; Judge & Neustaedter, 2010; Kirk et al., 2010; Massimi 

& Neustaedter, 2014).  

Overall designs should consider ways to turn video information on or off at the 

call taker’s discretion and fluidly migrate between audio-only calls to audio augmented 

with video-enabled calls. In this way, audio should be considered the primary medium for 

communicating with callers while video and other media are secondary in nature (Table 

3, Recommendation #3a). If call takers are able to choose when they view media, they 
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can work without being overwhelmed by too much media or being traumatized by 

incoming media content (Table 3, Recommendation #3b). Media could be used when 

the call taker feels that a visual aid would greatly improve the understanding of a 

situation or reveal important details.  

I supported this need through buttons that would turn on/off such features and 

ask callers to begin/stop sharing such media, while not permitting media to simply ‘pop-

up’ on-screen during a call. This was seen as being an appropriate solution in our design 

studies. Similarly, my results point out that designs need to be cautious with history 

systems (e.g., a map showing past calls) such that traumatic visuals are not shown to 

call takers unless they are comfortable in viewing them (Table 3, Recommendation #3b). 

3.8 Summary 

In this chapter I highlight my research steps with E-Comm, where I tried to 

answer my first two research questions: 

1) How should multimedia capabilities like video calling and photo capture 
be designed within a 9-1-1 PSAP call taking system?    

2) How would call-takers/dispatchers use a 9-1-1 call-taking interface to 
view video and media from callers and provide camera instructions? 

I designed two prototypes, a Wizard of Oz paper-based prototype to explore 

question 1 and ran a study with nine participants to understand how call takers and 

dispatches might interact with the system. I highlighted the methods used to run the 

study, used a qualitative approach for my research and used semi structured interviews 

to gather data. Based on the findings from the study, I iterated on my design to include 

some newer features and conducted another study. This study answered research 

question 2. I conducted further qualitative semi structured interviews with eight 

participants and used a medium fidelity prototype for this study. I used this prototype to 

probe them on some key aspects of 911 call taking like providing camerawork, viewing 

photographs and videos, maintaining situation awareness, and using maps. 
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The outcome of this stage of research is another set of fresh design that builds 

on the results from this study. I end this chapter with a detailed discussion section and 

also provide design considerations for future designers in this space. 
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Chapter 4. 

Exploring Remote Collaborations among PSAP Employees 

In this chapter, I describe my research work that explored ways to enable remote 

collaboration amongst 911 PSAP employees. I present potential future collaboration 

scenarios for distributed PSAPs, interviews with PSAP employees, and findings from the 

interviews. I highlight user interface (UI) designs that emulate a medium fidelity 

prototype and tie the interview findings with the design. I answer two research questions 

in this chapter. 

RQ3. What are the key collaborative acts that need to be supported to 
enable collaboration among 911 employees (call-takers, dispatchers, and 
supervisors), if they were to work remotely? 

RQ4. How should we design a user interface that supports remote 
collaboration among 911 call taking employees considering their key collaborative 
acts? 

I begin this chapter with a brief introduction to the factors essential for remote 

collaboration. I highlight the potential scenarios I use to conduct semi structured 

interviews with call takers, supervisors, and dispatchers. I then present results from this 

study. I will then present an updated UI design based on the feedback received from 

Motorola Solutions Inc where the supervisor is at the central focus of the system. 

4.1 Factors Essential for Emergency Collaboration 

As Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG911) becomes the goal for implementation by most 

PSAPs across North America, it becomes important to explore the various capabilities 

next generation media can bring to the existing workflows of PSAP employees. Currently 

all PSAP employees work from a call centre with dedicated hardware to deal with 911 

emergency calls. With changing lifestyles and increasing work from home scenarios, 

Motorola Solutions Inc provided me the opportunity to explore design spaces that would 

enable PSAP employees to work from home or from any remote location. My task 
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became exploring factors essential for collaboration and more importantly designing 

newer user interfaces that would enable remote collaboration. 

I now briefly describe some of the key factors important for remote collaboration 

among PSAP employees: 

Distributed Cognition: Distributed cognition takes on a socio-cultural aspect as 

it is driven by shared social interactions among people in any organisation (Artman & 

Wærn, 1999). It is a functional system consisting of people, cultural and technological 

artefacts that focuses on individual interactions within a group for achieving joint work. It 

focuses on the goals to be achieved and the artefacts involved (Mancero et al., 2009) 

where artefacts provide team members with shared information. 

Situational Awareness: It is the ‘up to the moment’ understanding of another 

person’s interaction in a shared workspace. Workspace awareness includes a 

combination of verbal and visual communication (e.g., overhearing others, seeing what 

they are doing). It is the conscious understanding of the kind of help a team member 

might require based on the dynamics of a situation. In the case of a PSAP, this typically 

amounts to knowing what workload any individual is handling. This kind of awareness 

helps in establishing the common meaning of a context and not over/under evaluating it. 

Situated Co-ordination: Typical collaborative work environments need 

adaptability and flexibility among personnel. An organization displays instances of 

situated co-ordination when a human resource can be called upon to take up a different 

role or share a workload. We will take up the example of a typical collaboration in a 

PSAP. A caller and a dispatcher could be involved in a call where the call-taker is busy 

taking notes and engages with the caller, while the dispatcher manages resources like 

ambulance/fire etc. In case the dispatcher is busy with another case, there should be 

some flexibility in task allocation so another dispatcher can step in and take on the new 

task. 

Role of Artefacts: We will refer to activity theory in describing the role of 

artefacts (Artman & Wærn, 1999). Activity theory treats human capabilities like language 

and arithmetic logic, and cognitive processes like decision making as artefacts. Activities 

like co-listening, evoking attention, providing information to a caller, and managing 

resources are several artefacts required on the call-floor. Physical artefacts like 
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computer screens, databases, maps, radios, etc. are intertwined with the contextual 

artefact that help in handling a case. 

We explore how these factors can be emulated in a remote working environment 

when 911 employees may form virtual teams and work from their own home location. 

The UI designs include components that help to promote the aforementioned factors 

including distributed cognition, situational awareness, situated co-ordination and the role 

of artefacts. All are essential for collaborative work.  

4.2 Scenarios for Collaboration in PSAPs 

In this section I present a list of scenarios that I brainstormed and wrote out to 

explore future NG911 scenarios. I interviewed two employees at Motorola to come up 

with features that are important for collaboration and then frame scenarios where these 

collaborative aspects can be put in. The goal was to see how PSAP workers distributed 

across locations, including working from home can collaborate in such scenarios that are 

not too different from their day-to-day practice. 

The scenarios resembled either an everyday situation that participants typically 

handled, or a more advanced situation that could occur with NG911 technologies. To 

understand how future collaborations between employees using a remote collaboration 

software would look like, I present five scenarios below that are dedicated to different 

sized PSAP teams. These scenarios range from a house fire to a large-scale riot that 

would force multiple virtual teams to collaborate remotely and across different counties 

in some cases. 

I wanted to know how specific scenarios would work across different sized 

PSAPs. Typically, PSAPs can be classified to be of three sizes, small (having two-five 

employees who play multiple roles of call takers, dispatchers and possibly supervisor), 

medium (between five and twenty employees) and large (has multiple dedicated teams, 

of call takers, dispatchers and supervisors).  

Each scenario requires employees of a PSAP to collaborate remotely with other 

employees from the same or a different PSAP. The remote collaborators can be one or 

more in number. Each scenario looks at some collaborative goal like messaging, live call 

listening, setting up of virtual team members, task delegation between members, media 
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sharing and screen sharing with remote participants and providing guidance for task 

completion. 

Scenario 1: In-House fire hazard in a suburban area at night: Dispatchers 

overhearing live calls being handled by call-takers (Small PSAP)  

Scenario Goals 

• Show joint work by virtual team members 

• Messaging between dispatcher and call-taker  

• Use live ‘call listen-in’ feature 

Sergio is on a virtual PSAP team consisting of Sally, Sam and Becky. All of them 

carry out work from their home. At the workplace these 4 members used to sit in close 

proximity and knew each other’s mannerisms and were aware of each other’s abilities to 

deal with complex situations. They decided to form a virtual team so that they could work 

and collaborate together from their homes. All of them live in the same city. Sergio and 

Sally are call-takers while Sam and Becky are dispatchers. (Team A) 

Sergio gets a call from an agitated caller at around 8PM. The caller reports of a 

fire that has started in her kitchen. Sergio mentions fire as he enters the first detail in the 

CAD system. The caller seems to be freaking out as Sergio tries to calm her down by 

repeating a single question, "What's your address?" 

Sergio notices Sam is available within the system and uses the ‘call listen in’ 

feature to 'tag' Sam as the dispatcher to listen to the live call. Sam sees in the system 

that it’s a fire situation at a residence. He sends a message to Sergio in the system and 

tells him that he is going to alert the fire emergency responders. As soon as the caller 

manages to state the address, Sergio types the details in the CAD system. Sam, who 

also hears the address, immediately types the address in his map to get a better view of 

the region. He glances over his dispatch log to see the closest fire fighters available to 

this region. Sam messages the firefighting officer letting them know about an ongoing 

fire incident along with the address. Sergio asks the caller details about the possible 

causes and size of fire. He messages Sam using the system and lets him know that he 
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will take control over the remainder of the call. Sam dis-engages from the ‘call listen-in’ 

feature. 

Scenario 2: Robbery - Delegating Tasks (multiple dispatchers at work) Small PSAP  

Scenario Goals 

• Joint work by virtual team members 

• Task Delegation 

• Redundant calls for same case confirmation 

Sue and her virtual team of four members (Sue, Bob, Becky, Amanda, Ross - 

Team B) are working on 911 calls as usual during a Friday afternoon. They collaborate 

with each other whenever the needs arise. This team is Sue's second virtual team within 

her 9-1-1 CAD system. Her first team is a group of people that are all in the same city as 

her who she knows in-person. The current virtual team that she is working with is 

different: they are people who have a broad range of experiences across different types 

of emergency situations. This lets them ask each other for help depending on the 

situation. They all found each other through the CAD system and have never met in-

person. Ross has the most experience in dealing with police cases, particularly hit and 

run, speeding, and stabbings. Amanda has more experience in dealing with medical 

emergencies. 

At 1:15 PM Sue sees a call appear on her monitor. It also shows the approximate 

region from where the call is coming from. The system also shows a list of people in the 

virtual team who are currently free and can take up this call. Sue can either accept the 

call or choose to pass the call to someone else in the team by clicking on the select 

receiver icon. She picks up the call and soon after understands that the caller is 

reporting a robbery and run case. She asks the caller to give out specific details like his 

name, address of the street he is currently at and where the robbery had occurred. She 

also asks the make and colour of the vehicle, possible license plate and the number of 

people who were injured. The caller would reveal that it was a Ford SUV with navy blue 

paint and there was only a single person who took out cash from the register, by pointing 

a gun at the cashier. The caller was calling from a location close to the Chevron gas 
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station, where the robbery had taken place. The caller could not confirm if there were 

any more people in the vehicle. 

Sue updates the CAD file and sends a message to Ross (dispatcher), asking him 

to take a look at this case. In the meantime Bob is notified of an incoming call on his 

monitor. He picks up the call and listens to the caller report about a speeding vehicle. 

Bob goes through the same procedure as Sue went in her case and understands that 

this is a navy blue SUV. Thinking that this case may require multiple people on his team 

to be involved, he looks at his virtual team list. He only sees that Amanda is available. 

However, as soon as he entered ‘Speeding’ in the CAD system, the system suggested 

Ross as a potential dispatcher as he had greater experiences in dealing with similar 

cases. But the virtual team list showed Ross to be busy at the current moment so Bob 

could not tag him in the case. 

Bob decided to use the lookup directory to see if any other members outside the 

virtual team were experienced enough and more importantly free at the moment. He 

used the ‘more suggestions like this’ feature to populate people similar to Ross. Bob 

could see ‘Winnie’ pop up on the list. He selected Winnie’s profile and could see that she 

was available. He immediately calls her to let her know of the situation and when she 

accepts to help, he adds her in a 2nd virtual sub-team that only consists of him and 

Winnie. 

Bob gets the license plate description of the speeding blue SUV. He enters that 

into the system along with the vehicle colour. In the previous hit and run case, a 

bystander had taken a picture of the license plate to report it to a 911 call-taker, Sue. 

She entered this data into her case, the system prompted about the match of license 

plates. (As soon as Bob types in the license plate number of the speeding vehicle, the 

system can perform an auto-check of all the license plate numbers of active/ past 

cases.) 

Bob sends a dispatch request to Winnie and she calls for police intervention on a 

speeding vehicle that is involved in a hit and run. She is busy with this case as she 

manages the police, stays in touch with them and notifies the medical emergency team 

to look into a bleeding emergency. She tells (over audio call) Chris (another dispatcher) 
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in her virtual team that she would be busy for a while with a case from a different team. 

Chris takes over all the dispatching responsibilities for a while. 

Scenario 3: Break and Enter - Media Viewing and sharing (Small PSAP) 

Scenario Goals 

• Joint work by virtual team members 

• Case detail awareness - Communication 

• Show availability information using video feeds of call-takers or screen sharing 

• Photo viewing and sharing amongst call-taker and dispatcher 

• Closed caption of video calls 

Mark, Hans, Rob and Larry (Team C) work together in a virtual team. They live in 

and work for a major metropolitan city on the west coast and have known each other for 

over 5 years. Mark and Hans are the designated call-takers while Rob and Larry are 

dispatchers in the team. 

At about 5:00 PM on a weekday, Mark gets a call that appears on his monitor. He 

could see the phone number and from the area code he could determine it was from a 

neighbouring county. He proceeds to pick up the call and listens to the caller report 

about strangers involved in some suspicious activities in her neighbourhood. He asks 

the caller about her address and what she could currently see. The caller gets alarmed 

and tells him that she could see multiple people enter the driveway of two different 

houses. Mark realizes that this could be a possible burglary in progress and asks the 

lady if she could still see the intruders and if she was safe. Upon realizing that the caller 

was safe and was seeing the event from her house, Mark asked the caller to stream a 

live video from her phone. Mark proceeds to guide the caller to switch to video call from 

the current audio call. 

Mark is overwhelmed with trying to talk to the caller and watch the live video at 

the same time. He quickly glances at his team list, toggles on 'video feeds' and sees that 

both Larry and Rob are available. Mark messages Larry and asks him if he can look at 

an incoming video call. Mark uses the quick reply feature to say that he is caught up in a 
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previous case and forgot to change his status. Mark now messages Rob and asks him to 

help. Rob obliges. Mark gives access of the case to Rob using the ‘access key’ button.  

The caller in the meantime has managed to switch to showing video and Mark is 

able to see the video. As soon as Rob gets access to the case, he is also able to see the 

video livestream at his monitor. Mark proceeds to guide the caller to zoom/pan the 

phone camera and Rob flags clips in the video at instances where he felt something 

useful occurred. The video is automatically recorded in case Rob wants to review it 

again later. He added descriptions of the intruder in the notes section of the open file. 

When the video quality dropped, Rob sent text messages to Mark to confirm details like 

the colour of clothes worn by the intruders or to know more about specific landmarks in 

the vicinity. Once the intruders were no longer visible, Mark asks the caller to stay on 

audio and switch off the video. 

Rob lets Mark know that he would proceed to dispatch the following information 

to the police officers. He decides to send the recorded video clip and switch on the 

Closed Caption option. This could help the officers learn the contents of the video when 

operating under sirens or in any noisy environment. Rob attaches the clips that he 

flagged from the video call and sends them to the officers to show important frames. 

Scenario 4: Poisoning/overdosing at home (Medical Intervention) Small PSAP 

Scenario goals 

• Collaboration between virtual team members 

• Analysis of patient condition through collaboration between call-taker and 

dispatcher 

• Show availability information using video feeds of call-takers or screen sharing 

• Collaborative notes entry (Scroll through 'change awareness' time bar to see 

changes) 

• Guidance to caller for performing life-saving manoeuvres on patient 

Bob has a virtual team of Call-Takers: Sue, Bob, and Dispatchers - Ross, Becky. 

Amanda - The team is composed of experts with a multitude of operations knowledge 
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and past medical dispatch experience. They live in various regions throughout the 

United States. 

On a Tuesday evening at about 8:30PM, Bob receives an incoming call-

notification on his monitor. The system also shows other members in his team who are 

available to take this call. Bob can see small video views of their desktops (that are 
blurred slightly for privacy to only show high level information) and can see they 
are not handling any calls currently. Bob however proceeds to pick up the call. He 

asks his mandatory questions of name, address and the purpose of the call. The caller 

was a 15 years old male teen who called in to report a medical emergency that involved 

his grandpa where he was having difficulty breathing. The boy could not tell the address 

properly as he did not know the exact location. All he could say was that he and his 

grandpa were alone and located somewhere deep in a farm.  

Bob wanted to know the address as he realized that it was a medical emergency 

and he might eventually need to send an ambulance. So he told the caller to stay on 

hold and looked up the phone number in the registered landline database. He found the 

associated address with the number.  

Bob resumed his conversation with the teen caller and asked him about his 

grandpa’s health. The boy replied that his grandpa was coughing and foaming at his 

mouth. Bob realized that he needed to act quickly and probably had to ask the boy to 

step up and take matters into his own hand. He sent a message to Amanda and let her 

know that it was a case that required her medical knowledge. As soon as Amanda 

agreed to help, Bob shared the case (share access key) with Amanda. 

Bob decided that he would let Amanda take on the call for providing instructions 

to the boy, while he would fill in the notes and other details of the case. He told the boy 

that an expert would talk with him in a short while. While Amanda took over the call and 

started to guide the boy on what to do, Becky texted back the address of the caller’s 

location (It was a registered landline, which helped them ping the address accurately). 

Bob asked Becky to update the medical team and ask them to send an ambulance to the 

caller’s location.  

Amanda finished the call and said that the boy had done what was asked of him 

and would call back only if something happened till the ambulance arrived. Amanda still 
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had the case open and was ready to jump in if the same caller called. About 15 mins 

later the boy called again and Bob picked up the call recognizing the incoming number 

on his screen. The caller said that his grandpa was foaming at his mouth again. 

Meanwhile, Amanda had kept a view of the call window open too and saw visual 
captioning of the audio from the new call. Amanda stepped in to help the boy. Amanda 

texted Bob to know about a note that she had put in the system during her last 

interaction with the boy. Bob scrolled through the 'change time bar' to about 15 mins 

to see what Amanda had added to the system. Upon finding the note marked ‘Important’ 

by Amanda, Bob proceeded to send that note as a text message to her. Amanda 

messaged Bob that she would remain online with the boy as long as the ambulance took 

to arrive, so that Bob could take other calls and need not be tied up with this case. 

Scenario 5: Riots: Police Intervention: Medium to Large PSAP  

Scenario Goals: 

• Task Delegation amongst dispatchers and call-takers. (multiple virtual teams of 

4/5 members) 

• Search for location-based virtual teams 

• Map usage and planning between virtual team dispatchers 

A group of protestors and supporters clash amongst each other after a political 

result. This event occurs in a small town and Team B starts getting numerous calls from 

onlookers standing at the town centre. What starts as a small feud among people quickly 

escalates and spreads to different parts of towns and neighbouring towns as well. The 

calls start coming in thick and fast to all virtual teams in the county. Sue and Becky of 

Team B receive a lot of calls as they happen to be close to the epicentre of the problem. 

As they start managing the scenarios by working closely with their dispatchers, they 

realize that the calls are now spread out to different regions that are closer to other 

teams. 

Team B was overwhelmed with all the calls coming in from the different regions. 

Larry (Supervisor, Team C) realized that a lot of calls were coming in from team B’s 

district. The call traffic had picked over the past hour and did not seem to subside. As 

the system was routing calls automatically, Larry wondered if Team B needed help in a 
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co-ordinated manner and more importantly additional workforce. He decides to call Axel 

(Supervisor, Team B) using the media widget. Axel immediately accepts the help and 

asks Larry to add at-least a couple of call-takers and dispatchers to their team list. Axel 

provides their current team ID and Larry adds 2 additional call-takers and 1 dispatcher to 

Team B’s list. 

For the next hour 4 call-takers (2 on each team) receive calls and only forward 

the calls to appropriate teams based on the geographic information provided. They do 

this through either checking the area code of the incoming phone number or open 
cases for call-takers in the different regions. The dispatchers open maps and start to 

mark the pins of all the cases that are related to the riots. 

In a span of 10 minutes both the teams receive multiple calls that suggest a 

major protest with a large crowd marching towards a government building near Team B’s 

location. The dispatchers see the region of interest in the map and decide to let 

firefighters, medical teams and riot police gather around 2 specific regions of the map. 

A fresh call comes in and Sue picks up the call. The caller claims to have talked 

to someone before and said that he needed to speak to that person. After going over the 

mandatory questions, Sue insisted on knowing what he had called previously about. The 

caller frantically shouted something about an unidentified bag found in a location close to 

the town centre. 

Sue asks the caller to calm down, visits the map window and searches for 

‘unidentified bag’. A pin is highlighted visually on the map along with the call-taker 

information (Hans), time of call and status of case. Sue messages Hans to know about 

the current status of the ‘unidentified bag’ case. She learns that the canine unit had been 

notified and the first responding officer had already set up a perimeter to keep people 

out. She lets the caller know that the case is being taken care of and ends the call. She 

proceeds to update the status of that case from the map pin and adds the canine unit 

details. 

After the riots die down and the situations come back under control, Alex 

(Supervisor, Team B) decides that the additional members from team C are no longer 

required for support. Before he sends out a message to disband everyone from duty, he 

thanks everyone from team C and his own team members. He messages Larry to let him 
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know that they would like to celebrate via video call. Alex planned for a mini party where 

everyone had to eat something, raise a glass, and share a little about their feelings. He 

sent a quick calendar invite via the system to set the time for the party. As a supervisor 

he strongly felt that, post major incident collaboration, a party and simple sharing of 

feelings would help improve bonding amongst teammates. 

4.3 Interview Methods 

I conducted a qualitative interview-based study with seven participants (call 

takers, dispatchers, and supervisors) to understand the work practices and software 

tools that could be required to support remote collaboration amongst PSAP workers. 

I asked my participants background questions regarding their age and work 

experience in their respective roles as either a call taker, supervisor, or dispatcher. I sent 

them my mock scenarios prior to conducting the interviews. I asked my participants to 

read up on all the scenarios and write down potential areas of concerns, possible 

challenges in collaboration or points they thought could improve collaborative aspects in 

a remote scenario. 

After going through the scenarios, I interviewed them to find out their opinions. I 

probed them with questions like: 

• What do you think about the type of collaboration mentioned in the task? 

• Are there any other types of collaboration possible in this scenario? 

• How would you delegate task in such a scenario? 

Each interview session lasted about 60 minutes. 

The scenarios were first verified by a dispatcher to ensure that the feasibility of 

tasks performed during each scenario was realistic. Minor modifications were made to 

the scenarios and once they were approved, I went forward with the task of recruiting 

participants. 
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4.3.1 Recruiting Participants 

Motorola Solutions provided me with an initial mailing list of potential candidates. 

All the candidates had worked as a call taker, dispatcher or as a supervisor in the past. 

Some of them had experience in multiple roles. I emailed the participants and informed 

them of my study. Those who agreed to join my study were provided with a consent 

form. The participants’ ages ranged between 28 and 51. 

4.3.2 Interviews and Data Analysis 

Prior to the interviews, I asked my participants to read through the scenarios. 

This gave the participants a chance to percolate their thoughts on the possible 

collaboration opportunities. On the date of the interviews, I asked them questions on the 

scenarios that ranged from the feasibility of the scenarios and tasks at hand to very 

specific details like the nature of collaboration between peers. I showed some UI 

components which were basic design ideas that enabled specific tasks in each scenario.  

 

Figure 21: Virtual Team Creation 
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I highlight some of the initial UI components here. Figure 21, focuses on an initial 

design widget that considered ways of creating a virtual team, adding members to that 

team, and giving file access to those members. 

 

Figure 22 shows an initial render of a look up directory. This helped participants 

visualize how the user interface would look when they searched for a member to add to 

the team. The orange sticker inside Figure 22 shows information like experience, 

location and designation. This was done to make my participants get a clearer picture of 

the task and help them visualize how they might use such components in a real-life 

setting.  

The interviews were conducted over Zoom and were recorded for transcription. 

After each interview, I transcribed the recorded audio. I went over each transcribed file to 

draw open codes. I then went over these open codes to see if I could merge them into 

axial codes. After this initial merging, I finally went one more time over the files to draw 

overarching themes from a final selective pass. I used NVivo to conduct all my coding 

analysis. The results and the UI are discussed in the next section. I refer to each 

participant as P#. 

4.4 Results 

The main themes that emerged from my study were collaboration challenges, 
supervisory roles, task delegation, situation awareness and UI/Physical interfaces. 
I describe the results below. 

Figure 22: Look Up Directory 

 

Figure 22: Look Up Directory 

 

Figure 22: Look Up Directory 

 

Figure 22: Look Up Directory 
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4.4.1 Collaboration Challenges 

My scenarios included the grouping of call-takers, dispatchers, and supervisors 

into what we call a virtual team. Virtual teams are like groups of PSAP workers who are 

present and work together in call centres, only now they are distributed and working in 

different locations. I explored collaboration aspects amongst team members such as the 

sharing of tasks during an ongoing call and supervisory roles that include merging of 

teams or staying aware of dispatch handling. These types of collaboration amongst 

virtual team members were welcomed by all participants in my interviews, however, they 

raised a number of points that could prove to be a challenge for such collaborations to 

occur.  

In the scenarios I provided the ability for individual call-takers to add people to a 

virtual team based on their experience, yet this received mixed reviews. For example, P1 

strongly believed that anyone who could be added into a team should be trained to 

handle any situation and call-takers or dispatchers should not have to decide on 

selecting a person mid-case. P1 also believed that the task/responsibility of addition of 

team members or even the creation of a team should fall on supervisors and not be 

features available to call-takers/dispatchers. 

P2 had concerns about call load sharing across virtual teams (Scenario 5- 
Riots, call overwhelm). P2 wanted to be sure that when virtual teams from multiple 

jurisdictions were joined together and collaborating, they could not end up ignoring 

incoming calls from their jurisdiction. P2 wanted the system to be able to create a 

balance of incoming calls from the jurisdiction of the other team. P6 felt that collaboration 

would be most effective when members knew the geographic location very well. They 

felt that teams hailing from the same city would ideally perform faster than teams 

collaborating across counties. 

“Is there some sort of queue, is there a map, how do I make sure that 
I'm still taking care of my calls that are coming in and not abandoning 
those to help take care of this riot situation for the neighbouring 
agency?”. -P2 

An interesting and unique point was made by P4 who felt that task delegation 

could lead to call-delegation and call-takers could easily push their calls to other 

available members purely out of laziness. As a potential solution to such activities, P4 
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suggested that every call that was pushed to another call-taker or every major task that 

had to be delegated to another member should first be verified by the supervisor for 

delegation. P4 also raised the issue of maintaining a standard codified shorthand 

dictionary that had to be practised by all teams belonging to a city/county or even at a 

state level. Such a shorthand dictionary was felt to be useful for maintaining data input 

terminology to the CAD, so terminology was consistent across all team members 

irrespective of their jurisdiction or system in use. 

“When you're talking about this, you're probably not on the same CAD 
system. I don't know. Hopefully, but generally not. I mean, this would 
either have to be a regionalized area on the same CAD system I'm 
imagining”. -P4 

I probed my participants about NG911 user interface elements that would include 

video calling and photo sharing from callers. These could provide the call-taker with 

additional visual information about the call. All participants were very positive about 

these aspects but raised concerns as to who should deal with the incoming media. P5 

explained that a call-taker or dispatcher would have to look at such media if the virtual 

team were small in size and only had two or three members. P5 felt that in a medium to 

large PSAP, or in this case as part of a larger team, there should be a dedicated media 

handler who would look into all incoming media for an ongoing call. P5 even suggested 

that the supervisor could play the role of the dedicated media manager.  

P3, P5 and P6 pointed out that a supervisor could act as a dedicated media 

manager for small PSAPs. In such a centre or virtual team, the supervisor would be 

asked to look into incoming media like photos and/or recorded/live video from a caller. 

The supervisor can then decide to take snapshots from the recorded or live video call 

and may send it to the dispatcher.  

Another interesting point of focus was on resource management. P5 felt that 

while call takers could easily collaborate in cross-team collaboration, it would be more 

challenging for the dispatchers who could now face the harder challenge of managing 

resources like EMS units, police or fire units (e.g., knowing which were assigned to 

emergencies/situations). P5 pointed out that in a real-world collaboration, involving 

virtual teams of two different cities, there would also be a need to allow agencies like fire 

halls, EMT units and police teams to be automatically or manually accessible by the 
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newly formed team. Typically, a PSAP doesn’t have access to such resources outside 

their own jurisdictions.  

“When it comes to the dispatching, it might be a little different because 
you do run out of resources maybe to dispatch on all these calls. It would 
be up to the supervisor to coordinate with other agencies to bring in 
help, mutual aid etc. some call it joint response”. -P5. 

Call-takers, dispatchers and supervisors sometimes communicate amongst each 

other in a PSAP after an incident. This communication could be a simple morale booster, 

a pat on the back, or a request from the supervisor to a call-taker to take a break from 

calls if the call taker feels distressed. Sometimes this kind of communication also 

happens at the end of the day. P6 felt even a simple text message from supervisors or 

team members went a long way to cheering someone up or raising morale. They felt that 

post-incident communication was necessary for maintaining mental health conditions. In 

a virtual environment, such communication can take place via text, or a video call. 

4.4.2 Task Delegation 

Task delegation is an important aspect of collaboration, and we subdivide it into 

the following three key areas: control over a shared case, dynamic team creation, and 

software-augmented resource monitoring. 

a) Control over shared Case:  I probed my participants to find out how they 

would like to share access to an on-going case for viewing by other team members. This 

was more pertinent for NG911 media sharing. All participants said that they did not mind 

sharing entire cases and giving full access to members when a case was open, and a 

call was in-progress. P5 and P7 believed that there could be a granularity of access 

attached to cases once they were closed. The level of access would typically be decided 

by supervisors, post-incident. P3 and P4 felt that all cases should be accessible to all 

members at all times during large-scale scenario. The rationale given was that during a 

serious emergency call, time was time-critical, a call-taker would not want to look up a 

specific person and provide access to that call as this could possibly overwhelm them. 

Deciding who would be a best fit for the scenario would waste valuable time. According 

to P3 and P4, it could be challenging for team members to have to approve who was 

allowed to view a case while it was ongoing, and they were in a call. 
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“As a supervisor, I might not have time to join that call. But if I could 
look at the video, watch, see the pictures, whatever it might be because 
I get access, I think that's a really good idea. If I stopped their access, 
then they no longer have that. So I kind of think once you give it to 
them, they should have it until a certain time out or something 
happens”. – P3 

b) Dynamic Team Creation: I probed my participants to understand the value of 

collaboration among multiple virtual teams who may be spread out across different cities 

or even counties. I found that adding people to a team during an ongoing crisis like 

floods, earthquakes, riots, etc. to collaborate and add up on resources was seen as an 

important feature to have. The results indicated that the supervisor might play an 

important role in such unique large-scale scenarios and should be able to add members 

from different jurisdictions. This was also seen beneficial in cases where a translator or a 

dedicated EMT handler needed to be tagged in. 

"On the Fly, a supervisor can change the skillset of that user to add 
them into different queues for calls, whether it be the Spanish queue is 
overwhelmed, we need to ask more people to that queue. Dynamically, 
I can say now you're assigned to that Spanish queue. That can't happen 
today.“ – P7 

 c) Software Augmented Resource Monitoring: For large scale collaborations 

that are required in cases of major incidents like floods, riots, etc., some participants 

believed that the system can play an important role in resource monitoring. By resource 

monitoring I refer to police, EMT, and fire responders deployed, the number of calls call-

takers and dispatchers are engaged in, etc. This could be based on the thresholding of 

resources where the system could monitor resources used by the dispatchers. When the 

resources used by a team crosses a threshold, the system could start suggesting 

supervisors to contact additional resources like other teams. This would prevent the 

system from automatically pushing calls to other PSAPs.  

4.4.3 Privacy Concerns with Shared Camera Views 

My scenarios introduced the idea that each team member would have a camera 

placed in their home/ working location. The camera would stream a video of them and 

their screens to either other virtual team members or the supervisor. This would be akin 

to being able to see co-workers if they were physically present in a PSAP together. I 
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wanted to learn more about this possibility and probed my participants to gauge their 

reactions.  

“As a supervisor, I would have been fine with it and encouraged by it. 
As a former dispatcher, it would have made me extremely 
uncomfortable. But you're also... you signed up for the job, right? If it 
was what I signed up for, then you either take the job or you don't.” -
P6 

P6 felt that a supervisor had the right to see every member’s view on camera and 

thought that the screen of the team member should also be shared, as this would allow 

her to troubleshoot a technical problem at a team member’s computer. She 

acknowledged that a call-taker/dispatcher would probably not like this very much. P4 

and P7, a call-taker and dispatcher respectively, admitted that although they would not 

like to be monitored, they understood that if this were a company protocol, they would 

not mind following it as they were accustomed to seeing cameras in their work 

environments. 

“In 911, its mission critical. We have to trust that they are doing their 
job, but sometimes you need to be able to hold people accountable that 
they're actually there at their desk doing their job, doing what they're 
supposed to be doing.” -P7 

P4 raised an important question regarding privacy. He felt that sensitive data 

could be visible to a roommate/partner present at the team-member’s home. While a 

child or a partner coming into the room by mistake may not be a large issue, if the 

partner were to be involved in a crime, they could be listening in on a live call or other 

sensitive information.  

4.4.4 Call History Database 

I asked my participants what could be added to the system that would potentially 

speed up call-taking by avoiding the need to ask mandatory questions over and over 

again. P2 and P3 felt that recurring calls from people seeking medical help is an area 

where crucial time could be saved by skipping over known or already asked questions.  

P2 pointed out that there was a need for a system to prompt call-takers with a 

notification indicating that the incoming call was EMT-related and came from a 

registered seniors living facility or a caller who was known to be an older adult. The idea 
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is to store phone numbers of incoming calls that are EMS-related in a database. 

Repeated calls from the same phone numbers can flash with priorities to indicate 

potential medical emergencies. A potential solution given out by P7 was to target phone 

numbers of all those who lived in senior living facilities. 

“Have they reported 10 diabetic emergencies in the past? Having that 
situational awareness, especially for remote call takers. So if that 
number calls in the future, 911, and there's an open line and no one is 
speaking, I can drill down to see that this number has reported medical 
emergencies.” -P2 

4.5 Initial User Interface Design  

In this section, I will present my initial UI designs that I came up with after my 

interviews. The interview findings revealed that I should include a strong focus on the 

supervisor role. Naturally I was inclined to make a UI that would enable the supervisor to 

get a holistic overview of the team. By holistic, I mean that the supervisor is not only 

aware of what calls are currently being handled by team members and what are in 

queue, but that the supervisor can also see live video calls handled by a call-taker or 

additional assistance and handle calls and stay in contact with team members. I also 

envisioned a large amount of map usage and proposed some features in a map view 

that may help supervisors. 

These designs were shown to Motorola along with the interview findings and 

after one more round of discussion, I tweaked some user interface designs and provided 

a more polished user interface as the final takeaway. 
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Figure 23: Supervisor view of Team member. Sees shared media 
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Figure 24: Instant Messaging with Sam Selected 
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Figure 23 shows the basic UI design I initially created after multiple brainstorming and 

sketching activities. To the left of the panel and to the top there are three tabs shown. 

Each tab shows the list of teams a supervisor may end up supervising. In Figure 23, 

Team A is selected, and it shows a total of four people in the team, not including the 

supervisor. The red colour icon means that the team-member is currently busy with a 

call while the green colour icon indicates that they are currently available. To the bottom 

of the people list there are four icons. A ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ symbol allows adding and 

removing members from a team. The key gives access to a case to a team member. 

The red microphone allows a supervisor to listen in to multiple calls that may take place 

at the different remote locations. 

The right central panel has four main windows, one dedicated to messaging, one 

for viewing live or recorded video that comes in from a caller, one for viewing 

images/photos sent in by the caller and the right bottom window is text messaging or 

calling the team member. To the bottom of the main screen in Figure 23, there is another 

window that shows statistics for all the teams under the supervisor’s authority. Statistics 

like number of calls received, types of calls, open cases, calls in queue, incoming calls 

etc are all shown in this screen. 

4.5.1 Instant Messaging  

Figure 24 shows the messaging window which is highlighted with a red border. 

This UI feature would allow team members to internally communicate with each other via 

text akin to any messaging application. In the above UI, the supervisor has selected 

Sam and will be able to see all media and actions related to Sam. The messaging 

window opens to show the chat-window for Sam. This is a 1-to-1 conversation between 

Sam and the supervisor. The messaging app also shows other members of the team 

and multi-member chat groups as tabs on top for easy switching. Instant messaging was 

also seen to be beneficial and ideal for post incident communication.  

With this iteration of the design, I came across a limitation. I could not show a 

chat list of all the team-members or third-party members to a supervisor. I also 

recognized that they might like to minimize the chat window and use it only when they 

wanted to send out a text message. 
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Figure 25: '+' Button to add members to a team 
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Moreover, the chat window always remained within the main working window, and it was 

pointed out by some participants that they would like to minimize the chat window and 

use it only when they wanted to send out a text. My future design in the next section 

addresses this problem. 

4.5.2 Look-Up Directory 

I envision that for 911 units, call-takers and dispatchers would form a virtual team 

while working remotely from their respective locations. This team would consist of call-

taker’s, dispatchers, and a supervisor, similar to any 911 call-centre. As people cannot 

move about physically to ask a collocated team member to provide assistance for a call 

when they are distributed across locations, the need for a look-up mechanism to 

dynamically add members into a team is required.  

The idea behind a look up directory is simple: It enables anyone to look up 

people within or outside a team. The searched person can be added to or removed from 

a team or can be messaged directly from the search result. Figure 25 shows how a 

supervisor can add a team member by clicking the ‘plus’. The supervisor needs to press 

a keyboard shortcut like ‘Ctrl + Space’ to trigger or clicking the ‘plus’ button to engage 

the lookup function as shown in Figure 26. This feature pops up and has a text field. As 

the supervisor types in the text field, the system starts suggesting people based on the 

letters typed into the box. The look up field also shows stats of the searched person like 

the number of cases handled and provides an option to the supervisor to directly 

add/give access to a case from the field as shown in the figure. 
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Figure 26: Look Up Directory. Pops up when ‘+’ is clicked. Presents a 
search feature. 
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Figure 26 shows how a supervisor can add a team member by clicking the ‘+’ button or 

remove a member by clicking on the ‘–‘ button. Upon clicking the ‘+’ button a look up 

directory appears as shown in the image to the right. This window can show the current 

cases, the searched person is handling and any other details. According to the interview 

findings, participants felt that a look up directory would be useful to add in translators or 

specific personnel dedicated to handling EMT calls. This feature enables dynamic team 

creation. The look up directory presented here was initiated with a shortcut and was not 

shown on the main screen. Although this is not a huge negative, as frequent users of an 

UI can trigger a search with a shortcut, I felt that it would be better to present the search 

feature visually so that the UI does not forcing a team member to remember any 

shortcuts. This would also be beneficial for newer employees. This change is made in 

the updated design. 

4.5.3 Call Listen-In Feature 

The call listen-in feature can be an important addition to collaborative software. 

This feature would enable a team member to share their current call with another 

member. This would help the tagged in members to listen in to the call-in real time. A 

need for call-sharing could arise from the fact that the call-taker might not speak the 

language of the caller and would need help from a member who speaks the language.  

Another typical use-case comes when there is a call for medical help and a 

dedicated EMT trained call-taker is required to handle the call. An alternate way of doing 

this would be to broadcast the call across all team-members and whoever is available 

could pick up the call for listening-in. I will revisit the call listen-in feature in my updated 

UI again where I change the design and layout of this feature.  

I had not presented this feature in the initial design as I thought this would not be 

required by supervisors and would only be used by call-takers. However, I present this 

feature in the newer designs. 
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Figure 27: Auto generated Closed Caption, marked in yellow rectangle. 
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4.5.4 Closed Captioning in Videos 

A closed captioning feature is provided as an option for video viewing by first 

responders in the UI. The system should be smart enough to generate closed captions 

for a call on the fly. The idea here is that once a dedicated media manager or dispatcher 

forwards an appropriate number of photos or video clips to the first responders, one of 

the first responding officers could look at the video clip. If the video clip were to have 

audio, it would make sense that there is an attached closed caption as there are high 

chances that the officers will not be able to listen to this audio with a switched-on siren.  

In Figure 27, the live video section presents, at the top-right section of the 

window, a yellow highlighted section which shows the closed caption block. This caption 

can be closed, moved within the video window or re-sized as wished by an officer. Re-

sizing and moving of the box are allowed to prevent scene occlusion. 
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. 
 

Figure 28:  Map with Scroll bar at bottom 
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4.5.5 Timelapse in Maps 

Figure 28 shows the map interface. The top section shows the stats of the teams 

under supervision. The central section of the window shows an activity map, and, to the 

right of the map, there are two windows present, namely the messaging window at the 

top and the media window at the bottom. The map is interactive and can show two 

states. The incident view and the resource view. Figure 28 shows the resource view.  

The supervisor can see where each member is present physically across the 

map and can click on each member to see what cases they are currently handling. On 

the bottom of the map lies a scroll-bar. This UI feature is designed to act as a way of 

scrubbing back in time (e.g., like a music or video scrubber) and seeing a visual update 

of the entire system. By visual update I envision a feature where the system shows a 

snapshot of the entire screen along with all of the data entered at any given time. 

This scroll bar could also be present in the other view of the supervisor. The right 

most point of the scroll bar would show the current instance of the system. Dragging 

back (left of scroll bar) would show system states from that instant in time. For this 

example, if the supervisor drags back the scroll bar by 10 min, the photos received by 

Sam may disappear if they were not sent in at that time. The message will also change 

to show the previous text. The map view would update and show an incident in the past 

and other team members. The scrollbar functionality can be useful when a supervisor or 

other higher up authority may wish to evaluate an individual or would want to present an 

instance-by-instance update to a court.  
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Figure 29: Red Border - System Call Stats, Green Border - Approval of 
case sharing by Supervisor 
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4.5.6 Situation Awareness  

By situation awareness I refer to the auditory and visual feedback loops used by 

supervisors or other team members to remain aware of their immediate surrounding or 

of their partner’s work. Working from a physical location like a PSAP, a call-taker or 

dispatcher or a supervisor is aware of every member sitting within a certain radius from 

them simply by looking around or listening to them speak in an active call. Typically call-

takers or dispatchers may overhear other calls while supervisors tune their ears to listen 

for voice inflections to detect tension or the gravity of the case. 

Situation awareness is one of the key areas of focus in virtual collaborative 

environments. During my interviews, I had asked my participants to learn ways in which 

they could remain aware of everyone else’s activities as they did in a real work 

environment; the UI reflects these findings. Figure 29, shows on the left panel, there are 

members marked as either green or red. The colour indicates their availability, green for 

available, and red being busy in a case. By busy, we mean that they are actively 

engaging in audio conversation with a caller or with some team member and not 

involved in less cognitively demanding activities like note/text entry. 

Supervisors on the floor typically sit amongst multiple call-takers/dispatchers and 

listen to their voices when they perform their duties. They watch out for panic or stress in 

their employee’s voices and upon sensing it decide to help the employee. To enable this 

ability for supervisors, I decided to use an ambient-noise pipe-in feature. Figure 29 

shows a large red microphone in the left panel that allows ambient noise pipe-in. The 

idea is that the supervisor can choose to listen into the call of a call-taker or multiple call-

takers at once. This would act as the supervisor’s way of keeping tab on the background 

activities of his/her team. 

On the bottom section of Figure 29, highlighted in red, there is a window that 

shows information like call stats (number of calls handled, currently open cases, case 

types {EMT, fire, police}, incoming queue). This information is shown as tabs. The 

supervisor can see individual stats for each member by clicking on the different tabs. To 

the right of this window there is an incoming call alert and call queue that shows the calls 

that are in line and yet to be taken up. The green highlight section shows a look-down 

menu option and an approval for sharing button. To deal with cases of unnecessary call  
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Figure 30: Virtual Team Statistics and Overview Window. 
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delegation or sharing of calls by team members, the supervisor could listen in to the call 

and mark the case appropriate for sharing. In that case, the person with whom the case 

is shared knows that this is a genuine case that requires additional help and is cleared 

for sharing. 

4.6 Final User Interface Design 

With the initial design done, I went back to Motorola Solutions Inc. to show them 

my designs and presented the rationale behind each user interface component. Based 

on one more round of discussion, I present an updated final user interface that tackles 

some of the deficiencies observed with my initial design and add some newer 

mechanisms of interaction. I collaborated with an undergraduate student, Carolyn Yip, 

from my university to create these polished versions (Figure 30 – 37) of my initial 

designs. 

In this version, the supervisor is again treated as a central node where they are 

able to view incidents, maintain situation awareness and communicate with team 

members as and when needed. 

Figure 30 shows the team overview or team statistics like incoming calls, active 

team-members, open cases etc. Figure 31 shows the main layout for the supervisor. 
This window is divided into three regions from left-to-right. The vertical panel on the left 

provides a view to the supervisor who may be listening in on a call. The team stats 

overview is shown below the listen-in feature. It shows stats of the entire team like total 

number of active cases and the number of on-going calls. Just below this information lies 

the team list. It shows the members of each team and the status of the members. A red 

ring around a member’s icon would indicate that they are busy in a call. Whereas a 

green ring would indicate that they are available. Below the team list there is a list of 

incoming call queue that shows all the calls queued up. Below the queue, there is a call- 
history database that shows all medical emergency related calls that happened in the 

past.  
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Figure 31: Supervisor Main Screen 
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The middle portion of the UI in Figure 31 shows a selected call-takers screen. This 

allows the supervisor to view what an individual call-taker is working on at their location 

on their computer. The window shows real-time updates to the CAD system as made by 

the call-taker. The right portion of the UI in Figure 31 shows the call-taker at the top of 

the window so that supervisor can see them and listen-in to the call, if desired. 

Figure 31 illustrates how supervisors can listen-in to calls. At the centre of the 

screen and at the top tool bar there are several tabs (Map, A2/Main st, etc). These tabs 

show cases that are open and handled by the team member selected (Sue L). In this 

example, the currently active live call for Sue L opens up by default and that view is 

presented to the supervisor. The current case type and address are shown in the middle 

along with an option to share the case with any potential team member. The share 
button to the right allows such functionality.  

The middle window can be broken into six major segments. This section is 

presented with NG911 in mind. To the top-left of this window there is information that 

act as suggestions for call-takers to carry out during a call. Information on how to guide a 

caller to perform appropriate camera work based on the nature of call. At the centre-top 

of this window lies the video frame. This frame shows either a recorded video or live 

video streamed by the caller. If the video-call is streamed, then there are more options to 

the right of this panel shown in arrow marks. These arrow marks, if pressed by the call-

taker, would show up as image overlays on the caller’s phone. 

To the right of this video frame lies another window that shows the incoming 

photos sent in by the caller. This can also store images that are screen-shot by the caller 

or dedicated media manager. The bottom-left panel shows a window that is used to 

store basic information of a caller like name, address, phone number, case information, 

etc. 

At the centre-bottom of this window, a dispatch window is present with 

dedicated tabs for police, EMT and fire. We envision a PSAP large enough that it may 

handle either or all of these cases. Based on the nature of the call, the appropriate  
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Figure 32: Text Chat Window to the right 
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dispatch can be contacted. The images and video clips can be dragged and added into 

the dispatch window for the dispatcher and first responders to see. Both the information 

pane and the dispatch window show two hovering coloured name-labels. This view 

shows the number of people who may be editing a file/case simultaneously.  

At the bottom-right, there is a dedicated messaging box (Figure 32). This box 

allows call-takers to communicate with the caller via texting. 

To the right of the main supervisor layout, in Figure 32, there is a main chat 

window with numerous chat bubbles, represented as icons surrounded with coloured 

rings. The chat heads represent the different people or sub-teams that a supervisor 

might have texted. Any selected member can be pinned to the bottom of this panel and 

the supervisor can view all the members they oversee.  

To the top of the chat window for the main supervisor, there is the option for the 

supervisor to listen-in on a call. The supervisor can choose to listen-in on an active call 

or can choose to listen into all calls from selected members to remain aware of the 
situation. 
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Figure 33: Look Up Directory in new UI 
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Figure 33 shows the look-up directory feature. Although this is shown for a supervisor 

window, the mechanism of search and layout would remain same for a call-taker as well. 

There is a small search bar present to the top at the left side of the cases panel. A team 

member can look up a person by typing in their name. The names matching the initials 

would appear in the results as shown in the figure above. 
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Figure 34: Supervisor Map – Team View 
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The updated map view can be seen by the supervisor and helps them to get a visual 

overview of the resources used. I present two types of map views, one that shows the 

incident/call view and the other that shows the team-members physical location on the 

map. 

Figure 34 shows the map view for a supervisor. At the bottom of the map there 

are two toggles. In this example, the team view (blue) is selected. In this mode, the 

team members are shown on the map. Their availability status is shown through 

coloured rings as described before. At the bottom of the map lies the scroll bar. To the 

right of the map there is a panel that shows detailed information. 
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Figure 35: Supervisor Map – Incident View 
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Figure 35 shows the call view of the map. The supervisor selects this mode by clicking 

on the cases button present at the bottom of the map. This view shows all the active and 

open cases or incidents on the map. They are colour-coded according to the incident 

types. For example, black represents police cases, red: fire and blue: EMT.  
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Figure 36: Supervisor Dashboard View 
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Figure 36 shows the team dashboard view. This view is for the supervisor, and they can 

see a live video feed of all the team-members working from their remote locations. In this 

figure the supervisor keeps track of two teams and can see the video feed of the 

members through a designated video window for each member. The video window has 

three options, shown as three different icons within the window. The ‘hand’ icon 

represents a knock feature and when clicked by the supervisor would produce a distinct 

knock sound. This is to gather the attention of the team-member and let them know that 

the supervisor wants to interact. To the right of the knock icon, there is a messaging icon 

and can be used by the supervisor to send a text message to the member. To the right 

of this icon, lies a phone icon which can be used to initiate an audio call.  

This view helps the supervisor to gauge facial expressions of team-members 

closely. As discussed previously, the supervisor can listen in on a live call of one or more 

members at the same time. If any of the members displayed an uneasiness/concern 

through either voice inflections or through facial expressions, during a call, the 

supervisor can either directly message the team-member or knock on them first. The 

team member sees the hand icon and hears a knock sound. The recipient can click on 

the hand icon, which in turn would open the chat window. 
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Figure 37 shows the same highlighted snippet from Figure 32 and introduces the 

additional features of blurring available withing the video preview window. When 

interacting with the supervisor, the team-member can decide to blur their face or 

background or a combination of both. This figure shows six levels of blurring with the first 

level at a 0% blur, revealing the entire scene to level 6 which blurs everything and not 

much can be made of the scene. Blurring is an important aspect for maintaining privacy 

as team-members could be working from their homes and wouldn’t necessarily be 

comfortable with the idea of the supervisor having a peek of their messy rooms or at 

their personal aspects of lives like kids or partners. 

Figure 37: Background and Facial Blur 
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4.7 Summary 

In this chapter I discussed my collaboration with Motorola Solutions inc. With the 

collaboration I answered two more research questions, 

RQ3. What are the key collaborative acts that need to be supported to 
enable collaboration among 911 employees (call-takers, dispatchers, and 
supervisors), if they were to work remotely? 

RQ4. How should we design a user interface that supports remote 
collaboration among 911 call taking employees considering their key collaborative 
acts? 

I briefly described the factors cited by literature, which are important for remote 

collaboration. I took a qualitative approach to conduct interviews with call takers, 

dispatchers, and supervisors. I presented them with five scenarios that would require 

collaboration within and across PSAP employees. I gathered information from my 

participants to know what was crucial to collaboration and where potential challenges 

could occur. After I ran my analysis and identified the key areas of challenges, I came up 

with my initial user interface prototype. This prototype envisioned how a supervisor can 

remain aware of their surroundings and employees over a software interface. 

The user interface has six key features for maintaining situation awareness 

among remote collaborators. These are instant messaging, look up directory, call listen-

in feature, closed captioning for videos, timelapse in maps and special situation 

awareness promoting feature like a quick information tab. 

I presented the initial designs to Motorola Solutions Inc and then after one more 

round of discussion and feedback session, I updated my user interface design to include 

some of the changes suggested and also presented some newer features which were 

not considered during my initial designs. 
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Chapter 5. 

Designing ‘Multimedia Enabled 911’: A Next Generation 
Mobile Application for Emergency Calling 

In this chapter, I discuss how common citizens can call 911 using next 

generation technologies during an emergency. I explore how 911 callers can leverage 

multimedia like video calls during a 911 call, exchange multimedia with call takers and 

receive instructions from call takers to perform camerawork, required to capture the 

details of an ongoing scenario. 

I focus on one research question in this chapter. 

Research Question 5 

What are the key factors to consider when designing a user interface that 
provides 9-1-1 callers with a mechanism to share video with call-takers, and 
receive camera instructions from call-takers? 

I begin this chapter with a brief introduction to the main features of my 

application. I then present the design of my application. I follow up this section with a 

detailed description of the user study I conducted and present the results and discussion 

that originate from the study. Towards the end of this chapter, I highlight some design 

considerations for future designers. 

5.1 Differences between Multimedia Enabled 911 and other 
Video Calling Applications. 

I designed a 911 calling application prototype that allows users to interact with 

911 call takers via video streams. It enables callers to engage in camerawork where they 

can shoot photos of live emergency situations, start a video recording session, send 

captured multimedia to call takers and receive instructions from call takers to carry out 

camerawork. My prototype also allows callers to identify their location and nearest 

landmarks around them and view short videos of medical emergencies to perform life-

saving manoeuvres.  
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I describe the main features of my application in this section and highlight the 

differences of my application relative to commercially available video calling applications. 

Commercial video calling applications like Skype/FaceTime/Meet etc., allow 

callers to connect and establish basic video call functionalities like switching camera or 

audio on/off through one-on-one (Judge & Neustaedter, 2010) or one to many interaction 

(Kirk et al., 2010). While these applications are popular among people in everyday 

communication, they are not built with 911 situations in mind and hence may not be as 

useful during an emergency. 

5.1.1 Enabling video streams and camerawork for 911 

Presently, all calls to 911 within Canada are audio based. I introduce video 

calling capabilities in my prototype application to explore how a live video stream can 

help callers convey complex information that may be useful for a 911 call-taker, 

gathering important details about the call. My application allows video recording for 

situations where the stream quality might not be ideal. The prototype allows callers to 

receive guidance from a call taker in the form of on-screen visual and verbal instructions 

to perform camerawork (Dash et al., 2022). These visual instructions appear as short 

messages on the camera view of the application. 

My prototype supports a simplex mode of video communication where the call-

taker’s view is hidden from the caller at all points in time, while audio is two-way. This is 

different from common video calling applications and is required as exposing a call 

taker’s face to a caller can lead to potential harassment and violation of personal safety 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

5.1.2 Dynamic control over the user interface 

During a 911 call, call takers tend to control a call by calming callers down and 

asking them specific questions from cards to streamline information flow (Neustaedter et 

al., 2018). NG911 can also support the need to take over control, as a call taker might 

have the ability to remotely control the camera interface during an emergency. This also 

provides a good opportunity to explore how a caller would feel if they were unable to 
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interact with the camera interface during the call and instead had to rely on the remote 

call-taker to enable functionalities of the camera application.  

I also test another mode where the caller has access to all camera functionalities 

like taking photographs, recording, or zooming, right from the start of a call akin to any 

present-day video calling application. I use this mode to gauge a callers’ experience of 

using the application and contrast it with their experience when using the (other) version 

of the application where they might have no control over the camera functionalities. 

5.1.3 Enabling bi-directional media sharing between caller and call-
taker 

There are situations where a caller might need to perform lifesaving maneuvers 

on an injured individual and the call taker might need to guide the caller verbally. I look 

at this as an opportunity to introduce short instructional videos in the prototype NG911 

application, to help callers visualize the necessary maneuver. 

 I know that there may be value in allowing callers to share media like photos or 

pre-recorded videos with call takers (Neustaedter et al., 2018). There are situations 

where a caller may have recorded the incident on their phone first and then calls 911. I 

explore bi-directional media sharing functionality in my application to handle such cases. 

5.1.4 Maps 

I wanted to integrate maps in my prototype application to allow participants to 

provide vital information about their location. Callers are often required to specify their 

location during an emergency and identify nearby landmarks (Neustaedter et al., 2018; 

Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). I took this opportunity to explore how maps are leveraged 

by participants during a mock emergency call and gauge what challenges they may face 

during such calls. 

5.2 Design 

In this section I discuss the user interface of my prototype application. I show 

how a user may interact with the system to carry out numerous tasks like video 

streaming, recording, sending media, receiving instructions for camerawork, and media 
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from a call-taker or identifying their location on a map. I present the main functionalities 

of the system in four groups of features below. 

 

 

a) Enabling video streams and camerawork for 911 

When a user opens the application, they see a screen with a green button and 

the words ’Press to Call’, as shown in Figure 38. Once they press that button, they will 

hear a ring tone and the UI changes to show ‘call connected’ as shown in Figure 39. The 

caller user interface shows a camera toggle on top (Figure 39) and when that toggle is 

turned on the application shows a view of the camera stream (Figure 40). The call-taker 

Figure 38: Press to Call Figure 39: Call connected 
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sees this video stream at their remote location. The caller however cannot see the call-

taker’s face. 

Figure 40 shows a plain camera view with no icons, to the caller. In this mode the call 

taker has control over the interface where they can switch on one or more camera 

functionalities at a time. If the call taker wants the caller to take a photo of a scene, they 

switch on the photo button as shown in Figure 41. Once the caller takes a photo, they 

see a confirmation dialog on screen as shown in Figure 41. 

Figure 40: Live Stream a Figure 41: Live Stream b 
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b) Control over user interface 

Figure 42 shows the zoom slider enabled for the caller. The caller drags the 

slider from left to right to zoom in on an object or person in the scene. The call-taker can 

switch on video recording buttons as shown in Figure 43, yellow circles.  

The video recording option allows the videos to be recorded and stored locally on 

phone. The recorded videos can be shared by the caller before ending the call. I 

implemented this feature to ensure that videos can be successfully transferred over a 

cellular network with varying bandwidth. I made the videos to be recorded at 1080p and 

30 FPS on iOS devices. I chose this size to strike an optimum balance between video 

quality and size of the file. 

Figure 42: Zoom Slider Figure 43: Record on and Off 
Button 
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Once a user starts recording, they can see a visual confirmation with the words 

‘Recording…’ on screen as shown in Figure 44. When the user clicks on the stop 

recording button, Figure 43 right, yellow circle, the interface pauses to let the user know 

of the recorded stream as shown in Figure 45.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Visual Feedback - 
Recording 

Figure 45: Cancel Button, 
Re-Enter Streaming 
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Figure 46 shows the camera flip button which allows the call-taker to toggle 

between the front and rear camera of the caller. The caller simply only needs to press 

the button to change the view of the stream. If the call-taker wishes to control the 

brightness of a stream, they switch on those specific buttons for the callers as shown in 

Figure 47.  

 

 

 

Figure 46: Flip Camera 
Button  

 

Figure 47: Change Stream 
Settings  
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Figure 48, top shows a visual rectangle with text message. These messages are 

sent by the call-taker to the caller to guide them through camera work or navigate them 

through the user interface of the app. 

c) Enabling bi-directional media sharing between caller and call-Taker 

The call-taker can ask the caller to share pre-recorded videos or photo of an 

event if the caller has such media. The call-taker switches on the media gallery button 

(Figure 48, centre-right) to enable sharing. Clicking the icon opens the gallery as shown 

in Figure 49. The caller can then choose one or more photos or videos to share with the 

call-taker.  

Figure 48: Visual Overlays- 
Receiving Instructions from 

Call Taker  
 

Figure 49. Access to 
Gallery 
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In cases of medical emergencies where the caller might need to receive a video 

from the call-taker they would ask the caller to switch to the ‘Help Videos’ tab as shown 

in Figure 50. Here the caller can click on the media player to view the video, enlarge the 

video, or pause it as required. 

d) Maps 

In my prototype application, I integrate the maps using the Google Maps API 

feature. The map shows a zoom-able satellite view of Vancouver and its suburbs. The 

map contains location labels indicated by icons and pins. When the call-taker needs to 

know the location of the caller and the nearest landmarks around the location, the call-

taker can simply ask the caller to switch to the ‘Location’ tab as shown in Figure 51. The 

caller can then interact with the map with one (panning) or two finger interactions 

(zooming). 

Figure 50: Help Videos Figure 51: Map  
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5.2.1 Walkthrough of the User Interface  

I highlight one scenario here to clearly demonstrate how a user may navigate 

through the application. I will present all the scenarios in brief in the study section of the 

chapter. 

In a multiple vehicle car crash scenario, the caller was initially recording 

something personal on the phone when they happened to capture the crash on their 

phone. I ask my participant to imagine that they are standing on a bridge above a 

highway, when they saw a car crash. They call 911.  

The call taker (myself in the role of a call taker), after asking the name of the 

caller and purpose of the call, asked them to confirm their location using the map. The 

caller was asked to identify their current location along with three to five nearest 

landmarks close to their location.  

The call taker then asked the caller to switch on the camera-view by pressing the 

camera toggle, which showed the caller a screen without icons. Then the caller 

streamed the accident to the call-centre and the call-taker then asks the caller to zoom in 

on the accident.  

The call-taker remotely enabled various functionalities, one at a time. The call 

taker introduced the zoom button first and asked the caller to zoom in on a target that 

they (the call taker) identified to be central to the scene. The targets for this scenario 

were the crashed vehicle, a person sitting near the vehicle, and another vehicle on the 

oncoming road. After guiding the caller to zoom in one of the targets appropriate for the 

information gain, the call-taker then turned on a button for taking pictures. The caller was 

asked to take photos of the target with the current zoom level.  

The call taker occasionally also sent visual instructions to the caller. These 

messages either asked the caller to pan the phone left or right or rotate the phone into 

landscape orientation and take more pictures. After the call taker gained enough 

information, they asked the caller if they have any recorded media or photo of the crash. 

If the caller has a pre-recorded video of the crash, then the call taker switched on the 

media sharing button through which the caller could share the pre-recorded crash video 

with the call taker.  
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Once the call-taker is satisfied with the information received they then asked the 

caller to share the pre-recorded video of the crash and as a final activity, ask them to 

switch off the video and end the call. 

I built my prototype using React Native. This allows the application to be 

deployed on both Android and iOS systems. To emulate the call-taker sending 

instructions or modifying the user interface dynamically, I use the Google Sheets API to 

connect my application to the web. I change states of important variables and UI 

elements on the Google Sheet, and this allowed me to dynamically control the UI 

elements shown in the application. The application is fully functional with the exception 

that video streaming and other media are not shared with a 911 call centre’s 

infrastructure and call taking systems. 

5.3 Study Session, Data Collection and Analysis  

In this section I describe details of my participants, the methods I used to conduct 

my study, the data collection and analysis strategies I use, and finally discuss the results 

of my findings. The goal of my study was to explore how people used my 911 calling 

system during (mock) emergencies, how they performed camerawork and followed 

instructions, they received from the call-taker.  

I also aimed to understand what benefits and challenges the callers would 

experience with a design that allowed call takers to control the visibility of user interface 

components on the caller side. 

5.3.1 Participants 

I conducted my study with 20 participants (11 men, 9 women). Their ages ranged 

from 19 – 61 (µ: 34, σ: 9.2 ). I recruited the participants via snowball sampling technique 

and university mailing lists. Eight of my participants were between 18-25, seven ranged 

between 26-35, and five were above 35 years of age. The younger participants, mostly 

university students, used their smartphone daily and used it in a variety of applications, 

including video calling and texting. The other (five) participants had ages ranging 36-61 

and had used smartphones before. They primarily used it for calling and texting their 

near and dear ones.  
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Figure 52a: House on Fire Figure 52b: Vehicle on Fire 

Figure 52c: Man on Ground Figure 52d: Multiple Vehicle Collision 

Figure 52e. Robbery at a Store 
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5.3.2 Scenarios 

I used the following five scenarios as my study tasks. 

House on fire – A house is on fire and a person standing outside the house calls 

911 to report the situation as shown in Figure 52a. We ask the participant to play the role 

of a bystander who sees the house on fire and calls in 911 to report about it. The 

scenario tested video stream and camerawork via user interface control.  

Vehicle on fire on a highway – Figure 52b shows a vehicle on a highway that 

has caught fire and causes multiple explosions of the gas cylinders it carries. The 

participant had to imagine that they were present at the scene and to call 911 to report 

about the situation. This scenario was used to test video stream, camerawork, and 

maps.  

Unconscious man on ground – Figure 52c shows a passerby fall to the ground 

and remain motionless. The participant sees it from a distance and goes to check in on 

the fallen person and calls 911 for assistance. The participant has to perform CPR in this 

scenario to save the person’s life. This scenario tested exchanging media between call-

taker and caller, use of help videos, along with video streaming. 

Multiple vehicle collision – Figure 52d shows the perspective of a person 

standing on a bridge who sees vehicles collide live and decides to call 911. This 

scenario tested sharing media with call-taker, camerawork through UI control, and maps. 

Break in and robbery happing at a shop - An employee located on the 

premises manages to see an intruder breaking into the shop. The participant happens to 

be situated in a different room unknown to the intruder. The participant calls 911 to 

report the situation (Figure 52e). This scenario tested out camerawork through call-taker 

control over UI.  

5.3.3 Methods 

I conducted a study where my participants had to go through five scenarios with 

and without call taker control. I conducted three interviews with my participants: before, 

during and after the study tasks.  
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I decided to assess two versions of my application: 1) One with call-taker control 

over the UI and 2) another version where the caller had complete control over and 

visibility of the entire user interface. I wanted to assess what my participants felt about 

using a version of the application where they had no control over the application. This 

ties with previous literature findings that indicate call takers wish to be control over a call 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018).  

In the case where the call taker controlled the application, I intentionally 

introduced delays that ranged anywhere between one to four seconds for the icons to 

appear on screen. This was to simulate real world behavior of cellular networks. Even 

though cell networks continue to improve, the introduction of such delays helped me 

analyze my participants’ interaction with the application. I also gauge the frustrations 

they felt when dealing with delays. 

I used a counter-balanced within-participants approach to run the study, e.g., P1 

would begin with caller control over UI for each of the five scenarios, then P2 would 

begin with call-taker control over the UI for each of the five scenarios, and so on. No 

participants dropped out from our study. 

I ran the five scenarios as previously described and asked questions in three 

phases. In the first phase I asked my participants, basic background questions like age, 

occupation, and if they had any prior experience in calling 911.  

In the second phase I asked participants questions while they were using the 

application. As an example, I would ask participants to use the application in ‘call-taker 

control’ mode; ask them questions on their experience in that mode and then I would ask 

them to use the ‘caller controlled’ mode followed by a few questions related to that 

mode. I would ask them questions like “What worked well with the system in this 

scenario?”, “What did not work well in this version of the application?”, “Which version 

would you prefer and why?”. 

Once the participants finished going through all the scenarios, I asked them more 

overarching questions regarding their experience using the app, what they found  
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Figure 53. Large Screen Display for improved Scenario Immersion 
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useful and what kind of concerns they had. I asked them “How did you feel losing 

autonomy over user interface control?” and “What did you think about being able to 

share media for scenario X?”. Each session lasted about 90 minutes and these 

questions were asked in the last phase of my interviews. 

The scenarios were designed to test a range of NG911 capabilities and cover a 

relatively broad set of circumstances. These scenarios were based on situations 

presented in the guidebook used by call takers during a 911 call (Neustaedter et al., 

2018). The guidebook presents a series of questions that call takers ask for different 

types of calls and covers a wide range of police, fire, and medical emergencies. 

I asked my participants to stand in front of a large display, V4-Space (Cetin et al., 

2018), as shown in Figure 53, and view a video of an emergency. Participants were 

asked to hold a mobile phone running my application and were told to imagine being 

present at the site of the scenario. I asked them to make a ‘fake’ 911 phone call and I 

‘acted’ as the 911 call-taker. I used a printed script for each scenario and asked the 

participant a list of mandatory questions that are asked in real 911 calls. Once the initial 

information of name, location, and reason of call were established, I requested my 

participants to carry the tasks with the prototype application. Each task was customized 

to a given scenario. 

The videos I showed were about two minutes in length and I re-played the video 

once the scene ended. While playing, the videos spanned across 4-5 displays (the 

displays at the extreme ends would remain black). The number of displays used 

depended on the resolution of my videos and the aspect ratio I set on the media player 

to display the videos without overly stretching the content. The resolution of the entire 

panel was 15120x3840 (seven 4K displays rotated vertically). The videos used for the 

scenarios were between 480p and 4k in resolution. I used YouTube as the primary 

source for my emergency videos. 

I presented each scenario to my participant twice, once with the caller having 

control over the camera UI and another time with the call-taker controlling the UI 

elements. As mentioned, for each scenario I presented two versions of the application to 

my participants and counter-balanced the versions of the application for each participant.  
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To test the efficacy of my system, I used large screen displays to immerse my 

participants within the scenarios. The intention was to make them feel (some sort) of 

pressure of being involved in a real emergency. I let my participants know that they 

would be viewing scenes that involved real emergencies which could lead to stress or in 

rare occasions mental trauma, prior to beginning the study. I allowed my participants to 

withdraw from the study if they felt overwhelmed or stressed by seeing the scenario 

videos. I let them know that they would not face any repercussions if they decided to 

withdraw from the study. 

A realistic way of testing the app would have been to deploy it in an actual 

emergency, where a 911 caller would have used my app to call a 911 emergency call 

centre. However, beyond ethical concerns, getting the requisite permissions to deploy 

my application in a real 911 emergency centre and having a two-way communication 

built up to try a demo would have taken a lot of time and involved many bureaucratic and 

technical hurdles. Instead, I focused on a reasonable proxy to investigate the efficacy of 

the user interface. My study keeps participants safe as they experience a mock scenario 

emulating real life 911 scenarios, which eliminates any threat to personal safety and 

privacy that would arise from a 911 call in the real world. 

5.3.4 Data Collection and Analysis 

I audio-recorded all my study sessions. I transcribed the audio recordings and 

conducted open and axial coding of the transcripts. I used NVivo (software) for 

organizing my transcribed data and for all the coding purposes. I went through all the 

participants’ data to identify insightful views/points across all the transcripts. I used 

inductive coding by using a portion of text from the transcripts to describe the insightful 

views.  

The open codes revealed issues with watching help videos, legal concerns, delay 

in app interaction and scenario specific interactions, and privacy concerns. I grouped the 

open codes into categories to form axial codes and later I made a selective coding pass 

to draw out themes from the axial codes. In the next section I discuss the high-level 

themes that were generated from the study. 
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5.4 Results 

In this section I will present the results in the form of themes that I generated 

from the study with 20 participants. I refer to participant quotes by P#. 

 

5.4.1 Theme 1: Camerawork and Call Taker Guidance 

One of the key objectives is to figure out, what experience a caller will have, 

when they are asked to carry out camerawork during a 911 call. I investigate how a 

caller handles visual (on-screen) and verbal instructions from a call taker to carry out 

camerawork. I also look at the potential challenges they may face in understanding such 

instructions. 

a) Role of visual and verbal instructions in carrying out camerawork 

In scenarios like a vehicle exploding on highway, participants claimed that the 

ambient noise of the scene was too loud and distracting. Some felt that it would be 

difficult to hear the call taker over the phone and visual instructions could be useful in 

these situations.  

In other scenarios like the break in and enter, many participants felt anxious to 

imagine being in a shop where a live break in and enter was occurring. They felt nervous 

to speak out loud and tended to speak in whispers fearing that their hidden spot would 

be revealed if they made too much noise. It was in this scenario that most of our 

participants saw value in visual instructions as they just needed to follow instructions and 

could avoid speaking as much as possible.  

“I do find them useful. They're better than a person telling you what to 
do. Cause sometimes it can be hard to hear. Also if someone is breaking 
in, not talking and interacting via visual instructions can be super handy” 
– P17 

The short messages that were displayed as visual instructions on screen and 

conveyed messages like panning direction for camera or zooming in on an object were 

easily understood by my participants. However, in almost all scenarios, participants had 

no idea as to how fast or slow they should be panning their phone. This was true for both 
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versions of my application (caller control and call-taker control). Often participants would 

either pan too slow or quick and the call taker would have to make them redo the action 

and verbally instruct them to go faster or slower. Some callers felt embarrassed as they 

thought they were proficient with phone cameras, while a few other participants got 

frustrated in doing the same activity over again. 

“I was going a little slow and you noticed, So I thought, I'm not sure how 
you could tell someone to go in a mid-speed.” – P16 

Visual instructions sometimes blended in with the background of the scenario 

and were difficult to see against the scene. For example, in the multiple vehicle crash 

scenario, some participants had a hard time reading the visual instructions as the text 

colour was close to that of the road and overall environment of the scene. This caused 

participants to overlook the instructions and thus not perform the activity. In this case, 

the call taker would often have to verbally remind the caller that an instruction is on 

screen and repeat the instruction. In case of the icons, some participants would also 

face the same issue and the call taker would have to verbally tell them the location of the 

icon on screen, like ‘see top right of screen’. 

This made me realize that participants typically focused on the centre of the 

screen and did not look at the remainder of the phone screen. In some cases, the 

participants even moved the phone around to read the instruction, by pointing the 

camera at content that provided better contrast.  

b) Challenges faced while conveying meanings of camera related actions 
and calming the caller down 

I learnt that some participants could not follow instructions that referred to tilting 

or panning. In particular, it was challenging to convey how fast they should pan in a 

scene or how quickly they should zoom in on an object. Alongside the messages, I 

provided icons that indicated a direction of motion to convey the meanings of my visual 

instructions better, however this approach was generally hit or miss amongst 

participants.  

Most participants either understood the meaning from the text and did not rely on 

the guiding icon, while others could not understand what the icon meant. Only six 
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participants understood the panning speed right and did not need verbal corrections 

from the call taker, the rest would either pan the phone too slow or fast. 

“I did look at the icon beside the text but could not figure out how I was 
supposed to move the phone” – P18 

I learnt that some callers tend to get curious when seeing the various UI 

elements on screen and then press buttons that are not required at that point of time, 

like pressing the camera button multiple times leading to unnecessary photos being 

taken. I observed this happened more during the call-taker controlled scenario as there 

was a delay in appearance of the UI elements. Typical delays ranged between 1 – 4 

seconds and my participants cited anxiety and anticipation as few of the reasons for their 

excessive clicking. This excessive clicking happened only with a few participants and my 

participants cited different reactions for the multiple clicks.  

Some participants were irritated with the delay and hence kept pressing the icons 

and when multiple photos were taken, they were curious to know if this affected the 

camerawork. Whereas a few other participants felt that there was a bug in the 

application and the call taker should deal with the multiple shots, as it was not their fault 

for stressing over the delay in the appearance of a button in the application interface. 

“I was wondering  if there is a bug in the app, I was thinking what's 
happening? What should I do now? How to reset everything? I should 
keep pressing the screen till something happens” – P8 

5.4.2 Theme 2: Control over Interface 

I wanted to assess how my participants reacted to losing control over the UI 

when the call taker remotely controlled the camera interface of the application. In this 

sub section I highlight some of the findings associated with losing or not losing control 

over the app interface. 

a) Call-Taker having control over UI 

In this mode, the call taker had control over the user interface and initially the 

participants thus saw only an empty camera stream with no buttons within the camera 

view. About 80% of our participants did not feel confident with this situation and claimed 

they had no idea as to what was to be done after opening the camera stream.  
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I learnt that they were either frustrated or confused in this mode. When the call 

taker would verbally introduce them to the activity to be performed and would then 

switch on particular buttons remotely, it gradually became clear to participants what 

needed to be done. Many participants claimed that it was only at this point that it 

became clear to them that the application was being controlled remotely. 

I introduced a minor delay in the appearance of icons on the screen, this was 

done to simulate a real-world behaviour over cellular networks. This caused some 

participants to feel nervous and anxious as that they were getting a verbal instruction 

from the call-taker to click a button and could not act on it for a couple of seconds. Some 

thought that their phone had an issue in displaying icons and some started interacting on 

the blank screen, hoping that something would show up. Most participants claimed that 

this type of interface was unusual and consequently bothered them, as they could not 

observe the functionality of the camera app.  

Having no control over what icons they could click, also meant that there were 

typically a few additional seconds needed to understand the icon once it appeared. I 

learnt that participants were a bit surprised to see an unfamiliar icon appear out of 

nowhere. A call taker providing control through one icon at a time, made participants feel 

that they were being assessed by the call taker about their ability to carry out 

camerawork. This version of the application was not liked by most participants, and in 

most of the scenarios they did not want someone else to be in control over the 

application. 

“I felt a little bit anxious about that, partly because, I'm waiting for 
something to happen on the phone rather than I can interpret, you 
know, get used to the phone layout and see what I'm meant to be doing. 
So it looks unfamiliar, you know, from my normal phone layout ”. – P9 

Still, I found a few participants who liked this interface. They felt that during a 911 

call they would be so panicked and stressed that they would probably not be able to 

think straight. They felt that they would prefer the control to remain with the call-taker 

and to receive step by step guidance in such a situation. I learnt that in this version of 

the application, these participants did not experience doubts about the icons that popped 

up on the interface. 

“I've been in situations where my brain kind of shuts down because 
there's a certain amount panic going on, if I'm in that situation, I really 
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want to be talked through step one, step two, and have that somebody 
assuring me and telling me what to do rather than me figuring out things 
on my own.” – P7 

b) Caller having control over UI 

I observed that in this mode participants took little to no time in familiarizing 

themselves with the interface icons. If they experienced any issues while using the 

camera application, they would ask the call-taker (me) for help. Most of them preferred 

this version of the application as they did not have to wait for the icons to show up. They 

felt this version of the application was more in accordance with their expectations for 

using a camera-based application. Some participants claimed that being able to see all 

the icons helped them understand the layout of the interface and perceive the full range 

of functionalities. They felt they could carry out camera-related activities like taking 

photographs or zooming in on target quicker. A few participants claimed that being able 

to see all the camera functionality meant that the call-taker trusted them to handle any 

functionality. 

“All icons on helped me perform my task slightly faster as I did not wait 
for icons to pop up. All camera related icons were neatly present at the 
bottom bar, so it was easy to follow one instruction after other” – P4 

While most participants were fine with the interface, there were however a few of 

the older participants who got overwhelmed with the interface. I found that the number of 

icons and the lack of prior experience in using this interface were the primary reasons for 

their uneasiness. They felt that they were already overwhelmed by what was happening 

in the scene and then to open up an application to see all these functionalities together 

made them even more anxious. I saw that these participants wanted more verbal and 

visual guidance from the call taker in this version of the application. 

“I think initially the one where all icons are on there is so much 
information on screen. It feels a bit overwhelming. And if you're in a 
panicky situation, you might be a little bit nervous. Given that anxiety 
is high, it might be easier to be directed to one icon at a time and not 
necessarily have everything on screen” – P7 

5.4.3 Theme 3: Conveying Specific Information to Call Taker 

There are situations where a caller feels they may have to convey certain 

information to the call taker. Situations where the caller may be confused about location 
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landmarks or information they perceive to be vital for a scenario, which may be missed 

by the call taker. 

a) Annotating on video 

I found that in some cases participants wanted to draw the attention of a call 

taker to an object in the scene. This would occur when participants felt that the call taker 

missed asking them to point at a specific object, which they were seeing clearly via their 

eyes. 

For example, in the vehicle on fire scenario, participants were asked to pan 

across the entire scene. This scenario involved some debris all over the highways. 

Some participants saw this debris on the road and wanted to highlight it by taking 

pictures of it. The call taker did not ask the caller to take any images of this debris. While 

some participants waited for the camerawork to end and then spoke to the call taker 

about the debris, a few others felt that it was probably picked up by the call taker and 

was not deemed important and chose not to bring it up. 

I took this opportunity to probe my participants on annotations over streams. 

Here, I found that some of the participants wanted to use the freeze frame version of 

annotation where they would like to take a picture of the object in scene and annotate 

that object in the image. They felt this was an easier way to show something to the call-

taker as the camera-view would not change. On the other hand I also found that many 

participants preferred zooming in on the object and mentioning it aloud to the call-taker. 

They felt this would reduce their work of annotating on screen and would also 

circumvent the problem of using gloves in colder weather.  

“I wouldn't have the patience to draw. It is like, I would just point 
something out, I would just tell them, oh, look here, I will zoom in and 
say it’s this object in the centre of the screen.”  - P17 

Some participants felt that it would be difficult to annotate on screen during the 

winters where they would be wearing gloves and the screen might not register their 

gloves. 

“I can imagine that being too clunky for example, if I'm wearing gloves 
in the winter and I don't have smart fingers on, on the gloves, it might 
not work” – P15 
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b) Maps : Challenges faced in identifying locations and how this may be 
improved. 

I learnt that callers found the map to be useful in my application and could 

identify their address fairly well, however some participants struggled to identify the 

landmarks nearest to their location. According to them the maps showed many options 

as potential landmarks and this confused callers, and prevented them from picking one. 

Most participants wanted the maps to highlight top 3 to 5 options as potential landmarks 

for the current location. 

“Finding where I am and the bridge and then the nearest location mark, 
I guess that can be a bit confusing for people because there's like lots 
of places that are nearby. You don't know which one to say.” – P17 

5.4.4 Theme 4: Privacy Concerns & The Need for Empathy 

I probed my participants on various privacy issues surrounding a video-based 

911 call. I learnt that participants had two areas of concerns, maintaining privacy around 

media they share with 911 call takers and concerns with showing their face. 

a)  Concerns with sharing media with call-taker  

Most participants did not mind sharing a pre-recorded video of an incident. 

However they raised concerns over sharing videos which showed their family members 

or friends. In such cases, they felt they did not want to share the video as is with the 911 

call-taker. I showed them how a trim functionality might look like and asked them if they 

would use it prior to sending uploading the video to 911. The ‘trim’ feature aimed at 

removing portions of video through user selection and deletion of those portions. 

“I could be streaming goofy stuff prior to the accident or might have a 
friend in the video and would not like to share these types of content 
with the call-taker” – P4. 

Most participants wanted to trim the video themselves and did not want the call-

taker to trim the video. They thought that 911 authorities might be too busy to spend time 

trimming videos and their personal videos might be stored as is. A few participants 
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however were okay with call takers trimming videos as they thought they might mess up 

the original video in such stressful conditions.  

 

“I'm terrible at cropping videos. It takes me forever to figure it out, so 
I would not feel like I could do that fast enough in order to send a 
cropped video during a call like this.”  - P15. 

b) Concerns with showing face to call-taker or being recorded 

I wanted to learn how our participants felt about showing their face to the call-

taker and if they would prefer to have options for blurring. While some felt that this would 

work, others did not want to use blurring at all. They felt this was unnecessary and if 

used, would only raise more doubts in the mind of the call-taker.  

“I'm calling 911. I mean, I don't need to hide myself, it's not a scam 
network where I'm showing my face. I would think blurring or hiding in 
anyway would raise more doubts” – P10 

I probed my participants to speculate on a hypothetical domestic abuse scenario. 

I learned that our participants did not want to use blurring while reporting a potential 

domestic abuse situation. They wanted the call-taker to know the severity of injury and 

did not feel the need to blur video in such an incident.  

In the medical assistance scenario, I wanted to know from my participants, what 

they might feel if they were recorded by a third person. I wanted to know what concerns 

they might have on seeing themselves on social media performing CPR or any other 

medical manoeuvre.  

I learnt that callers are wary of being recorded by a third person, while doing 

camera work or other medical related activities during a call, and seeing video of 

themselves on social media. While callers preferred not seeing themselves recorded, 

they felt that they might not have any control over this and such recordings would not 

deter them from calling 911 and carrying out any tasks that may ensue after the call. 

c) Need for empathy 

I wanted to understand what participants felt when they were being guided 

through difficult situations by a remote call taker. Some of the situations such as 
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providing medical assistance and performing camerawork in a break in and enter 

scenario were seen to be more stressful by my participants, as it involved higher 

personal risk and accountability. 

A few participants felt that such cases posed bigger mental challenges and that it 

was difficult to stay calm. They felt that the call taker acknowledging their anxiety or 

showing them some form of encouragement would help them regain their composure 

and bolster their confidence in performing the necessary task. They felt it would 

humanize the call taker even more and would seem less like a random remote entity 

with barely any emotion. These participants felt the call taker should ask them about 

their personal response as well at the end of a call. 

"But it might have been helpful when the call taker on the other side, 
acknowledges your name or starts like talking to you as a person, it 
might get you a little bit less stressed.“ – P8 

On the other hand, some participants felt it was not necessary for the call taker to 

acknowledge a caller by taking their name or provide them with any verbal counselling, 

as the first responders arriving on scene are trained to look after such predicaments of 

the caller. These participants felt that the call taker’s time was valuable and should be 

spent in attending other calls. 

5.4.5 Theme 5: Medical Help Videos and Legal Repercussions 

I found that there were several issues with handling a phone prior to conducting 

CPR. The call-taker would advise the caller to place their phone against some object 

and in an upright position where they could see the patient and the caller in view. I 

observed that it was hard placing a phone upright in unpredictable locations and many 

participants claimed that they did not wish to keep their phone on a cold hard surface. 

“I wouldn’t want to put my phone down on snow, in case it damaged 
my phone, I would prefer someone else hold the phone and take on the 
call, while I did the CPR.” – P4 

Some participants preferred a third person to hold the phone and carry out the 

camerawork while they did the CPR, whereas some other participants preferred holding 

the camera and a third person to do the CPR. 
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I learnt that the 30 seconds CPR video along with verbal instructions from the 

call-taker was seen by participants as good enough to get chest compressions done. 

Still, others felt they would have preferred seeing the CPR video while performing the 

CPR. These participants felt that they could simply follow along with the video. 

“If it’s something that I'm not familiar with or haven't like done a CPR 
in a long time. It would probably be handy for me to be able to see the 
CPR video so I can continue to refer to it and make sure that I haven't 
lost the beat or move of my hands”  - P15. 

Since most of our participants were not trained medical professionals or first 

responders, they felt that they could cause some harm or injury to the patient while doing 

a CPR. They were concerned if they would be held legally liable for an injury, should the 

patient file any charges. Participants could not verify the amount of pressure they were 

supposed to exert on the patient and were unsure if they were exerting the right amount 

of force. Some participants felt morally guilty if they would have learnt that their CPR 

attempt broke ribs or caused some other harm to the patient.  

5.5 Discussion 

My study points to a range of user interactions and highlights some social and 

personal challenges that designers should keep in mind when building next generation 

911 calling systems. In this section I highlight some important design considerations that 

I draw from the results. I have used my design ideas to draw out an understanding of 

what is important to consider when designing emergency calling interfaces. 

Overall, this study highlights a next generation 911 calling interface that is 

essentially different from commercial video calling applications. I now discuss the design 

considerations below. 

a) Designs should allow call takers to decide the amount of control they 
can provide to a caller 

911 call-taking is largely about control. Prior research work has highlighted how 

call takers always try to remain in command of a situation and regulate information flow 

from a caller (Dash et al., 2022; Neustaedter et al., 2018). Ideally, call takers prefer 

information flow and control to be asymmetric. With future 911 systems trying to 
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incorporate multimedia-based features into a call there is a need for greater 

collaboration between the caller and call-taker (Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). This 

would involve collaborative camerawork relevant to the scenario, where the caller might 

need to show a video of the scene and the call-taker would need to guide the caller to 

perform accurate camerawork relevant to the scene (Dash et al., 2022).  

Prior research indicates that callers may be panicked or may have language 

barriers (Artman & Wærn, 1999; Forslund et al., 2004) to overcome during a call and 

video calls may be beneficial (Neustaedter et al., 2018) in such situations to gather 

information about a scene; however in my observations, I found that some participants 

struggled identifying objects or recollecting their exact names, when asked to confirm the 

those objects in the scene. My design allowed callers to visualize and read instructions 

on screen. Though the instructions were simple and mostly understood by my 

participants, however, they failed to convey information like the speed with which the 

camera should be panned. Some icons did not convey the same meanings to all 

participants.  

I feel in order to convey physical gestures like panning or tilting, animated icons 

may play a better role at communicating meanings. I also found that most of my 

participants were iPhone users and the icons I used were not akin to the iOS system. 

This could be one of the reason why some participants struggled with specific icons. An 

important low-level design decision would be to allow the software on the call-taker’s 

side to detect the type of phone OS during the initial phases of the call. Based on the 

nature of the phone (Android or iOS) the icons could then be loaded dynamically within 

the camera application at the time of the call. This should help callers better identify 

icons.  

In my study I found that callers do not like losing control over the camera and 

became anxious when they did not see any UI elements on screen. I observed that most 

of the callers’ preference over app control is different from prior findings (Singhal & 

Neustaedter, 2018); this literature had found that participants did not mind giving up their 

phone’s control to remote 911 call takers. However, I found contrasting opinions in my 

study and this could be due to participants using an application hands-on, as opposed to 

speculating on an innovative interface that did not exist at the time of interview. Using 

such a NG911 application is also different from their regular experience of using any 
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commercially available video calling application where the user is typically aware of the 

functionality of the app. While losing control over the application may not appeal to the 

callers it is exactly what a call-taker might prefer in an emergency.  

In the version where the call-taker controlled the user interface, I kept introducing 

icons as and when needed and did not switch off the icons once their specific use was 

over. I found that participants appreciated the icons staying on screen as it helped them 

familiarize with the icons and the positions they appeared at. They felt that they could fall 

back on the icons and not wait for them to appear if they needed to use them again. I 

observed that as participants used the application for a while, they became more familiar 

with the interface and did not get overwhelmed with the number of icons and began to 

get accustomed with the delay in icon appearance. 

This leads to an interesting design choice for situations where a call-taker could 

ask if a caller had called 911 previously through the application, the call-taker could then 

keep all icons on screen right from the start of the call. Also, in case a caller spends 

enough time with camerawork during a live call, the call-taker can keep introducing the 

icons one at a time and leave them on, as needed.  

b) Designers should try to implement a more dynamic/interactive user 
interface 

In my study I found callers often experiencing trouble differentiating icons or 

messages against the background of the scene. This calls for a look at UI elements that 

can dynamically change colours based on the background camera image. The literature 

also suggests icons to be animated to better draw visual attention (Bartram et al., 2003).  

I found that locating icons was less of an issue when the call taker oversaw the 

visibility icons. This could be due to the icon appearing out of nowhere resembles an 

animation and our participant’s eyes were drawn to the change occurring on screen as 

opposed to figuring out static elements on screen. This calls for some interesting design 

choices where designers must maintain a balance between a caller’s expectation of the 

user interface and at the same time be able to draw their attention to change of an icon 

on screen. More importantly, designers have to ensure that the call-taker still remains in 

charge over the application (Neustaedter et al., 2018). One possible solution could be to 

present icons on the screen that remain disabled, and when a call-taker enables those 
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icons, they are animated or show a dynamic background change to draw the attention of 

the caller. 

I learnt that there can be scenarios where participants wanted to show specific 

objects in a scene to the call-taker. I took this opportunity to probe my participants on 

annotations over streams. The previous literature on annotations explored live 

annotations atop video, freeze frame annotations, and object-stabilized annotations 

(Fakourfar et al., 2016; Gauglitz et al., 2014a, 2014b). While the literature has explored 

remote collaboration and annotation on mobile devices, there is not much work that 

explore annotations during live emergency-based calls. 

My findings suggest that participants may either wait until the end of call to let the 

call taker know about objects in the scene or may skip mentioning such objects 

altogether. Designers should thus look at ways that enable (and potentially even 

encourage) a caller to raise an issue or draw attention of the call taker without 

hampering the overall call-taking process. This would make the caller an important 

stakeholder in the information-generation process rather than being used as a tool, in a 

top-down approach, by the call taker to gather information from. Designers should look 

at incorporating annotation as an additional option within a 911 calling application to 

leverage richer methods of interaction that can generate better awareness of 

surroundings for the call-taker. 

c) Designers should try to provide mechanisms to callers and call takers 
for controlling privacy 

Privacy is an important aspect in an emergency call taking and designers should 

design systems that look after the privacy of both callers and call takers. While a 

multimedia-based 911 call may improve the quality of data collection, it poses the threat 

of traumatizing call takers even further. In the current context of emergency call-taking 

there is numerous literature that highlights the mental health issues suffered by call 

takers (Dicks, 2014; Forslund et al., 2004; Hayes, 2017). There is some literature that 

provides design considerations for reducing stress and avoiding viewing graphic content 

by call takers (Dash et al., 2022; Forslund et al., 2004).  
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My study also highlights issues around privacy, namely in a caller showing 

themselves to the call-taker, seeing themselves in social media, and safeguarding 

personal information while sharing media with 911 call takers. 

I found that most of my participants were not keen on blurring their faces as they 

thought it could lead to suspicion from the call taker. I also learned that even in 

scenarios that could potentially involve domestic physical abuse, most participants 

speculated they would prefer showing their face to the call taker. This finding is in 

contrast with other findings (Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018), where participants 

speculated they would blur their face to a call taker. Participants felt that showing their 

face to a call taker in such situations would help the call taker establish the truthfulness 

of the call and may also help them analyse the severity of injuries. 

Designers should investigate aspects of providing video trimming solutions that 

make it easy for callers to share their pre-recorded videos with call takers within the app. 

Stakeholders of 911 and designers should also collaborate in dealing with videos of 

emergencies that may have been uploaded to social media. While these videos may be 

helpful in providing unique perspectives (Bergstrand & Landgren, 2009b), there still 

remains the larger question of safeguarding privacy of individuals present in such 

videos, particularly if these videos are to be used in a court.  

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter I discuss my final project that looked at understanding how 

citizens would use a 911 calling application that enabled next generation features, like 

video calling and media sharing. I explore my last research question, 

What are the key factors to consider when designing a user interface that 
provides 9-1-1 callers with a mechanism to share video with call-takers, and 
receive camera instructions from call-takers? 

I designed a prototype mobile application that allowed various functionalities like 

video streaming, camerawork, sharing media and receiving instructions from call taker to 

conduct camerawork. I discuss the methods I use to conduct my study and use mock 

emergency scenarios to emulate a real-life emergency. I use a within participants 

counter balanced technique to carry out my study where I test two version of my app. 
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One version had call taker control the application remotely, while in the other version, 

the caller had all control over the application. I use qualitative, semi-structure interviews 

in my study to assess the benefits and challenges of using a ‘Media Enabled 911’ 

application.  

Five major themes emerged from the study. The first theme involved camerawork 

and call taker guidance. This theme explored the role of visual and verbal instructions 

provided by a call taker to a caller in carrying out camerawork. It also looked at the 

challenges faced by the call taker in conveying meanings of camera related actions. 

The second theme explored control over user interface in details. It dives deep 

into the reactions and experience of the callers when using two version of the 

application, one with remote call taker control and the other where the callers remain in 

control over the application.  

The third theme explored methods of conveying specific information the call 

taker. Specific features like annotating on video and challenges faced by callers while 

relaying information from a map are highlighted. 

The fourth theme highlighted privacy concerns of callers and their potential need 

for receiving empathy from a call taker. The major areas of concern around privacy were 

sharing personal media with call taker and showing face to a call taker or being recorded 

by call takers.  

The final theme explored the use of medical help videos in emergency situations 

and highlighted concerns among participants regarding legal repercussions.  

I present three design considerations from this study. 1. Designs should allow 

call takers to decide the amount of control they can provide to a caller. 2. Designers in 

this space should try to implement more interactive user interfaces like allowing for 

annotations on video streams. 3. Designers must look to provide mechanisms for callers 

to manage privacy around shared media. 
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Chapter 6. 
 
Conclusions 

This thesis presents my research work and findings on everyday emergencies. 

The goal of my work was to explore challenges faced by callers and call takers involved 

in 911 emergencies and propose designs that looked at solving them. I undertook my 

research in three distinct phases. In this chapter, I summarize the resulting contributions 

from the three phases of my research. My findings contribute to inform future 

stakeholders and designers about the challenges, designs and potential areas of 

consideration involving 911 systems and collaborations within PSAPs. 

The overarching research goal for this body of work was to understand, what are 
important design factors to consider when designing user interfaces of systems 
that enable multimedia calling between 911 callers and call takers? The following 

research questions were investigated in three stages. 

Stage 1: Design and Evaluation of Emergency Call Taking User Interfaces for Next 
Generation 9-1-1 

Research Question 1 

How should multimedia capabilities like video calling and photo capture 

be designed within a 911 PSAP call taking system?    

Research Question 2 

How would call-takers/dispatchers use a 911 call-taking interface to view 

video and media from callers and provide camera instructions? 

Stage 2: Exploring Remote Collaboration among PSAP Employees 

Research Question 3 

What are the key collaborative acts that need to be supported to enable 

collaboration among 911 employees (call-takers, dispatchers, and 

supervisors), if they were to work remotely? 
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Research Question 4 

How should we design a user interface that supports remote collaboration 

among 911 call taking employees considering their key collaborative 

acts? 

Stage 3: Designing ‘Multimedia Enabled 911’: A Next Generation Mobile 
Application for Emergency Calling 

Research Question 5 

What are the key factors to consider when designing a user interface that 

provides 911 callers with a mechanism to share video with call-takers, 

and receive camera instructions from call-takers? 

6.1 Findings and Contributions 

6.1.1 STAGE 1: Design and Evaluation of Emergency Call Taking 
User Interfaces for Next Generation 9-1-1 

Research Question 1: How should multimedia capabilities like video calling and photo 

capture be designed within a 911 PSAP call taking system?    

I focused on designing a multimedia enabled user interface that would enable 

features like video calls, pictures, and texts to be received by 911 employees: call-takers 

and dispatchers. I chose a two-step design process which involved building a low-fidelity 

and a medium-fidelity prototype. For this research question I evaluated the low fidelity 

prototype. 

I conducted semi-structured interviews and used a scenario-based design 

approach to gain an understanding of how call takers and dispatchers would use my low 

fidelity prototype. I ran my study with nine participants (E-Comm employees), audio 

recorded them and took field notes. I transcribed the audios and coded the files to 

generate themes from the collected data.  
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My prototype provided four key features namely, video and picture viewing at a 

PSAP, providing instructions to callers for camerawork, mapping with history and instant 

messaging. 

My work found that it was important for participants (call takers) to provide on-

screen visuals for camerawork. It was also important for call takers to be able to view a 

list of instructions at their end within the software. These instructions were aimed at 

guiding the caller to carry out camerawork in an emergency and needed to be 

customized for different emergencies, like ‘break and enter,’ medical cases, or fire. 

Guiding callers to carry out camerawork during an emergency is important as this is a 

very different situation compared to video conferencing systems used in social 

situations, like friends/family connecting over a video call (Jones et al., 2015; Massimi & 

Neustaedter, 2014; Procyk et al., 2014). In a social context, the local person with the 

camera usually has a good idea of what is relevant and should be shown to a remote 

person, which may not be the case during an emergency.  

Prior literature has shown that the information received by callers can often be 

ambiguous and difficult to discern (M. J. Adams et al., 1995; Forslund et al., 2004). My 

work looked at introducing video streams for such situations as there are not many prior 

works that have explored how video streams and photography can be leveraged during 

everyday emergencies. 

The map in my prototype provided a scrub functionality to view incidents within a 

period, which could range from minutes to days. My initial findings indicated that maps 

needed to provide more filters to help visualize historic data. My design also explored 

ideas around integrating an instant messaging feature which could be used by a caller in 

specific scenarios. Participants cited a need for being able to send media received from 

callers to dispatchers via the CAD system. 

With these findings in mind, I now discuss my second research question. 

Research Question 2: How would call-takers/dispatchers use a 911 call-taking interface 

to view video and media from callers and provide camera instructions? 

Based on the feedback from my first study, I created a medium fidelity prototype 

that revised key design features. I conducted another user study with eight participants 
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from E-Comm (call taker, dispatchers) and I used a semi-structured interview method 

similar to my previous study. 

My study revealed that, call takers and dispatchers wanted to not only receive 

media like photos and video from call taker but also wanted to take snapshots of a 

streamed video from a caller. This stems from the fact that callers could often miss 

showing something important from a scene due to inexperience in dealing with such 

situations and being stressed out (Whalen & Zimmerman, 1998). My design provided 

this mechanism to call takers who could take their own snapshots during a stream to 

create a more accurate perspective of the context. Call takers appreciated the newer 

instructions for camerawork and could now attach videos and photos received from a 

caller and send it via CAD to dispatchers or first responders.  

The literature indicates that call takers face a great deal of stress from traumatic 

situations and rely on coping mechanisms like counseling (Dicks, 2014; Mann, 2004) 

and peer support (Shakespeare-Finch et al., 2015). My study revealed that call takers or 

dispatchers did not want to see gory images sent by a caller and needed a mechanism 

to prevent viewing such images. The same thought also carried over to maps; 

participants did not wish to see any thumbnails showing emergencies which could 

induce trauma. As a result, my designs include careful considerations to prevent call 

takers and dispatchers from seeing unwanted content.  

My study revealed that many of my participants felt they needed to undergo 

newer training to accommodate multimedia in 911 calls. They felt that multimedia could 

potentially overwhelm them and a dedicated media team for dealing with incoming 

multimedia from a caller might be better from a workload and situation awareness 

perspective. This finding is similar to prior research work that looked at incorporating 

dedicated media teams to curate videos from public video footage library for better crisis 

management (Blum et al., 2014). 

The main design considerations which are also my contributions from this 

stage are as follows, 

a) Designs should support camera work in emergency calls, including 
providing call takers with guidance around camera work, and the ability to 
suggest camera work to callers. 
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b) Designs should allow call takers and other team members to maintain 
situation awareness of incoming calls and help them remain aware of 
historical data associated with calls. 

c) Designs should allow call takers to regulate the incoming flow of 
information, and should provide the ability to easily transition between 
audio and video within 911 calls. 

Prior literature suggested that camerawork would be necessary for emergency 

calls and call takers should have some way of helping callers perform that camerawork 

(Neustaedter et al., 2018; Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). My work explores this aspect 

and looks at ways for how a call taker may provide instructions to a caller for performing 

camerawork. Prior work pointed out the importance of separating video from audio in a 

call to reduce mental fatigue, reduce trauma of seeing unwanted imagery and to lower 

information overload (Neustaedter et al., 2018). My work extends this finding by 

proposing a user interface that allows call takers or dispatchers to be able to switch 

between audio or video. My user interface also prevents call takers from being 

unnecessarily exposed to such media in maps. Finally, my work also explores how a 

dispatcher can maintain situation awareness about a call; the caller can provide received 

media and other information from the call taker to the dispatcher using my proposed 

user interface. 

6.1.2 STAGE 2: Exploring Remote Collaboration among PSAP 
Employees 

Research Question 3: What are the key collaborative acts that need to be supported to 

enable collaboration among 911 employees (call-takers, dispatchers, and supervisors), if 

they were to work remotely? 

In this stage of my research, I first focused on understanding what are some key 

factors essential to remote collaboration among employees in a PSAP. From past 

literature I identified distributed cognition, situational awareness, situated co-ordination 

and role of artefacts as key factors to focus on, in any remote collaboration activities. 

I explored how 911 employees can collaborate remotely. I came up with five 

scenarios that envisioned remote collaboration in situations that ranged between daily 
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occurrences to rare events. All these situations required collaboration among employees 

within or across multiple PSAPs. 

I conducted a qualitative interview-based study with seven participants (call 

takers, dispatchers, and supervisors) to understand work practices and software tools 

that would be important for remote collaboration from their perspective, and I used my 

scenarios for setting up the context and potential nature of collaborations. 

Previous works highlight how situation awareness plays an important role in 

building a moment to moment understanding about an emergency situation and also 

within the workspace of PSAPs (K. Adams et al., 2015; Endsley & Jones, 2011). It 

typically helps call takers and dispatchers decide how such information should be acted 

upon. Moreover supervisors in PSAPs listen to others (call takers and dispatchers) in an 

open call environment to keep tab on the nature and seriousness of a call by observing 

body language and voice inflections of their subordinates (Bentley et al., 1992; Bowers & 

Martin, 1999; Toups & Kerne, 2007). 

My interviews brought up collaboration challenges, supervisory roles, task 

delegation, situation awareness and physical interfaces as the main themes. While prior 

literature plays a key role in understanding how situation awareness is maintained in a 

PSAP or during different types of collaborations, it however does not explore ways of 

promoting similar situation awareness through software. Similarly, prior literature 

explores privacy issues around video calls from homes or personal workspaces (Michael 

Boyle et al., 2009; O’Hara et al., 2006), yet it does not explore how privacy of an 

employee gets affected if they were to work from home for emergency call taking. 

My work focused on two key criteria: maintaining situation awareness in a remote 

collaborative environment and maintaining privacy of call takers working remotely. I drew 

knowledge from the existing literature and from my study with call takers and dispatchers 

to design a user interface that looked at matching the above-mentioned criteria. 

Research Question 4: How should we design a user interface that supports remote 

collaboration among 911 call taking employees considering their key collaborative acts? 

With the interview results, I proceeded to make a prototype user interface that 

would enable remote collaboration and answer research question 4. I focused on 
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elements like instant messaging for internal communication, look up dictionary for easier 

search of employees, call listen-in feature for supervisors and automatic closed 

captioning generation for videos sent to first responders. I also looked at changing the 

maps interface by introducing two new views, resource view and incident view. The 

resource view looked at employees dealing with different types of calls, while the 

incident view showed the current incidents being worked on a map. I also provided a tool 

bar for keeping supervisors aware about other information that would be vital for 

promoting situation awareness. 

After the initial design, I went back to Motorola for feedback and made one more 

iteration over my initial design. The final design was a more polished user interface that 

kept the supervisor as a central figure, and I changed my UI to adapt more to the needs 

of a supervisor. I also introduced blurring of foreground and background for remote 

employees’ camera views as a means to deal with privacy concerns that these 

employees had from the study. 

The main contribution from this stage is a polished innovative user interface 

that shows how remote collaboration can take place among PSAP employees with the 

supervisor playing a key central role to this collaboration. 

6.1.3 STAGE 3: Designing ‘Multimedia Enabled 911’: A Next 
Generation Mobile Application for Emergency Calling 

Research Question 5: What are the key factors to consider when designing a user 

interface that provides 911 callers with a mechanism to share video with call-takers, and 

receive camera instructions from call-takers? 

In the final stage of my research work I focused on the 911 caller, having focused 

on the PSAP side of things before. I explored how citizens would use a 911 application 

that would allow them to stream video of emergencies to a PSAP and allowed them to 

send and receive media like photos or pre-recorded videos. I also explored how citizens 

could carry out camerawork with their phones during an emergency. I focused on 

understanding control over camera user interface, call taker vs caller, and sought to 

understand the reactions of callers when they lost control over the application. 
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I designed a medium fidelity prototype application using React Native and 

deployed it on my iPhone. I used a semi structured qualitative approach to conduct the 

study with my participants. I conducted the study in lab settings where I used a very 

large display to present five real life scenarios to my participants and had my participants 

test my prototype application for each scenario.  

My study revealed various themes. Primary themse are the role of visual and 

verbal instructions in carrying out camerawork, the challenges faced while conveying 

meanings of camera related actions, call taker having control over user interface, caller 

having control over user interface, annotation on live videos, maps, privacy concerns 

around shared media, and facing potential legal repercussions with medical 

manoeuvres. 

I present three main design considerations that emerge from this stage, and 

they are part of my contributions, 

a) Designs should allow call takers to decide the amount of control they 
can provide to a caller. 

b) Designers should try to implement a more dynamic/interactive user 
interface. 

c) Designers should try to provide mechanisms to callers and call takers 
for controlling privacy. 

Prior literature had posited that call taker control over the camera of a caller 

would help in gathering accurate footage of a scenario (Singhal & Neustaedter, 2018). 

However, it was not known whether the control should entirely lie with the call taker, or 

there should be some way of negotiating control between the call taker and the caller. 

My work provides an argument that callers do not like losing control over the camera 

interface in most cases and would like to stay in charge of the camera’s interface.  

There is numerous literature dealing with privacy concerns surrounding 

individuals engaged in video calls in private and public settings (Michael Boyle et al., 

2009; Nguyen et al., 2011). Singhal & Neustaedter (2018) discuss how 911 callers felt 

about video calls and showing their face to a call taker. My work goes beyond the 

findings from prior literature and attempts to understand what callers felt about sharing 
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recorded media from their phones with the call taker. My findings reveal that callers do 

not feel comfortable sharing pre-recorded media from their phone, if it contains their 

family members or friends. Callers wanted to trim or edit those sections from the video 

prior to sharing the file with the call taker. 

I also explore what callers felt about performing lifesaving manoeuvres in public 

and being recorded by third party while doing so. Contrary to the findings of (Singhal & 

Neustaedter, 2018), my work finds that callers do not think it is necessary to blur their 

face while talking to a remote caller. Emergency situations are special cases, and my 

work will help designers focus on the important aspects of privacy in an emergency call. 

6.2 Limitations and Future Work 

My work explores 911 as a design space. It tries to understand the challenges 

and design opportunities that exist around everyday emergencies. There is room for 

future research, and I identify the areas where additional research work can be 

beneficial to the understanding about this field. 

I did not choose any quantitative methods for evaluating my designs. My work 

was exploratory in nature and there are no existing designs for NG-911 that can enable 

call taking at PSAPs or calling for 911 callers. As there is a lack of a system or prototype 

for NG-911 that can be worked or improved upon, I focused on creating designs to 

understand how these may affect various stakeholders of 911. I however do not know 

how usable my designs are from any quantitative metric and this is a limitation. 

 A possible approach along with my qualitative methods to evaluate my designs 

could have been using a System Usability Scale (SUS). However, I did not choose to 

use SUS in my research as the only quantitative tool for evaluating my designs. SUS is a 

measure of perceived usability of the system and does not provide an objective measure 

of how well the system performs. SUS is purely dependant on the user’s feel of their own 

performance for a respective system, which can be prone to bias.  

 I would suggest future designers or researchers in this space to consider using 

SUS as an appropriate measure of the usability for their designs or systems only when 

they use other appropriate quantitative methods that measure performance of a system. 

Future researchers can also use NASA-TLX to measure factors like, mental, temporal, 
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physical demands along with level of frustration and efforts required to use a proposed 

system. They can compare such NASA-TLX scores with existing systems as a baseline 

measure and evaluate efficacy of their proposed designs. 

All my studies were conducted in Canada, though at a general level, my findings 

likely apply to emergency-call-taking services in most Western countries where 

procedures are relatively similar. However, future work should explore call taking and 

associated user interfaces in other regions of the world. In the first stage of my research 

work, I specifically chose to present early designs to participants to gain feedback for 

improving my design ideas. This means that I do not know what call takers’ reactions 

and interactions might be if they were to work with a full-fledged NG911 interface. 

Building and testing actual NG911 systems is incredibly challenging, as such 

systems would need to include front-end user interfaces as well as back-end systems 

that integrate into existing call networks and infrastructure. For these reasons, it was not 

feasible for me to evaluate designs that are of a higher fidelity than what I have 

produced. However, future researchers should look for tighter industrial collaborations, 

particularly with call centres to see how such interfaces can be coupled with existing 

networks and how they perform in test and real-world settings. 

I did not focus on the perceptions of race, gender, or other identification 

parameters of callers and how these factors may impact decision making by 911 call 

takers. With video calling, these factors come more into play as callers become easily 

identifiable. Although 911 call takers are trained to overlook such factors and deal with 

just the situation at hand, it may be still worth exploring if any biases exist and whether 

video plays a role in bringing forward these biases even further. However, studying such 

nuanced human psychology is hard and at the very least requires observation of a fully 

implemented system. In the future researchers should carry out further studies in this 

space as well. 

Future research work should also explore remote 911 collaborations where 

PSAP employees work from home. In my work I explored how user interfaces can be 

deigned that allow remote PSAP employees to collaborate with each other. I explored 

the ways by which a supervisor remained situation aware about their employees. I also 

looked at ways of via which the privacy of a remote employee is not compromised. 
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Future designers should look at implementing this system and understand the 

challenges that may arise from real world interactions.  

In my final stage, I tested my prototype in a lab setting where I tried to immerse 

my participants in the context of an emergency scenario by making them see the scenes 

on very large, immersive display. This setting may not be ideal in creating the same 

amount of panic that participants would experience in a real-life emergency. However, 

without the presence of an actual infrastructure to handle multimedia in a 911 call, my 

setting acts as a good compromise between realism and danger as it keeps participants 

safe from any real-life casualties.  

Future research work should test multimedia enabled 911 apps in the real world 

to get real data from on-the-ground emergencies, once the infrastructure for multimedia-

based call is set up across countries around the world. 

6.3 Final Words 

The three research stages in my thesis cover three studies that explore 

challenges and designs involving 911 systems. My work provides user interface designs 

for all three of my studies and provides design considerations for two studies, one 

involving the PSAP as a central focus and the other with 911 callers as the focus. The 

design considerations offer future designers with guidelines to improve the experience of 

both call takers and 911 callers. Across all the three studies I dealt with low and medium 

fidelity prototypes for evaluations as it was out of scope to design a fully featured high 

fidelity application that would integrate with existing 911 PSAPs. This was a limitation of 

my research work; however, my work provides insights into 911 as a design space 

where multimedia acts as the main key of focus between two different entities of the 911 

puzzle, PSAP, and citizens, who call 911. 

PSAPs across Canada have a mandate to modernise 911 calling and include 

multimedia in 911 calls. My research work is timely and beneficial to PSAPs and society 

as a whole as it explores how software should be designed for 911 call-taking and 911 

callers. My research work dives into the potential challenges to the existing user 

interfaces and workflow adjustments that may be required while incorporating 

multimedia in 911 calls. I also explore how remote collaboration may be carried out 
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between 911 PSAP employees. This work has significance even in a post-pandemic 

world where workers still balance working from homes and offices. 
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Study 1 Interview Questions and script 

Background questions 

1. Can you tell me your age? How long have you been working as a 9-1-1 operator? How 
long at EComm? 

2. How many calls do you typically receive in a day? Which categories do they usually fall 
into? (fire, medical, theft/intrusion – police) or any other? 

 

Script: Scenarios  

Roles: 9-1-1 caller, call-taker, actors 

Emergency: Theft/burglary/suspicious activity, shooting, fire, accident/medical intervention 

(reporting for self/someone else) 

Scenario A: Suspicious activity or burglary 

Task 1. 

Call-Taker: Hello, 9-1-1? where are you calling from. Give me your address?  

Caller: 3210, Eastlake Drive, Burnaby, BC, V3J7X5 

Caller: I see someone trying to break into a house in my neighborhood. The house is 

diagonally opposite to my house. 

Call-Taker: Do you still see the person? Do you see anyone else along with the suspect? 

Caller: Yes, he is trying to pry open the lock., He is by himself. 

Call-Taker: Take pictures of the person using your phone and send it. 

Caller: Takes pictures and sends it from his phone. 

Call-Taker: Scans the images on receiving them. 

Call-Taker: Thanks for the images, stay on the phone for now. I will send help. 
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Task 2. (text)  

 Texter: I am home alone, and I think someone has entered into my house. Please send 

help. 

Call-Taker: (Interact with the prototype to have a conversation with the caller): Ok, Tell 
me your address first. 

 Texter: 1524, 27th st, North Vancouver BC V7J 1S8 

Call-Taker: (texts) Can you see the burglar? 

Texter: I can hear footsteps, but I am not sure if there are more people.  

I am hiding in my room and I can’t see anyone. 

Call-Taker: (texts) Ok, Stay put. We will send help. Don’t worry and keep me updated 

through texts. 

Task 3. (phone-call) 

 Call-taker: 9-1-1What is your emergency? 

Call-Taker: Where are you calling from? What’s your phone number?   

Caller: 127st, 96 Ave, Surrey, BC, V3V 2B5 

CallTaker: How many people do you see? Tell me your phone number. 

Caller: I see a couple of people fighting in a parking lot, not far away from my car. 

Call-Taker: Types in info into command system. Can you stream a video of the current     

scenario from your phone? 

 Caller: Streams video 

 Call-Taker: Now can you pan your phone to the right. 

 Call-Taker: Snaps an important moment of video at a scene. 

Call-Taker: (tells call-taker) Okay, now I will stop the video streaming. I will notify the 

police to go to your location.  
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Scenario B: Accidents/Medical intervention 

Task 4. (Text) 

Texter:  Text comes in- I think my grand-father is unconscious. He fell to the ground 

and seems to have passed-out. 

Call-Taker: Tell me your name, address? 

Texter: 1524, 27th st, North Vancouver BC V7J 1S8, (British Columbia), (604) 983-9999 

Call-taker: Okay, tell me what happened? Call me. 

Texter: He just had his dinner and got up to go to the sofa. He looked pale and blank for 

a couple of seconds after he got up and collapsed to the floor. 

Call-Taker: (Types away, not breathing- unconscious in the system) How old is he? Are 

you with him? 

Texter: he is 89 and I am with him. 

Call-Taker: send me pictures of his current state. Check if he is breathing, I will send you 

a demo video that will show you how to perform a CPR. We will send help. Proceed to 

send video of CPR.  

Texter: He is not breathing. I need to perform the CPR. 

Call-taker: Turn your phone to video mode. Keep your phone propped up against 

something so that I can see if you are performing it correctly. 

Texter: Does as he is told, grand-father start breathing. 

Call-Taker: Good, that you got him breathing, I will send an ambulance. I am 

disconnecting the entire call. Text/call back if something gets out of hand again. 

Task 5. A) 

Call-taker: Hello 911. Please state your address? 
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Caller: Near Cornwall Ave and Maple street. 

Call-taker: Are you still there at the mentioned address? Or have you moved away from 

the scene?  

Caller: I am at the crossing; the other driver is still in his car. 

Call-Taker: Tell me what happened? 

Caller: I was parked at a red light at the Brooklyn Ave & East-Broadway crossing. As 

soon as the light turned green, I stepped on the gas to go. I had barely moved 20m and a 

car from the East-Broadway side came in from my left and hit me. He is such an idiot. 

People don’t know how to drive these days… (Interrupted by call-taker) 

Call-Taker: Are you injured?  

Caller:  I am safe, but my friend seems to be unconscious.  

Call-Taker: Get out of the vehicle, unfasten his seatbelts and make sure if he is 

breathing. 

Caller: Does and says he is breathing. 

Call-taker: Now send some photos of the scene and your co-passenger? 

Call-taker: After receiving photos, and scanning through them, could you please stream 

a video from your phone? I want to see the scene live. 

Caller: Switches to video mode. 

Call-Taker; Can you pan to the camera to a little left so that I can see your friend?  

Caller: Does that. 

Call-Taker: There seems to be no bleeding, I will send the paramedics.. 

Call-Taker: Marks a scene by taking a snap of video. Now can you pan the camera to 

the right  so that I can see the extent of damage of your car. 

Caller: Does as told. 
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Call-Taker: Marks the video when the caller shows the car.  

Call-Taker: Ok I am going to send in the police. Types info into dispatch. Don’t panic. 

Stay calm. I am going to stay online on audio. (Switches off video stream) 

B)  

Call-Taker: Hello 9-1-1, State your name and address. 

Caller: John, West Broadway at Burrard St. 

Call-Taker: State your emergency. 

Caller: A few blocks before, I saw 2 cars that had crashed into one another. Thought I 

should call 9-1-1 and let you guys know. 

Call-Taker: Can you tell me the location of the accident? 

Caller: Somewhere close to the Vancouver museum. 

Call-taker: Can you tell me what kind of cars were involved? 

Caller: A black Porsche and another silver sedan. 

Call-Taker: Opens map, finds the accidents that happened in the last half-hour. 

Call-Taker: Okay, we have dealt with the situation already and have sent police and 

ambulance there. Thanks for letting us know. 

Scenario C: Fire 

Task 6. 

Call-Taker: Receives call in the system. I see sparks emitting from a transmission line. 

    I also see a tree in flames. 

Call-Taker: Tell me your address, name? 

Texter: 3308 Ash St Vancouver BC V5Z 3E3, Kevin Bacon. 
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Caller: ‘ I heard some bangs across the street and wok up from my sleep. I went close 

to my window and looked outside. I saw sparks emitting from a transmission line. I 

also see a tree having caught fire’.  

Call-Taker: Is the line still emitting sparks, How bad/big is the fire? 

Caller: Yes there are sparks coming out of the line still now. The tree now seems to be 

completely on fire. 

Call-Taker: Are you still in your home now? 

Caller: yes 

Call-Taker: Please switch to video mode now and show me the fire. 

Caller: Does as told. 

Call-Taker: Take some pictures and send me those too. 

Caller: Complies, 

Call-Taker: Now stop streaming your video and stay on line over the audio 

Call-Taker: I am sending the fire-department, Stay on line, If you see the fire 

spreading towards your side of the street, get out immediately. 

Questions Study 1 

Questions (after scenarios) 

1. What do you think about the scenario? Is it likely to happen? Why/why not? 
2. Do you think a video or photo sent as media in the scenarios described above will be useful? 

Why/Why not? 
3. What are the things you want to see in the streamed video? What are the things you don’t 

want to see? Why? 
4. If you need to send instructions to the caller to let them deal with a case of asphyxiation, 

how would you like to send this information? As a video clip, talk personally, or send in 
pre-recorded instruction as text blurbs? Why? 

5. How would you like to send instruction for CPR? (Talk, Video clip/gif, Augmented Reality) 
6. Would you like to see photos of an accident. Or Would you prefer video?  
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      Follow-up questions  

1. How do you think a rich media-based call will help you in your tasks? 
2. How will a rich media-based call affect your work?  
3. What did you like about the demo/mockup? What features in the prototype, you think 

will be helpful for you? Why? 
4. What did you dislike about the mockup? What features do you want to 

remove/add/modify from the demo? Why? 
5. What other functionalities do you want to be added?  
6. Do you like the user interface of the demo? Yes/No. Why? 
7. Do you think this particular UI is beneficial to the scenarios mentioned above? If no, for 

which scenarios do you want the UI to be different? 
 

Describe and sketch a user interface that you believe would be ideal for a next-generation 9-1-1 

software. You can also draw for any specific scenario. 

Study 2 Interview Questions 

General Questions. 

1) What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2) What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3) How would you change the system to make it better? 

4) How was the workflow of your tasks during the call what you would want? 

Questions (after Scenarios) 

1. How do the instruction menus (pop-ups) help you overall in questioning the caller? Is it 
helpful? (yes, no) Why? Do sub-categories like Intruders, CPR, Accident help in the case 
of video instructions? 
 

2. How does having a visual input (arrow marks) for guiding the caller to perform camera 
work help? What would you change?  
 

3. Do you find the ability to save snapshots from a video helpful? How does the ability to 
switch on/off video mode help/affect you? 
 

4. What do you think about the feature of uploading a video/images (e.g. CPR video) to a 
caller to perform a task? Do you find it useful? (Yes, no) Why? What do you think can 
be modified?  
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5. How does the slider in map help you in finding an incident? Do you like the feature of 
being able to visually search an incident through the icon? (Yes, no?) Why? How will 
this affect your workflow?  
 

6. Do you find the gallery helpful? Is there any modification you would prefer in the way 
photos are shown? 
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Stage 2: Consent Form 
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Study – Script and Interview Questions 

Scenario 1 

In-House fire hazard in a suburban area at night: Dispatchers overhearing live calls being 
handled by call takers (Small PSAP). 

Scenario Goals: 

• Show joint work by virtual team members 
• Messaging between dispatcher and call-taker 
• Use live ʻcall-listen inʼ feature 

 

Sergio is on a virtual PSAP team consisting of Sally, Sam and Becky. All of them carry out 
work from their home. At the workplace these 4 members used to sit in close proximity and 
knew each otherʼs mannerisms and were aware of each otherʼs abilities to deal with complex 
situations. They decided to form a virtual team so that they could work and collaborate together 
from their homes. All of them live in the same city. Sergio and Sally are call-takers while Sam 
and Becky are dispatchers. (Team A) 

Sergio gets a call from an agitated caller at around 8PM. The caller reports of a fire that has 
started in her kitchen. Sergio mentions fire as he enters the first detail in the CAD system. The 
caller seems to be freaking out as Sergio tries to calm her down by repeating a single question, 
"What's your address?"  

Sergio notices Sam is available within the system and uses the ʻcall listen inʼ feature to 'tag' 
Sam as the dispatcher to listen to the live call. Sam sees in the system that itʼs a fire situation 
at a residence. He sends a message to Sergio in the system and tells him that he is going to 
alert the fire emergency responders. As soon as the caller manages to state the address, Sergio 
types the details in the CAD system. Sam, who also hears the address, immediately types the 
address in his map to get a better view of the region. He glances over his dispatch log to see 
the closest fire fighters available to this region. Sam messages the firefighting officer letting 
them know about an ongoing fire incident along with the address. Sergio asks the caller details 
about the possible causes and size of fire. He messages Sam using the system and lets him 
know that he will take control over the remainder of the call. Sam dis-engages from the ̒ call-
listen inʼ feature. 
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Study Questions for PSAP Workers 

1. Do you think the type of collaboration mentioned in the task is realistic? Why or why 
not? 

2. Are there any other types of collaboration that you think are possible which can 
benefit the task? If so, please describe? 
 

3. If anything, what do you think you would work well in this scenario? 
 

4. If anything, what do you think would not work well in this scenario? 
 

Scenario 2 

Robbery: Delegating Tasks (multiple dispatchers at work) Small PSAP  

Scenario Goals: 

• Joint work by virtual team members 
• Task Delegation 
• Redundant calls for same case confirmation 

 

Sue and her virtual team of four members (Sue, Bob, Becky, Amanda, Ross - Team B) are 
working on 911 calls as usual during a Friday afternoon. They collaborate with each other 
whenever the needs arise. This team is Sue's second virtual team within her 9-1-1/CAD 
system. Her first team is a group of people that are all in the same city as her who she knows 
in-person. The current virtual team that she is working with is different: they are people who 
have a broad range of experiences across different types of emergency situations. This 
lets them ask each other for help depending on the situation. They all found each other through 
the CAD system and have never met in-person. Ross has the most experience in dealing with 
police cases, particularly hit and run, speeding, and stabbings. Amanda has more experience 
in dealing with medical emergencies. 

At 1:15 PM Sue sees a call appear on her monitor. It also shows the approximate region from 
where the call is coming from. The system also shows a list of people in the virtual team who 
are currently free and can take up this call. Sue can either accept the call or choose to pass 
the call to someone else in the team by clicking on the select receiver icon. She picks up the 
call and soon after understands that the caller is reporting a robbery and run case. She asks 
the caller to give out specific details like his name, address of the street he is currently at and 
where the robbery had occurred. She also asks the make and colour of the vehicle, possible 
license plate and the number of people who were injured. The caller could reveal that it was a 
Ford SUV with navy blue paint and there was only a single person who took out cash from the 
register by pointing a gun at the cashier. The caller was calling from a location close to the 
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Chevron gas station, where the robbery had taken place. The caller could not confirm if there 
were any more people in the vehicle. 

Sue updates the CAD file and sends a message to Ross (dispatcher), asking him to take a 
look at this case. In the meantime Bob is notified of an incoming call on his monitor. He picks 
up the call and listens to the caller report about a speeding vehicle. Bob goes through the same 
procedure as Sue went in her case and understands that this is a navy blue SUV. Thinking that 
this case may require multiple people on his team to be involved, he looks at his virtual team 
list. He only sees that Amanda is available. However, as soon as he entered ʻSpeedingʼ in the 
CAD system, the system suggested Ross as a potential dispatcher as he had greater 
experiences in dealing with similar cases. But the virtual team list showed Ross to be busy 
at the current moment so Bob couldnʼt tag him in the case.  

Bob decided to use the lookup directory to see if any other members outside the virtual team 
were experienced enough and more importantly free at the moment. He used the ʻmore 
suggestions like thisʼ feature to populate people similar to Ross. Bob could see ʻWinnieʼ pop 
up on the list. He selected Winnieʼs profile and could see that she was available. He 
immediately calls her to let her know of the situation and when she accepts to help, he adds 
her in a 2nd virtual sub-team that only consists of him and Winnie. 

Bob gets the license plate description of the speeding blue SUV. He enters that into the system 
along with the vehicle colour. In the previous hit and run case, a bystander had taken a picture 
of the license plate to report it to a 911 call-taker, Sue. She fed this data into her case, the 
system prompted about the match of license plates. (As soon as Bob types in the license plate 
number of the speeding vehicle, the system can perform an auto-check of all the license plate 
numbers of active/ past cases.) 

Bob sends a dispatch request to Winnie and she calls for police intervention on a speeding 
vehicle that is involved in a hit and run. She is busy with this case as she manages the police, 
stays in touch with them and notifies the medical emergency team to look into a bleeding 
emergency. She tells (audio call) Chris (another dispatcher) in her virtual team that she would 
be busy for a while with a case from a different team. Chris takes over all the dispatching 
responsibilities for a while. 

Study Questions for PSAP Workers 

1. Do you think such a collaboration is plausible in real-life? Why/ why not? 
 

2. How helpful do you think task delegation is? Describe. 
 

3. If anything, what do you think you would work well in this scenario? 
 

4. If anything, what do you think would not work well in this scenario? 
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Scenario 3: Break and Enter - Media Viewing and sharing (Small PSAP) 

Scenario Goals: 

• Joint work by virtual team members  
• Case detail awareness - Communication 
• Show availability information using video feeds of call takers or screen sharing 
• Photo viewing and sharing amongst call taker and dispatcher 
• Closed caption of video calls 

 

Mark, Hans, Rob and Larry (Team C) work together in a virtual team. They live in and work 
for a major metropolitan city on the west coast and have known each other for over 5 years. 
Mark and Hans are the designated call-takers while Rob and Larry are dispatchers in the team.  

At about 5:00 PM on a weekday, Mark gets a call that appears on his monitor. He could see 
the phone number and from the area code he could determine it was from a neighbouring 
county. He proceeds to pick up the call and listens to the caller report about strangers involved 
in some suspicious activities in her neighbourhood. He asks the caller about her address and 
what she could currently see. The caller gets alarmed and tells him that she could see multiple 
people enter the driveway of two different houses. Mark realizes that this could be a possible 
burglary in progress and asks the lady if she could still see the intruders and if she was safe. 
Upon realizing that the caller was safe and was seeing the event from her house, Mark asked 
the caller to stream a live video from her phone. Mark proceeds to guide the caller to switch 
to video call from the current audio call. 

Mark is overwhelmed with trying to talk to the caller and watch the live video at the same time. 
. He quickly glances at his team list, toggles on 'video feeds' and sees that both Larry and 
Rob are available. Mark messages Larry and asks him if he can look at an incoming video call. 
Mark uses the quick reply feature to say that he is caught up in a previous case and forgot to 
change his status. Mark now messages Rob and asks him to help. Rob obliges. Mark gives 
access of the case to Rob using the ʻaccess keyʼ button.  

The caller in the meantime has managed to switch to showing video and Mark is able to see 
the video. As soon as Rob gets access to the case, he is also able to see the video livestream 
at his monitor. Mark proceeds to guide the caller to zoom/pan the phone camera and Rob flags 
clips in the video at instances where he felt something useful occurred. The video is 
automatically recorded in case Rob wants to review it again later. He added descriptions of the 
intruder in the notes section of the open file. When the video quality dropped, Rob sent text 
messages to Mark to confirm details like the colour of clothes worn by the intruders or to know 
more about specific landmarks in the vicinity. Once the intruders were no longer visible, Mark 
asks the caller to stay on audio and switch off the video. 
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Rob lets Mark know that he would proceed to dispatch the following information to the police 
officers. He decides to send the recorded video clip and switch on the Closed Caption option. 
This could help the officers learn the contents of the video when operating under sirens or in 
any noisy environment. Rob attaches the clips that he flagged from the video call and sends 
them to the officers to show important frames. 

Study Questions for PSAP Workers 

1. Do you think the type of collaboration mentioned in the task is realistic? Why or why 
not? 

 

2. Are there any other types of collaboration that you think are possible which can 
benefit the task? If so, please describe? 

 

3. If anything, what do you think you would work well in this scenario? 
 

4. If anything, what do you think would not work well in this scenario? 
 

Scenario 4: Poisoning/overdosing at home (Medical Intervention) Small PSAP 

Scenario goals: 

• Collaboration between virtual team members 
• Analysis of patient condition through collaboration between call-taker and dispatcher  
• Show availability information using video feeds of call takers or screen sharing 
• Collaborative notes entry (Scroll through 'change awareness' time bar to see changes) 
• Guidance to caller for performing life-saving manoeuvres on patient 

 

Bob has a virtual team of Call-Takers: Sue, Bob, and Dispatchers - Ross, Becky. Amanda - 
The team is composed of experts with a multitude of operations knowledge and past medical 
dispatch experience. They live in various regions throughout the United States. 

On a Tuesday evening at about 8:30PM, Bob receives an incoming call-notification on his 
monitor. The system also shows other members in his team who are available to take this call. 
Bob can see small video views of their desktops (that are blurred slightly for privacy to 
only show high level information) and can see they aren't handling any calls currently. Bob 
however proceeds to pick up the call. He asks his mandatory questions of name, address and 
the purpose of the call. The caller was a 15 years old male teen who called in to report a medical 
emergency that involved his grandpa where he was having difficulty breathing. The boy couldn't 
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tell the address properly as he didnʼt know the exact location. All he could say was that he and 
his grandpa were alone and located somewhere deep in a farm.  

Bob wanted to know the address as he realized that it was a medical emergency and he might 
eventually need to send an ambulance. So he told the caller to stay on hold and looked up the 
phone number in the registered landline database. He found the associated address with the 
number.  

Bob resumed his conversation with the teen caller and asked him about his grandpaʼs health. 
The boy replied that his grandpa was coughing and foaming at his mouth. Bob realized that he 
needed to act quickly and probably had to ask the boy to step up and take matters into his own 
hand. He sent a message to Amanda and let her know that it was a case that required her 
medical knowledge. As soon as Amanda agreed to help, Bob shared the case (share access 
key) with Amanda. 

Bob decided that he would let Amanda take on the call for providing instructions to the boy, 
while he would fill in the notes and other details of the case. He told the boy that an expert 
would talk with him in a short while. While Amanda took over the call and started to guide the 
boy on what to do, Becky texted back the address of the callerʼs location. (It was a registered 
landline and this helped them ping the address accurately). Bob asked Becky to update the 
medical team and ask them to send an ambulance to the callerʼs location.  

Amanda finished the call and said that the boy had done what was asked of him and would call 
back only if something happened till the ambulance arrived. Amanda still had the case open 
and was ready to jump in if the same caller called. About 15 mins later the boy called again 
and Bob picked up the call recognizing the incoming number on his screen. The caller said that 
his grandpa was foaming at his mouth again. Meanwhile, Amanda had kept a view of the call 
window open too and saw visual captioning of the audio from the new call. Amanda stepped 
in to help the boy. Amanda texted Bob to know about a note that she had put in the system 
during her last interaction with the boy. Bob scrolled through the 'change time bar' to about 
15 mins to see what Amanda had added to the system. Upon finding the note marked 
ʻImportantʼ by Amanda, Bob proceeded to send that note as a text message to her. Amanda 
messaged Bob that she would remain online with the boy as long as the ambulance took to 
arrive, so that Bob could take other calls and need not be tied up with this case. 

Study Questions for PSAP Workers 

1. Do you think the type of collaboration mentioned in the task is realistic? Why or why 
not? 
 

2. Are there any other types of collaboration that you think are possible which can 
benefit the task? If so, please describe? 

 

3. If anything, what do you think you would work well in this scenario? 
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4. If anything, what do you think would not work well in this scenario? 
 

Scenario 5: Riots: Police Intervention: Medium to Large PSAP  

Scenario Goals: 

• Task Delegation amongst dispatchers and call-takers. (multiple virtual teams of 4 / 5 
members) 

• Search for location-based virtual teams 
• Map usage and planning between virtual team dispatchers 

 

Note: Scenario 5 can similarly represent situations where this is a large-scale disaster and 
resources become overwhelmed at a single PSAP 

Team B, Team C interact 

A group of protestors and supporters clash amongst each other after a political result. This 
event occurs in a small town and Team B starts getting numerous calls from onlookers standing 
at the town centre. What starts as a small feud among people quickly escalates and spreads 
to different parts of towns and neighbouring towns as well. The calls start coming in thick and 
fast to all virtual teams in the county. Sue and Becky of Team B receive a lot of calls as they 
happen to be close to the epicentre of the problem. As they start managing the scenarios by 
working closely with their dispatchers, they realize that the calls are now spread out to different 
regions that are closer to other teams. 

Team B was overwhelmed with all the calls coming in from the different regions. Larry 
(Supervisor, Team C) realized that a lot of calls were coming in from team Bʼs district. The call 
traffic had picked over the past hour and didnʼt seem to subside. As the system was routing 
calls automatically, Larry wondered if Team B needed help in a co-ordinated manner and more 
importantly additional man power. He decides to call Axel (Supervisor, Team B) using the media 
widget. Axel immediately accepts the help and asks Larry to add at-least a couple of call takers 
and dispatchers to their team list. Axel provides their current team ID and Larry adds 2 
additional call-takers and 1 dispatcher to Team Bʼs list. 

For the next hour 4 call-takers (2 on each team) receive calls and only forward the calls to 
appropriate teams based on the geographic information provided. They do this through either 
checking the area code of the incoming phone number or open cases for call-takers in the 
different regions. The dispatchers open maps and start to mark the pins of all the cases that 
are related to the riots.  

In a span of 10 mins both the teams receive multiple calls that suggest a major protest with a 
large crowd marching towards a government building near Team Bʼs location. The dispatchers 
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see the region of interest in the map and decide to let firefighters, medical teams and riot police 
gather around 2 specific regions of the map.  

A fresh call comes in and Sue picks up the call. The caller claims to have talked to someone 
before and said that he needed to speak to that person. After going over the mandatory 
questions, Sue insisted on knowing what he had called previously about. The caller frantically 
shouted something about an unidentified bag found in a location close to the town centre.  

Sue asks the caller to calm down, visits the map window and searches for ʻunidentified bagʼ. 
A pin is highlighted visually on the map along with the call-taker information (Hans), time of 
call and status of case. Sue messages Hans to know about the current status of the 
ʻunidentified bagʼ case. She learns that the canine unit had been notified and the first 
responding officer had already set up a perimeter to keep people out. She lets the caller know 
that the case is being taken care of and ends the call. She proceeds to update the status of 
that case from the map pin and adds the canine unit details. 

Post Incident Collaboration 

After the riots die down and the situations come back under control, Alex (Supervisor, Team 

B) decides that the additional members from team C are no longer required for support. Before 

he sends out a message to disband everyone from duty, he thanks everyone from team C and 

his own team members. He messages Larry to let him know that they would like to celebrate 

via video call. Alex planned for a mini party where everyone had to eat something, raise a glass 

and share a little about their feelings. He sent a quick calendar invite via the system to set the 

time for the party. As a supervisor he strongly felt that, post major incident collaboration, a 

party and simple sharing of feelings would help improve bonding amongst teammates. 

Study Questions for PSAP Workers 

1. Do you think the type of collaboration mentioned in the task is realistic? Why or why 
not? 
 

2. Are there any other types of collaboration that you think are possible which can 
benefit the task? If so, please describe? 
 

3. If anything, what do you think you would work well in this scenario? 
 

4. If anything, what do you think would not work well in this scenario? 
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Appendix C. 

Stage 3: Study Materials 

Stage 3: Ethics Approval 
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Stage 3: Consent Form 
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Study – Scenario script 

Roles 

9-1-1 Caller: The participant will play this role. The participant will be grounded in each 
scenario by an overall description from the researcher and will be shown a large screen 
display running a video of the scenario. Participants will be provided with a phone, 
dedicated to the experiment by the researchers. They will be asked to point this phone 
towards the display and carry out necessary camerawork which will be instructed by the 
call-taker (researcher).  

Call-Taker: The lead researcher can play a role of a call-taker. Once the caller is asked to 
make a call, the researcher can act as a call-taker and start sending them instructions 
(visual) by interacting with the hidden elements in the UI. The caller will be asked to follow 
the visual (on-screen) instructions at each step and the call-taker can also verbally instruct 
the caller to navigate through the UI. 

Scenarios to test 

1. Emergency: House on Fire. 

Call-Taker: 9-1-1, what’s your emergency? 

Caller: Hello, I am calling to report a fire. I am seeing an entire house on fire. 

Call-Taker: Please state your name and location. 

Caller: Proceeds to tell name and address. 

Call-Taker: OK, Where are you currently standing and are you safe? 

Caller: I am outside this house and I am a safe distance away from the fire. 

Call-Taker: Okay can you switch on the camera app and show me a live stream of the fire? I will 

send and tell you further instructions once you open the camera. 

Caller: Opens the camera and receives guided instructions from the call-taker. 
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Instructions 

a. Switch on the camera toggle button. (Verbal) 

b. Turn your phone to landscape mode (Visual). 

c. Select the zoom slider appearing on screen and drag it right gently. (Visual)  

d. Take a photo of the roof of the house (Visual) 

e. Send photo by clicking on the button that appears on screen (verbal). (specific button – Visual) 

f. Switch the camera off by clicking on the toggle button. (Verbal) 

Call-Taker: Okay, Thank you for your co-operation, you may now end the call. 

Caller: Clicks on the end-call button. 

The caller may be asked to drop the call after this point 

Summary: 

A bystander sees a house on fire. They call 9-1-1 to report the incident. The bystander is asked by 

the call-taker to switch to camera mode after revealing location and reason for calling. The call-

taker sends the caller (participant) a series of instructions.  

2. Emergency: Car Accident 

Call-Taker: 9-1-1 what is your emergency? 

Caller: Hello, I am currently on bridge, and I witnessed a car accident and I want to report about 

it. 

Call-Taker: One second, before you proceed, I need your name and location. 

Caller: My name is ‘-----’. I am unsure about my location though. 

Call-Taker: (Instruction) Can you Click on the Tab named ‘Location’. Tell me the street 

address and any large or important landmark that you see in the map. (Verbal). 

Caller: Proceeds to tell the address and a possible landmark. 
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Call-Taker: As you said you witnessed the accident live; do you have any videos or photos of 

the incident? If not, can you describe in detail how the accident occurred? 

Caller: I was recording a video for a film I am shooting, and I have the crash on my phone. 

Call-Taker – Good, to share that video with us, you need to first (Instruction) switch on the 

camera by using the toggle button? 

Caller: Does. 

Call-Taker: Now to share the video you need to (Instruction) Click on the Gallery icon 

appearing on screen. Now select your video to send it to us. 

Caller: Does as told. 

Call-Taker: I can see from the livestream that the car and person involved in the accident are still 

at the crash site. Can you zoom in on the wrecked car? I will activate the zooming functionality 

for you. 

Call-Taker: (Instruction) Select the zoom slider appearing on your screen (visual) and drag 

slider gently to right. Zoom in on the wrecked car. 

Caller: Does as told. 

Call-Taker: (Visual Instruction) Move your phone slowly to the left.  

Caller: Starts doing it. -> Call-Taker: Ok, Stop right there. You will need o take a photo for me. 

Call-Taker: (Instruction) - Click on the camera icon appearing on your screen. (Verbal). Icon 

on screen (Visual). Take a photo of the person lying on the ground.  

Caller: Follows instruction.  

Call-Taker: (Instruction) Click on the gallery icon appearing on screen to upload the photo. 

(Verbal). Send photo (Visual) using the icon appearing on screen. (SKIP) 

Caller: Does as instructed. 
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Call-Taker: We are done with the call. Thank you for your patience and cooperation. 

(Instruction) Switch off the camera by toggling the camera button. End the call by 

clicking on ‘End Call’. (Verbal) 

Summary: A bystander is standing on a bridge shooting a video where is captures multiple 

car collisions live. He calls 9-1-1 and is given the following instructions (verbal and in-

app) by the call-taker. 

3. Emergency: Break in & Enter (Police) 

An employee, situated at a remote location, sees an on-going robbery attempt of their store. The 

employee calls 9-1-1 to report about this on-going robbery. The call-taker provides the following 

verbal and visual instructions. 

Call-Taker: 9-1-1 what’s your emergency? 

Caller: Hello, I am seeing a live break-in happening at the gun store and I am in my office at the 

upper floor.  

Call-Taker: What’s your name? What’s your store’s location? 

Caller: I am …. I am calling from ‘Ralph’s gun store located close to the Golden ears bridge. 

Call-Taker: Okay, can you switch on your camera by toggling on the button and stream me what 

you see. 

Caller: Does as told. 

Instructions 

a. Switch on the camera app by toggling the camera button on. (Verbal) Stream the scene live 

from your camera. Ok, your network seems to be choppy, can you also record the video, so that 

you can upload it to us later. 

b. Click on the record button appearing on your screen (Visual) and start recording. (Verbal) 

c. Brighten the video feed by clicking on the icon that appears on screen. (Verbal) 
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d. Select the zoom slider appearing on your screen (visual) and drag slider gently to right. Zoom 

in on the item being stolen. (Verbal) 

e. Stop Recording (Visual) by clicking on the stop recording icon. (Verbal) (video is sent 

automatically) 

f. Disconnect the call by clicking on ‘END CALL’ button.  

4. Emergency: Roadside Fire 

A vehicle on a highway catches fire on the opposite lane. A caller calls 9-1-1 to report the 

incident live. The call-taker provides the caller with the following instructions. 

Call-Taker: ‘Hello 9-1-1 what’s your emergency?’ 

Caller: ‘Hello I am calling in to report a car on fire and blasting on highway 91’. 

Call-Taker: ‘Can you tell me the nearest landmark or distance from the city, by clicking on the 

location tab?’ 

Caller: Does so 

a. Click the ‘Location’ tab. Find the nearest exit on the highway and tell us its 
name.(Verbal) 

Caller: ‘Close to Meadowtown cinemas on Golden Ears bridge’. 

Call-Taker – ‘Are you safe and can you confirm if you are a safe distance away from the vehicle 

on fire?’ 

Caller – Confirms. 

Call-Taker: ‘I will now send you a series of instructions and you should be able to see them on 

your screen’ 

Instructions 

b. Switch on the camera app by toggling the camera button on. (Verbal) 

c. Select the zoom slider appearing on your screen (visual) and drag slider gently to right. Zoom 

in on the car undergoing explosions. (Verbal) 
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d. Tilt your phone to landscape. (Visual) 

e. Move phone slowly to right. (Visual) 

f. Switch off camera feed by toggling the camera icon off. (Verbal) 

Call-Taker: ‘Thank you for your cooperation, you may now end the call and leave the site 

immediately.’ 

5. Emergency: Medical Assistance 

A man on Christmas eve walks across the street and collapses to the ground. A bystander who 

was recording the festivities with his phone captures the event. He calls 9-1-1 for assistance. He 

explains the scenario to the call-taker. 

He gets the following instructions from the call-taker. 

Instructions 

a. Switch on the camera app by toggling the camera button on. (Verbal) 

b. Click on the Gallery icon appearing on screen to share your recorded video (Visual). – you 

should be able to see your video in the pop-up and click to select it. (Verbal) 

c. Check for a pulse. The person’s seems to be not breathing. Click on the ‘Help Videos’ tab. 

(verbal) 

d. See the short instructional video on how to perform CPR. (verbal) 

e. After watching the video, hand the phone to another person or place it against the counter in 

an upright position. (verbal). Phone is propped up. 

f. Switch the camera angle to record from the front camera. (Visual and verbal) 

g. Click on the record button and start recording (appears on screen). 

 After ensuring that the person’s hands have proper temperature, the call-taker asks the caller to 

show his face. 

h. Stop Recording (Visual) by clicking on the stop recording icon. (Verbal) 
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i. Send the media (Visual) by clicking on the gallery icon. (verbal) 

j. Switch off camera by toggling the camera button off and disconnect from the call by clicking 

the “END CALL’ button. 

Method of running the study: Between participants and counter balanced. 

Participant 1: 
S1 - full user control, call taker control 
S2 - full user control, call taker control 
Ask questions and compare both style of UI presentation. 
etc. 
 
Participants 2: 
S1 - call taker control, full user control 
S2 - call taker control, full user control 
Ask questions and compare both style of UI presentation. 
etc. 

Study – Questions 

 
9-1-1 Mobile Application (Questions) 

Initial Interview 

Background questions 

3. Which age range do you fit into? 
 a) 19-25   b) 26-35   c) 36-45   d) 46-55   e) 56-65   f) 66+ 
 

4. What is your occupation?  
 

5. Have you called 9-1-1 before? If yes, can you remember when you made the last 9-1-1 
call? 
 

6. Why did you make a 9-1-1 call (if made)? Briefly explain the circumstance under which 
you had to make a call?  
 

7. How familiar are you with video conferencing apps on a phone like FaceTime, Skype 
etc.? How often do you make video calls on your phone? 
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Questions (During study) 

Scenario 1 – House on Fire 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? Why? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? Why? 

3. How useful do you find sending photos for this scenario? Explain. 

4. What do you think about the visual instructions you saw? Was it useful? Why? Why not? 

B. (All UI present on screen) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. How easy or hard did you find to recognize the icons? Were you overwhelmed with the 

number of icons present on screen? Why? 

General 1- Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 1 – House on Fire (Counter-Balanced) 

B. (All UI Present on Screen) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. How easy or hard did you find to recognize the icons? Were you overwhelmed with the 

number of icons present on screen? 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 
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3. How useful do you find sending photos for this scenario? Explain. 

4. What do you think about the visual instructions you saw? Was it useful? Why? Why not? 

General 1- Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 2 – Car Accident 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. How useful do you find the upload option for this scenario? Explain. 

4. What do you think about the visual instructions? 

B. (All UI present on screen) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. How easy or hard did you find to recognize the icons? Were you overwhelmed with the 

number of icons present on screen? 

General 1 - How did you find the Maps feature? What did you like and dislike about this feature? 

General 2 - Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 2 – Car Accident (Counter-Balanced) 

B. (All UI on Screen) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. How easy or hard did you find to recognize the icons? Were you overwhelmed with the 

number of icons present on screen? 
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A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. How useful do you find the upload option for this scenario? Explain. 

4. What do you think about the visual instructions for this scenario? 

General 1 - How did you find the Maps feature? What did you like and dislike about this feature? 

General 2 - Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 3 – Break in & Enter 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. Do you prefer to see such visual instructions or just rely on the verbal descriptions of the call-

taker? Why? 

B. (All UI present on screen) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. For this scenario, does presenting all UI on screen help in better surreptitious recording? [As 

you need to speak less with Call-Taker] 

General 1 - What do you think about the brighten feature? 

General 2 - What do you think about recording in this scenario? Explain why/why not you find 

this useful?  

General 3 - Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 
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Scenario 3 – Break in & Enter (Counter-Balanced) 

B. (All UI on Screen) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. For this scenario, does presenting all UI on screen help in better surreptitious recording? [As 

you need to speak less with Call-Taker] 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. Do you prefer to see such visual instructions or just rely on the verbal descriptions of the call-

taker? Why? 

General 1 - What do you think about the brighten feature? 

General 2 - What do you think about recording in this scenario? Explain why/why not you find 

this useful?  

General 3- Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 4 – Roadside Fire 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. Do you prefer video streaming/recording over taking photographs of incidents? Why? 

B. (All UI present on screen) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 
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2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. Does seeing all the UI elements help speed up the process of recording? Explain?  

General 1 - How did you find the Maps feature for this scenario? Explain if it was useful or not? 

General 2 - Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 4 – Roadside Fire (Counter-Balanced) 

B. (All UI on Screen) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. Does seeing all the UI elements help speed up the process of recording? Explain? 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well in this setup? Explain. 

2. What did not work well in this setup? Explain. 

3. Do you prefer video streaming/recording over taking photographs of incidents? Why? 

General 1- How did you find the Maps feature for this scenario? Explain if it was useful or not? 

General 2- Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 5 – Medical Assistance 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. Do you have any concerns about being recorded while performing a medical assistance task? 

Why? Why Not? 
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B. (All UI present on screen) 

1. What works well and does not work well in this setup? 

2. For this scenario, Does seeing all the UI elements, help in achieving any of the task faster? 

Explain. 

General 1 - What do you think about the Help Videos functionality? Was it useful? How? If not, 

Why? 

General 2 - How do you feel about the CPR you performed? Do you think the instructions were 

enough to guide you? Explain? 

General 3 -Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 

Scenario 5 – Medical Assistance (Counter-Balanced) 

B. (All UI on Screen) 

1. What works well and does not work well in this setup? 

2. For this scenario, Does seeing all the UI elements, help in achieving any of the task faster? 

Explain. 

A. (Call-Taker controlled UI) 

1. What worked well with the system for this scenario? 

2. What did not work well with the system for this scenario? 

3. Do you have any concerns about being recorded while performing a medical assistance task? 

Why? Why Not? 

General 1 - What do you think about the Help Videos functionality? Was it useful? How? If not, 

Why? 

General 2 - How do you feel about the CPR you performed? Do you think the instructions were 

enough to guide you? Explain? 

General 3 -Which setup do you prefer, A or B? Explain Why? 
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After study Questions 

1. Our prototype provides overlays and text on the screen to help direct you with 

‘camerawork’  

– camerawork involves your movements of the camera to capture the right information,  

including things like zooming and panning 

• Did the instruction menus (arrow marks, texts) help you overall in camerawork? 
Is it helpful? (yes, no) Why?  How would you suggest changing them, if at all? 

2. As you have seen with the app, the mock 9-1-1 calls you just did now allow you to 

move  

beyond a typical audio call with a 9-1-1 call taker.  

• What do you think about the ability to share video/images to a call-taker that are 
taken previously? 

• Do you find it useful? (Yes, no) Why?  
• Do you have any concerns over privacy? 
•  How do u feel about sharing personal media with 9-1-1, conv. 

3. As you saw with the scenarios, our prototype app shifts the way you experience the 

user  

interface. The call taker can make certain buttons appear and disappear in order to control 

the  

call and possibly make it simpler to use the interface 

• What do you think about this style of design compared to seeing the user interface  
buttons all the time? 

• How useful do you find receiving step-by step instructions from a call-taker?  
• Would you change anything about the way you interacted with the system? 
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4. Compared to most existing video call platforms for phones like FaceTime or Zoom, 

our  

prototype does not show the video of the remote user, the call taker 

• What do you think about not being able to see the call-taker’s face? (Explain what 

you felt?) 

• Would you have liked to see the call taker’s face in particular situations? 

 

 


